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| of Molten iron runs white hot from a huge 
7 ladle into an open hearth furnace for con- 
7 version into steel. The quality of this steel 

? _. is the responsibility of this engineer. He 
. + oe also assists in coordinating open hearth 

operations and incoming raw materials 
and plans improvements in methods. This 
is a typical example of one of the many 
opportunities for engineering graduates 
at United States Steel. 
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In choosing your career...consider United States Steel 
. . 3 . 

... the leader in the one industry that’s truly basic! 
[" has been said: “United States Steel is For complete information on the oppor- 

the industrial family that serves the nation tunities available at United States Steel for 
and the world.” For in our homes and fac- young men of ambition and foresight, send 
tories .. . in communications . . . in transpor- for a copy of our free book—Paths of Oppor- 
tation—steel is basic. tunity. Doing so may very well be the begin- 

This means that in the complex and rami- ming sha Bu ecesetal and Towarding career for 
fied organization which constitutes United you at United States Steel. 
States Steel, unlimited opportunities are pre- Be ee ae 
sented tothe college eraduate- whether his | United States Stee! Corporation, Personnel Division | 

preference is engineering, administrative | 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa, | 
work, or any of a score or more of other | Please send me a free copy of your book, “Paths of Opportunity.” | 
activities in this highly diversified industry. | Name | 

In the final analysis, United States Steel is | vee” I 
men . . . men of high caliber, exceptional || #5 ie ORSON ERSTE ES ere OE aeNEeD ME aes 
ability, broad vision and complete dedication. | (College) (Course) (Date of graduation) 
‘Traditionally, United States Steel looks to | Address 0.0... cece eee cence cence terete este eeteeettretiettetteettesreeere f 
its young men of today to become its leaders | I 

of tomorrow. | Clty... ...0ss cme perme Emer Reeee aes Silber aenamminaes, | 
J- —
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The Honeymoon’s 
e e ® 

just beginning - for Goodyear Engineers 

Niagara’s a busy place these days — them for practically everything we 
for Goodyear engineers, too. make and everything we do. 

Great things are happening there at We need them in Production, in Funda- 
. our chemical plants. Production of mental Research, in Development, in 

organic accelerators and antioxidants pilot plant work, and in Sales. We need 
is booming. And in vinyl resins, them in the designing of plants and 
Goodyear continues to turn out what is equipment. We need them to provide 
probably the fastest-growing family of technical service on our products. 

resins in the field. And we need engineers of all kinds to 
One reason for all this rewarding activ- test their training and skills on an 
ity is the proximity, in Niagara Falls, array of products so many and so 
of vital raw material sources. Another varied—we doubt you'll find their match 
and possibly more important reason, is _ jn all U. S. industry. Tires, Industrial 
the magnificent work of Goodyearengi- Rubber Products, Shoe Products, 
neers everywhere. AIRFOAM, PLIOFILM, we could fill this 

In vinyl resins especially, their contri- page with a partial list of familiar 
butions have been outstanding. Out of | items produced by —but not always 
the bold creative talents of our chemi- identified with — Goodyear. 

cal engineers, working closely with If you’re interested in a job and a life- 
engineers in related fields, have come time of useful accomplishment, you’ll 
the PLIovic resins, the uses of which very likely find both in the Goodyear 
have increased twofold in the last ten organization. How about letting us 

years. hear from you? Write: Technical 
What’s more, new opportunities and Personnel, Dept. 806-W, The Goodyear 

' new horizons are opening up almost Tire & Rubber Company, Akron 16, 

daily for chemical engineers. We need Ohio. 

Z : 
There’s a World of Opportunity at 

GooD , EAR 
y THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 

Airfoam, Pliovic, Pliofilm, a rubber hydrochloride—T. M.'s The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio. 
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daa IN STORY—Chuck Steger, M.E. ’52, probing dynamic properties of new Air Spring sdb ey SUSPENSIO. ger, > P g dynamic properties of new prin; 
Sarr developed by Von Polhemus (1.). A nationally recognized authority on suspension systems, Mr. 

Polhemus directs Structure and Suspension Development Group of GM’s Engineering Staff, helps 
guide Chuck in his professional career. 

B engineering is a profession at GM 
{ler you a career nota job 

O™ REASON engineering standards at General Motors are community’s affairs—because a truly professional man is a 

so high is that General Motors recognizes engineering good citizen as well as a good engineer. 
as a profession. And the men who engineer the many dif- All this is for a reason—and a good one. 
ferent products made by GM are respected for the profes- i 5a : ' . Many of the men who will fill the key positions at GM in sion they practice. ‘ eee : 

. . the future are the young engineers joining GM today. This 
That is why, when you are invited to join GM as an engi- is not theory, it is fact. For 14 of our 33 Vice-Presidents — . ia neer, you don’t simply take a job—you start a career. are engineers, 23 of our 42 Division General Managers are 

It is a career that is rewarding both professionally and engineers, too. 
financially —starting on your first day of association with Today we are looking for young engineers—such as you— 
GM at any one of its 35 divisions and 126 plants in 70 who may fill these positions tomorrow. The rewards—both 
cities and 19 states. professional and financial—are substantial. If you feel you 

During your early days at GM, for example, you work have the ability, write us. It could be the most important 

with a senior engineer who guides your career along pro- letter of your life. . ° ° fessional lines. 

You are also actively encouraged to pursue your education GM positions now available in these fields: 
towards an advanced degree. For we at General Motors MECHANICAL ENGINEERING » ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
recognize that, in doing so, you will become more valuable INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING + METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 
to us and the engineering profession. AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING + CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

¥ h % btai . CERAMIC ENGINEERING - MATHEMATICS + INDUSTRIAL DESIGN You are given the opportunity to ol stain professional recog- PHYSICS » CHEMISTRY 
nition through participation in engineering society forums, 

presentation of technical papers, winning of patents and 
other recognition of your accomplishments. GENERAL Motors CORPORATION 

And you are also encouraged to take an active role in your Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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} i How doesa 

| chemist happen? _. | 

r ‘ “New ideas,” Henry Thoreau wrote, “come 
: | | into the world . . . with a flash and an ex- 

' — | a i plosion and perhaps somebody’s castle 
~~ |. | roof perforated.” Many a budding young 
i ee 4 i | | chemist has introduced his parents to 
‘ | | | chemistry in similar fashion. But the real 

| ;.—rstCids, i. i] making of a chemist takes place in quiet, 
yr 7 a i | | unspectacular little ways. 

~*~ = i. / There is the challenge of a teacher who 
| «@ i ee « | a | asks two new questions for every one he 

. . — > _ working out a quantitative analysis—and 

|. — iit | fourth decimal place. 
[4 .. SS | There is the romance of chemistry writ- 
| _ | Ff a A t | | ten wordlessly in the twinkle of an aging 

pa « | | ( “eee There is memorizing and mixing . . . 
* -— A £. _ i calculating and titrating and cramming. 

|. Cc. 8 | (Pg / But the hours, the days, the years of 
i i. rr i » 7 / work and study silently. dissolve in that 

. —- . «~~ | in that moment when all that has been 
|. “—— » | done is forgotten, when all that seems im- 
ne in 1 portant is to learn if this new thing that has 

1 never been done, can be done. 

/ In that fleeting moment, the student be- 
| comes a scientist and begins for the first 

i time to use chemistry to help people gain 
3 ' a little more comfort, a little extra con- 

venience, a little better health. 

| It is many such moments that make a 
‘ / career in the chemical industry. exciting, 

| cs / challenging, and very, very satisfying. 
‘ : i Write for a copy of our booklet which 

: | shows how you can achieve this type of 
| he _ _ | satisfaction at Koppers. Koppers Com- 
| _ =ar—_s. pany, Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

| . = 

@| \KOPPERS | opens}, 
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Petroleum, in addition to being the world’s use, we produce and market a wide variety of 
most important source of energy, is also a petrochemicals, and operate Government- 

vital raw material for thousands of petro- owned rocket fuels and atomic energy instal- 

chemicals. Keeping pace with the increasing lations. 

demand for oil and natural gas, the petroleum Thus, no matter what your interests are, 

industry is a leader among the nation’s growth you will find a challenging opportunity in 
industries. And Phillips Petroleum Company some phase of our operations. Write to our 

is the fastest growing of the ten largest oil Technical Manpower Division today for your 
companies. copy of our new brochure, “Career With A 

Phillips rapid and continuing expansion Future.” And be sure to arrange for an inter- 

offers excellent opportunities for technical view with the Phillips representative when he 

graduates to choose careers in such varied visits your campus. 

fields as research, exploration, production, 

manufacturing, transportation and marketing. Phill D. R. McKeithan, Director 
And in addition to petroleum fuels and lubri- au Us Technical Manpower Division 

cants for automotive, aircraft and industrial ( ay ~ \ PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 
| De | Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
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d t tud i graduate study opportunity... 
fa 6 vp a 

an important “plus” benefit at Los Alamos! 

When a scientist or engineer comes to Los Alamos to work, it is important to him, and 

to us, that his fund of knowledge continues to grow. For that reason, the Graduate Center 

at Los Alamos is one of this interesting community’s most valuable assets. 

The Center, operated by the University of New Mexico, offers graduate programs in the 

: fields of nuclear, mechanical and electrical engineering, chemistry, physics and mathematics. 

Additional facts of interest... 

( ¢ Instruction is by recognized leaders in their scientific fields from the laboratory staff and from the 
University of New Mexico 

) e Classes are held in the evening, a few minutes from your Los Alamos residence 

{ e One-half of your tuition is paid by the Laboratory 

© Unique laboratory facilities and equipment are available 

} e Los Alamos technical library, among the nation’s most complete, is open 24 hours each day for study 

| ( and research, 

| College graduates in the physical sciences and engineering who are interested in accepting 

| ) important research assignments and at the same time continuing their advanced education 

| ( are invited to write for more information. Details about the Laboratory, the Graduate 

Center and the delightful family living conditions in northern New Mexico will be sent by 

} return mail. 

a & DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL 

Ai, A Los ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY 
oo C] a mM 0 S Los Alamos, New Mexico 
“a ee eniih ‘ai 6 s ops Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is a non civil service 

eR scientific laboratory operation of the University of California for the U, S. 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Atomic Energy Commission 

LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO
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The right decision now, at the launch- PPG, it isn’t necessary to wait for a 

ing of your career, can do much to man’s retirement or death before you y 
influence your success. move up in the ranks. Opportunities 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company has are opening up all the time in all of its 
a host of fine young men who are hold- important divisions: Paint, Glass, 

ing responsible positions in the PPG Chemicals, Brushes, Fiber Glass. 

organization. Ten years ago, many of This is your year of decision. We 
them were faced with the same decision invite you to look into Pittsburgh Plate 
that now faces you: “Which company Glass Company. To help you become 
shall I select?” better acquainted with PPG, we sug- 

They chose PPG because it offers gest you get a copy right away of the 
unlimited opportunity. PPG has never booklet entitled, ‘Toward New Hori- 

stopped expanding or growing in its zons with Pittsburgh Plate.” Ask your 

73 years of existence. Its markets are placement officer for a copy or write 
constantly increasing. PPG’s manage- directly to the Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
ment is progressive. It seeks men who Company, General Personnel Director, 

can grow with the company . . . men One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, 

who can take over responsibilities. In Pennsylvania. 

Ip PAINTS - GLASS + CHEMICALS - BRUSHES - PLASTICS + FIBER GLASS 
G 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

345 PLANTS, MERCHANDISING BRANCHES, AND SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN 250 CITIES 
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University of California at Los Angeles + University of Southern California Lo . | —,—C—rrrrr”—”—“=E 
University of California at Berkeley + Stanford University i 2 i 
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The Graduate Study Council offers an Advanced Study Program to enable | : 7 - oo 
qualified individuals to obtain M.S. or Ph.D. degrees. Under this program the Le / se 
participants are employed in their chosen fields of research and development L | : | - —h—Frt—“—™OCOCOCr , 

at Lockheed Missile Systems while concurrently pursuing graduate study. ' _  —=—se . Ma 7 

Eligible students must be U.S. citizens holding M.S. or B.S. degrees ' 2 _ / Gg gir aa 

in fields of Engineering, Mathematics and Science applicable to missile i Ss oe 
systems research and development. ' | _ So a “ 

Students are invited to contact their Placement Officer for additional information i la 
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For the last several weeks, various reports have been heard about the possibility of another student news- 

paper, the Wisconsin Herald, on the University of ‘Wisconsin campus. Feeling paternal toward any future 

comrade in journalism, the Engineer decided to find out just what reports were true, and whether publica- 

tion could be expected in the near future. 

Upon contact with a member of the Herald's future staff, we were told that: 

“The Wisconsin Herald is conceived as a dynamic and stimulating newspaper, written for 

student interest. The 16-page tabloid size paper will come out six days a week and until Octo- 

ber 1, 1958 the newspaper will be distributed free to students and all interested. An initial cir- 

culation of about 16,000 copies is anticipated. 

“At the University of Wisconsin the Herald will fill.an urgent need for a daily paper of qual- 

ity journalism. It will differ in three large respects from the existing campus paper, the Daily 

Cardinal,: 

1. It will cover national, international and state news in addition to campus and university 

activity. 

2. It will be published by a student editorial staff that is paid. The attraction of salaries will 

draw the most able journalists enrolled, and will allow the paper to operate on a professional 

| basis. 

3. The publishing corporation which will put out the Herald is a body independent of the 

university, operating outside its control. The corporation will be non-stock, non-profit, and will 

sell memberships to all interested. 

; “One of the purpose of the Herald will be to further the “Wisconsin Idea” by explaining 

the work of the university affecting citizens throughout the state in such fields as agriculture, 

engineering, meteorology, etc. Once the Herald is established its originators contemplate build- 

ing it into a state-wide publication.” 

The initial publication date of the Herald is February 10, 1958, and the Engineer will be looking forward to 

the first issue. If it lives up to its expressed expectations, the Herald will be a welcome addition to the family of 

publications that now serve as a training ground for University of Wisconsin students, Good luck, Wisconsin 

Herald, and welcome aboard. 

Large ingots are drop forged into 
= shape at metals manufacturing plant, 

Blairsville; Pa.—Courtesy Westinghouse. 
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Hanareds do it every day, without ever leaving the _ This leadership has only been won through the creative 
company. Confined by an unimaginative management, powers and initiative of LINDE engineers and scientists. 

they sink to the level of pencil pushers... or slip-stick | And, these men have received individual recognition 

artists, losing the value of their intensive academic of their achievements. 

training. But the youthful engineer does not have to You can find out more about career opportunities at 

suffer this fate. Selecting the right company... with LINDE, in research, development, production, sales, and 

thought to its reputation for leadership, initiative, and staff positions, from your Placement Officer. A booklet, 

atmosphere... makes the difference. “Look to LINDE for your future,” is available by address- 

Linde Company is world renowned for its progressive ing Mr. P. I. Emch, Central Recruiting Office, Linde 

development in many fields . . . in atmospheric gases Company, Division of Union Carbide Corporation, 

and acetylene, welding and flame processes and equip- 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

ment, synthetic crystals and adsorbents to name a few. 

° UNION 
A LEADER FOR S50 YEARS “nile 

‘The terms “Linde” and “Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of UCC, CAR Bi D = 
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around absolute zero, design of every 
| : electrical or electronic product will 

be radically changed. Imagine con- 
. - y sidering the commonest electrical de- 

_ S y ___ sign problem without having to take 
— ys into account electrical resistance! 

. : A While these exciting considera- 
on - _ i i tions whet the imagination, they are 

/ [snot the primary object of the low- 
e yA / rs temperature research going on at 
Paks A ’ _ | | Westinghouse. This and many other 

a ug a | i : ' | research projects are being conducted 
i (a _ [= |  todiscover new phenomena and new 

' 1 oy Fe ' : — = ~~. knowledge of the universe. It is done 
fe oie ee [= . | «on the belief that all research is an 

Sa v4 Pra. 4  __ investment in tomorrow. 
te 3 ed _ _ 4 oly, To the young, creative engineer 
TL jes ay _ My, = this means exciting opportunities for 

a ~~ -.. 2 . ‘ee ~—Cs graduate engineers in these exciting 
/ ay A ‘ ’ = ‘or fields: 

ul L : = im | ATOMIC POWER RADAR 
i < L 3 Pm : ? : i . , a4 AUTOMATION SEMICONDUCTORS 

[fo * > _ | JET-AGE METALS ELECTRONICS 
a im «( - é W LARGE POWER CHEMISTRY 

+. ; 4 | EQUIPMENT 
| - / =... and dozens of others 

a. : . 
Generator 

Dr. M. A. Biondi (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, B. S.'44, Ph. D. '49) measuring ultra-micro- 

wave transmission through superconductors. This experiment is a joint effort of a group of ie) 
Westinghouse scientists aimed at obtaining a better understanding of the nature of superconductivity. Woveguide i 

Westinghouse Scientists Probe Secrets of Superconductivity, using... | We 

The Coldest Cold — 
Liquid | | i ay 

Nitrogen a Ea 

Temperatures within a fraction of a this superconducting state, they are 2a te 
ji degree of absolute zero are produced perfectly diamagnetic, i.e. will com- : . 

routinely by Westinghouse scien- pletely exclude magnetic flux when Con 
tists in their search for more knowl- placed in a magnetic field. ve 
edge of the important phenomena While this fundamental research soeconi 
of superconductivity. These phénom- is being conducted by theoretical "Tin Waveguide Containers 
ena rank with the nature of nuclear physicists in search of knowledge 
forces as one of the most funda- and understanding of first principles, _Highly simplified diagram of the apparatus used 
mental problems facing the theo-  fromeven the terse description above teatudy tne bel ane eae 
retical physicist. When supercon- of superconductivity, the imagina- Studies of this type have shown the existence of 
ductivity is completely understood, tion begins to run wild with engi- a gap in the energy levels of superconductors. 
its principles could well revolu- _ neering applications. An electronic _ These studies have thus provided key information 
tionize the electrical and electronic © computer using superconductivity i" *°lving the puzzle of superconductivity. 
industries. memory elements will switch 10,000 Dongen ie MRSS SURE 

| The basic principles of supercon- times faster than conventional com- , For more information on Westing- 
| ductivity have eluded an explana- puter elements, will store 10 times house research in the field of super- 
| tion since 1911 when the first ex- as much information per unit space conductors and low-temperature 

ample of the complete disappear- as ordinary computers. If the con- studies, or information on job oppor- 
ance of electrical resistance in metal _ ditions can be fulfilled to make a tunities, write Mr. J. H. Savage, 
was discovered. Today scientists at substance superconductive in tem- Westinghouse Electric Corp., P.O. 
the Westinghouse Research Labo- perature regions other than that Box 2278, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
ratories in Pittsburgh, are making 
significant contributions to the field 
by their low-temperature research. 

Superconductivity occurs in cer- \ \ 7 @ h 
tain metals, alloys and compounds t 
which, below characteristic transi- CS Ing ouse 
tion temperatures, completely lose 
their electrical resistance. While in FIRST WITH THE FUTURE 
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by Frederick S. Walz 

A University of Wisconsin student traveled to the Middle East this summer and 
here reports on what he saw. He gives a picture of the help and advancement that 
modern engineering can give to a desolate land and the people it must support. 

NGINEERING and people are Ten years ago, this land was vir- homeland (now Israel) during the 
very closely related, and this tually uninhabited and arid. Of Arab-Israeli war of 1948. Nonethe- 
fact is demonstrated drama- course there was the small city of less, with the aid of the Arab De- 

tically by the achievements of Jericho and its outlying fields and velopment Society and the Interna- 
limited, even amateurish, engineer- _ orchards, irrigated by the waters tional Y. M.C. A., this land is bear- 
ing to help people in the Jericho, from spring-fed Elijah’s Pool, but ing fruit, ‘both in terms of crops, 
Jordan area near the Dead Sea _ this was hardly adequate for the in- —_ and in terms of young men quali- 
which is thirteen hundred feet flux of about fifty thousand Arab fied to earn a living. 
below sea-level. refugees migrated there from their Labib Nasir, son of the Episcopal piscop 
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The Old—An Arab refugee boy looks into the future. Behind him lie the mud huts that are home to him and his people. 
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The New—This ultra-modern architecture marks the home of the Gaza Vocational Training Center. It is supported by UNRWA 
and the Egyptian government. 

rector of Jaffa, was trained in so- Advocate General of the Palestine thousand arid acres that had been 
cial sciences, not engineering, yet | Mandate, the Arab-Israeli war given to them, by the Council of 
his instinct for the latter was of made him, too, a refugee. Eager to Ministers of the Hashemite King- 

great value in the laying out of the _ help his fellow refugees, he looked — dom of Jordan. 

Agabat Jeber Refugee Camp near for unsettled land that might be That was in June. By January of 

Jericho. The land was a wilderness, | developed, and quickly found it, the following year, their persistent 
so Labib Nasir and his associates In the memory of man, there had _ hard labor was rewarded by fresh 
from the Jerusalem Y. M. C. A. never been any type of agriculture water from the first well flowing 
looked for surface water in the ina stretch of acreage by the north —_ abundantly to the surface. A simple 
desert. They settled on this site shore of ‘the bitter-salt Dead Sea, system of irrigation leeched much 
near Elijah’s Pool, and used their where it never rains, but where he _ of the salt out of the soil in addition 
eyes to lay out the camp which is had good reason to believe, despite to the first year’s planting of salt 
more orderly than some only half discouraging reports from the Point —_ absorbent crops. 
its size. That was in the summer of | Four and the United Nations “ex- In successive years, a great var- 

1949. Before arrangements for liv- perts”, that there was fresh water iety of fruit trees, grains, and vege- 

ing could be made, the winter came under that very salty ground. If tables have flourished in the sub- 

and about thirty thousand Arab there was, he reasoned, this land tropical heat under the cloudless 
refugees descended from the moun- could be made to produce crops. skies in the mineral-rich, salt-free, 

tains where they had spent their So, in August, 1949, with the back- soi] that is left. This combination of 
first homeless summer, and occu- ing of the Arab Development So- circumstances brings harvests of all 
pied all of the available tents. ciety, he brought unemployed crops earlier than in surrounding 

Another amateur engineer is refugees from the nearby Aqabat — countries, permitting advanced 
Musa El Alami, a law graduate of | Jeber Refugee Camp to drill for prices for out-of-season produce. 
Cambridge University. Formerly water on a section of the four (Continued next page) 
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é Lae 22 TT and new methods of cultivation, 

eo. oe mone and who are also literate and edu- 
oe sg oi Quas cated so that they may follow up 

| their studies in later life. A second 
4 ee objective is to train skilled crafts- 
oe men and artisans so that this coun- 

aw try, which has too few such people, 
_ 2 — may prosper as it never has before. 

Ss af , 7 As a means to accomplish these 
| GF dh | ends, the Society has set up a cur- 

{| ’ riculum of work and training which 
7 A u involves the following for the boys: 
ZS # / ‘full elementary course of study, 

ss ~~ cama : comparable to that of the Jordanian 
yay ts ee a / Government's, to the age of twelve 
fee ae. —s to fourteen years; gardening which 
Cea ES a fa [a | is designed to teach them to love 
A | iy | af ae | the 1D ad to work with thal 
4 iy ’ ee ee ~~ | hands and physical training and 

OI LF Pp ya | | > The meetings of the various boys’ 
“e Pe. ni Pm «= "~~ committees, necessary because the 
Ya A a — = ~=——t—<“‘ SL Po 2 =—Ss=sésShole: «community is’ run under 
a eee ose ease democratic principles; and fun and 
The New—Are welding is important. Oil is transported in welded pipes and the art recreation, including a dip in the 

must be learned by the students. community pool now and _ then, 

round out the program. 
Within three years of the first is to produce farmers (fallaheen), The main source of income of the 

flow of water, the Society had re- who are better equipped with agri- Society at Jericho is the sale of their 
claimed and made cultivable over cultural knowledge and experience, pre-season agricultural products, 
eight thousand acres. With the aid — who know about machine farming and they are many, but there is also 
of twenty-five wells; forest trees, 
banana trees, citrus trees, vines, O22 ey in Os eee 
palm trees, cotton, potatoes, and Ss Se > Ue — 
vegetables of all kinds had been py ag = ee 
planted; pump houses, concrete | Ve a = — 
water channels and pipes, asphalt i 4 oe ee 
macadamised roads, sixty-five oa ae - -— 
houses, and a first rate sewerage | oll lc rr—“sOCSCCSCOS , % ge ie _—_—s /_lUlUm 
system had been built; and elec- eg 4 ae _ 
tricity and running water had been vid -_— 2. CU _ 
installed in all of the sixty-five 7 acta” ~ 5 ey ye rt | .: f <i... 

The crop that Musa El Alami is . Jad . \ vy i 
proudest of is his group of budding i 4 
junior amateur engineers. When he _ 
was searching through Aqabat | 5 : | 4 Pi 
Jeber Refugee Camp for drillers, ‘ ’ » a 
farmers, and builders, he became ee ~ VRS 
aware of seven orphaned boys 4 : : é 
whose lot was even more desperate . yo 
than that of the children in the up- j i a® 
rooted families. He took them in as ™ ang” 
his “nephews” whose number has e oy S 
now grown to 160, In the resulting : 4 
“boys’ town”, the young Arabs learn \ : 
not only farming, although that is 
an essential part of the training of | : 
each one, but also a craft of some PE ee 
sort which will suit them for later , a 
life in a normal community. y 

The objective of the Arab Devel- 

opment Society, of which this The New—Metal working is an important part of the YMCA’s work at Aqabat Jeber 
amounts to the junior department, Camp. Here students watch a lathe demonstration. 
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the large flock of chickens, which CF rr——eee—“( (“rs is cared for in the most modern rrr r—“‘*#EEEERSRSCRC RRC 
manner with periodic injections -.—rt—<—i—eOtsi“i‘“CrésCi‘C <;‘“‘SSC*C 

prepared diet. They lay enough 4, =< ......,... 2.5095 : 
eggs regularly, including out of sea- : qo. Ce : 
son, to make one of the most de- i  —=eeS 
pendable sources of income to the Jf | 8 — A ee 
Society the sale of eggs on the Bey- + —aoe ne 
routh, Lebanon market. There is a oe ——_— £4 | [Fe 
Jordanian export tax, called by the | : | 2 . mo 
workers at the Society's project the [7 = | - ' .—rs— al 
“eggsit” tax, on all shipments of |) : | “4 - ae 
eggs out of the country, so this | ‘ / . => oe 
acreage is giving income to the i | 1 
government which once called it pa | WS 
“dead and waste”. : | CL ‘ Ne So 

The banana trees are now bear- a SSS 
ing fruit abundantly, and when I a ae 2S 
was there this summer, the first 4 Pe ‘ eae — . 
grape harvest was’ being gathered. — \ 
The citrus fruits, always in demand, er 
especially in warm climates; and aa 
the potatoes and vegetables from = 

: this center are all able to command : 
the same higher out-of-season price, — ; 
so the project is now completely i 
self-supporting as far as running ex- 
penses are concerned, for the 160 
boys and the refugee men who are | 
hired from Aqabat Jeber camp. 
However, there is not enough The Old—Two Arab workers spend day after day digging down into the 
money for expansion of the boys desert in a desperate search for water. 

center, or for the opening of a girls’ 

center which is their present dream. 
aaa The Rockefeller Foundation has 

-—rwtr—“‘ERE 7 _ built them a beautiful modern ad- 
nai: : | _ — ministration building where there is 

— _| / — also enough space for meetings of 
|» _ oe all the residents for educational 

| 2 : — _ ~~ movies, evening recreation, meet- 
| | Pi | _—. -_ | ings to discuss the running of the 

nm , ee : - camp, and, what is of paramount 
. = ss pe : a importance to Musa El Alami, for 

NS c. a f programs of a religious importance. 
i | Ne : a The camp is built on the Pales- 
SC —r—“tr-—™—C“™—— EE tine-born, Western-nurtured con- 

ce .rt”t~—‘a‘—r———~——“_OO—O——C—C—CSSR living 
| itt has a representative to thet 

‘ = © =; ~~ pariliament which governs the com- 
. FF. os — ; oes ee le munity, This representative is 

a UN oe ae SC Callow each boy the experience, and 

WN ee So this way self-government, self- 
aN Fs 4) nage oo reliance, and self-discipline are en- | ‘ lS FP ee couraged. The boys work together 

» a SCVerty ‘well, and prizes are awarded 
- —<_ coe ee sii ob soe Pan ai 7 ere aoe of ae year for 
(a se et =r those houses showing the greatest 

= oY ee : — ee improvement in we geass the 
: NS ee ee ete = ee ~=— one in the best order, and the one 

: ees A Or (ge, with the best conduct of its mem- 
: i gg le  r——“—__O bers of the last period. 

The Old—A point-4 expert makes an on-the-spot study of the reclamation possibilities Not far from them on the edge 
of the old unchanging landscape of the Middle East, (Continued on page 44) 
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by Erland Johnson 

The science of electronics has produced circuits that are seemingly 
as intelligent as their creators. Even the time honored instruments 
of music are being challenged by “new sounds through electronics.” 

HE progress of electronics has The first electronic musical in- types of musical caricature seems to 
"Ties phenomenal within the struments were built in the 1920's be gaining widespread acceptance 

last few decades and espe- with the idea of obtaining new for even symphony orchestras have 
cially so in the last decade. One of sounds and playing techniques or of | succumbed. 
the principal causes of this growth —_ attempting to simulate conventional Various new types of musical in- 
is the development of speed and ac- musical instruments. Apparently struments have been and still are 
curacy in the manufacture of elec- the musicians believed that only the _ being invented, but interest in most 
tronic circuit components. conventional instrument could pro- _ of them has been short lived. A rad- 

This was the result of the greatly | duce true musical sound as the _ ical change appeared in the There- 
increasing need of high quality electronic instruments did not be- min. which was designed to avoid 
components in commercial and mil- come popular. “resistance” to being played which 
itary applications. As a result tre- Those producing new sounds def- _ conventional instruments offer . . . 
mendous amounts of research in  inately did not satisfy the musi- | Every conceivable means of con- 
circuit design theory have produced _cian’s criteria and those which at- trolling pitch and intensity was 
networks with almost any type of — tempted to simulate conventional tried... A well known conductor 
characteristic. With these develop- instruments produced relatively predicted in 1929 that in a few 
ments comes the possibilities for poor imitations and could quite years the conventional instruments 
new musical instruments to supple- easily be detected as “electronic.” —_ with their limitations and unneces- 
ment or replace those that have This latter features seemed to excite _ sary playing difficulties would have 
evolved through many centuries. bitter controversy between the mu- _ disappeared completely! These have 

Electronics appears to be the _ sician and the engineer. It is only been long years. 
answer to many limitations of con- within the last few years that this The electronic musical instru- 
ventional instruments. These instru- battle has abated to a few isolated ment has certain requirements that 
ments are limited to certain fre-  sputterings. must be met for successful musical 
quency ranges. The intensity ranges The only electronic instrument sound production. As implied in the 
are limited, since intensities that are that has truly become popular is the preceding discussion it should be 
either too high or low give an un- electronic organ, producing new possible simulations indistinguish- 
pleasant quality to the sound pro- musical sounds and simulating the able from the sound of conventional 
duced. pipe organ and other conventional musical instruments, as well as 

Each instrument is very limited instruments. Other electronic in- pleasing new sounds. To accom- 

in the variation of tone colors or struments which are gaining consid- _plish this the frequency spectrum 
sound waveforms that may be pro- erable favor are electric pianos, produced must be variable over a 
duced. This is evidenced by the carillons, bells, and other percussive wide range. 

usual ease of recognition of the type instruments. Because of the diffi- Since the transient characteristics 
of instrument being played. Be- culty of imitating percussive sounds of musical sounds are almost as im- 
cause of the tremendous size of with their peculiar transient char- portant as the steady-state charac- 
some pipe organs they cannot be acteristics, this type of instrument is teristics, it is necessary that the rise 
readily transferred to new loca- just coming into prominence. and decay characteristics be vari- 
tions. Electronics makes possible It seems that in the psychological able. To more closely simulate 
miniaturization as well as large makeup of most human beings a traditional instruments, the fre- 
ranges of variations of the charac- change to something new is gener- quency spectrum should also be 
teristics of musical instruments. ally gradual. The “Spike Jones” variable during the transient state. 
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FREQUENCY WAVE AMPLIFIER AND oe 

GENERATOR SHAPER SPEAKER 

The three units of an electronic musical instrument containing the various functions of sound production. 

However, it is impossible to exactly wave or a complex wave containing tical form. Its operation is essen- 

simulate the inharmonic content of a series of harmonics. tially that of a relaxation oscillator 
the transient spectrum by electrical If the waveform is a sine wave, in which a certain potential must 

means. Usually an imitation of the then the waveforms of the funda- be built up across a spark gap 
rise and decay characteristics will: mentals of higher frequency which before the air will break down. 

be satisfactory since the ear is easily are exactly or approximate harmon- Oscillating neon lamps were also 
fooled. ics may be added in certain propor- _ tried with limited success, as it was 

To provide sufficient playing tions by the wave shaper to produce _—_ extremely difficult to obtain satis- 
ranges the frequency and intensity the desired complex waveform. If factory frequency stability, The cir- 
ranges should at least cover that of the generated waveform is a com- cuits were relaxation oscillators, as 
any sound source. “It is essential plex wave, filter and resonant cir- __ is illustrated by the Trautonium. So 
that every octave be exactly in cuits in the wave shaper are used to great was this variation between 
tune, but within the octave very subtrace all or part of certain har- the neon tubes used that “some of 
slight departures are permissible. ™onics to produce the desired the early Trautonium performers 
Experience has shown that fre- waveform. treated their neon tubes as fondly 
quency errors of 0.1% are just Following the wave shaper is the _as a clarinet player cares for his pet 
tolerable”. amplifier and speaker system, reed”. The substitution of a thyra- 

It is very desirable that these which amplifies and transforms the ton provided greater reliability of 
instruments be designed for. ex- voltage waveform into acoustical ope ce instrument had a 
treme ease of playing and of con- ay ae the ee oa units quite limited range. 

trolling the waveform characteris- ate Suboremate, tou Ser aeete: The Solovox has ‘a vacuum tube 
Nice The i : “4 generator this topic will be con- oscillator with five frequency divid- 

: greater the ease of per cerned only with the generators hich Il ‘hronized 
forming on the instrument, the 2 oon Se Ne are Ra se) CaO UIZe 

greater is the extent to which the a Bae can and are utilized in _osejllatats Ho provide five octaves 
musician may employ the capabil- commercial instruments. of frequencies. The Clavioline isa 

i ; Some electronic instruments are similar instrument, but it uses only 
ities of the instrument. designed to sound one frequency at a multivibrator with a variable re- 

The electronic musical instru- time, but because of this limita- sistance and capacitance to provide 
ment can be divided into three tion they have not become very the five octave frequency range. 
units containing the various func- popular. This is a very real limita- | The Univox is similar in operation 
tions of sound production. The _ tion as the versatility of the instru- to the Clavioline except that much 
frequency generator is the basic ment is much less than that of a truer synthesized tones can be ob- 
unit around which the rest of the multiple frequency instrument. tained from the sawtooth wave- 
electronic circuits are designed. The “singing arc’ was probably form. 

The output waveform of the gen- the first electronic instrument, but The Martenot uses the hetero- 
erator may be either a pure sine it never did materialize into a prac- (Continued next page) 
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Vibrating device. Circuit of electrostatic pickup. 
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Proper positioning of vibrating reed produces a wave form with a long series of precise harmonics. 

dyne note produced between two clamped-end bar or reed is The change in flux in the circuit 

radio frequency oscillators and not ee will then be proportional to the 
the principle of fixed oscillating cir- f, — 36 i EK change in reluctance. This chang- 
cuits. The variation of one oscilla- L? P ing flux will induce a voltage in 
tor frequency is done through a where E is Young’s modulus, K the the pickup coil proportional to the 
closely coupled circuit in which the yadius of gyration and P the density change in the air gap and thus the 
capacitance is variable.” Its only of the bar or reed. frequency of e, will be determined 
usefulness is that any frequency In most instruments the physical by that of the vibrating device. 
may be generated within the limits sound sources, such as vibrating The magnet exerts a damping ef- 
of audibility since the almost pure __yeedgs or strings, are coupled to the fect on the reed or wire which dis- 
sine wave output does not provide air by some type of “sounding _ torts the normal deflection pattern 
much possibility of waveform var- hoard” which vibrates in unison of the vibrating system. Because of 
iation. with the sound source and moves a __ the nonlinear effect of high hyste- 

An instrument using the same op- — ynuch greater volume of air than the __ resis in the steel an additional dis- 
erating principle of obtaining the — sound source can. This apparent _ tortion is produced in the generated 

audio frequency by beating two ra- amplification of the sound is due to | waveform. Combined with fring- 
dio frequencies, but requiring a the greater rate of sound energy ing effects the resultant waveform 
radically different playing tech- dissipation. The only energy sup- will be a distortion of the ideal 
nique is the Theremin. The fre- plied to the system being that given — waveform. 
quency of one oscillator is varied tg the vibrators by the performer. An electronic piano called the 

by the change in hand capacitance —_[f this coupling to the air is elimi- “Clavier” had short steel rods with 
as the hand is moved in the vicinity sated the only energy dissipated electromagnetic pickups. However, 
of the control antenna. The volume wil be that directly due to the the absence of high harmonics pre- 
is controlled similarly by the other string and the decay rate of sound __ vented it from being a true simula- 
hand, energy will then be considerably tion and so it did not become 

Vibrating strings and bars or — decreased. With an electronic am- popular. 
reeds in conjunction with either plifier it is a simple matter to main- The variable capacitator, C, rep- 
electromagnetic or electrostatic tain the vibrations indefinitely by resents the varying capacitance be- 
pickup devices have been used for a feedback of a portion of the out- tween the vibrating electrode and 
frequency generation. In this type put signal. a fixed electrode in an electrostatic 
of generator the frequency is deter- In frequency generators contain- pickup. When C varies there is a 
mined by the physical properties of ing vibrating ‘reeds or strings the corresponding voltage drop in the 
the vibrating systems. The funda- electrostatic pickup has proved high resistance R. This voltage 
mental frequency of the ideal much more useful than the electro- variation is transmitted through 
string is magnet pickup. C, which is many times greater 

a The vibrating device is part of than C, and corresponding  varia- 
f= % VA = the magnetic path and hence must tions in bias occur across R,. If 

ML be of magnetic material. As it vi- the current in C is negligible, the 
where L is the length, T the tension brates, the air gap changes accord- _ potential variations across R, are 
and M the total mass of the string. ingly and consequently varies the roportiondl wl. Th 7 
The fundamental ‘frequency of a reluctance of the magnetic circuit. Proy ° “CC ie Shanges 
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WAVEFORM DISK SCANNER LINEARIZED VIEW 
Compton Electrone scanning method using electrostatic frequency generators. 

in capacitance follow the wire or maximum output. Thus by proper Many unsuccessful attempts have 
reed movement exactly, so the vi- positioning of the pickup various been made to simulate piano and 

brating condition of the wire at the frequency spectrums may be ob- other percussive sounds by repro- 
point of the pickup is reproduced tained, : ducing the decay envelope. But 
in replica. The high voltage is usu- This effect was exploited by the these are new sounds because the 
ally applied to the reed or wire and Electrone which was a piano with harmonics in the actual decay have 
the magnitude of the output signal coy gas coupling on elimi- ae ony a an ae 

may then be adjusted by changing an ra ectrostatic pickups were 10 ulate an eat during u e de- 
eS Sit One oee placed at various positions along cay, making exact synthesis im- 

8 y as 8 the string. The output was fed into ossible. 
by changing the average gap dis- § Bo 1 P ‘| 

oh ging g gap oh preamplifiers and on into a phasing Wurlitzer has marketed an elec- 
tance between the wire and the network where the frequencies may _ tronic piano which uses small steel 

pickup. ; buck or aid the other to provide reeds and produces an excellent 
The frequency spectrum of a vi- certain waveforms. piano tone when these reeds are 

brating wire is an approximately The frequency spectrum of the struck. This is accomplished by 
true harmonic series, Because of the reed may be varied by shaping the __ eliminating all overtones and then 

stiffness of the wire the frequencies _ reed to obtain an approximate har- _ by proper positioning of the vi- 
of the spectrum are given by monic series. The Wurlitzer organ brating reed producing a waveform 

f, =n,’ (1 -+ Bn?) utilizes this principle of shaped . with a long series of precise har- 
where f, is the frequency of then — yeeds in its frequency generator. monics. The overtones are elimi- 
harmonic, f.’=f,(1+a-+a*) The movement of the free end of _ nated by striking the reed at one 
where f, is defined by equation (1), these reeds is not sinusoidal, but is _ nodal point and placing the pickup 
and ich slightly flat-topped and so aids in at the other. Because the reed over- 

r E forming the harmonic series. (Continued on page 40) 
ao Te pp oonstant for a 

. wire of fixed length, r is the radius TONE WHEELS 
of the wire, and B= ¥% n?a? (1 + ‘ 
a + a?) = constant. Thus the har- 
monics are increased in frequenc 
by a small quantity piopardcusl i HE LICAL COU PLI NG 

the harmonic number squared. The SPRING 
frequencies existing in the fre- 
juency spectrum of a clamped-end 

oe mee are inharmonic a un- BAKELITE G EAR 

pleasant. These frequencies pro- 
duced are in order 6.267 f,, 17.55 £,, 
and 34.39 f,. 

Because of the series of frequen- 
cies produced by the vibrating wire a MAIN SHAFT 
or reed, the nodal points along the 
wire or reed are different for each 

frequency. Thus by placing the 
pickup at the nodal point for anyx: 
ota that frequency will oe BRASS GEAR 
appear at the output. If the pickup 
is at the point of maximum deflec- : 
tion the frequency will have its Electromagnetic rotary type frequency generator. 
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CONTROLS MUST FUNCTION ...WI/ITHOUT PAMPERING! 

A thousand miles up the Amazon puts you about 200 miles south of 
the Equator—and_.a whale of a long way from service, as we know it. ‘Manaus’ Refinery 

But, nevertheless, there stands the Manaus Refinaria del Companhia COMPANHIA de PETROLEO da AMAZONIA 

de Petroleo da Amazonia, complete with the most modern refining Designed by 
equipment. SOUTHWESTERN ENGINEERING COMPANY 

. . . . Los Angeles, California . 
Here, every bit of equipment must stand on its own merit... there inacgurcted'Senienber:é: 1958 
is no time for pampering. Sources of supply and repair are too far 
away to help much. Fluid Catalytic Cracking Uni? 

. ; . Designed by 
So, when they hacked this refinery out of the jungle, they chose Fisher UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS COMPANY 

control valves and liquid level controls. Des Plaines, Illinois 

In a recent report, Arturo Amorim, Vice President and Director of CONTROL: YALYES—LIQUID LEVEL CONTROLS 

Operations, states, “... All are delivering excellent performance”! Supplied by 

Which again proves that you can’t beat more than three quarters of a FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY 

century of Fisher engineering know-how for day-after-day depend- Morrhialtiown,: ewe J Woodstock; Oaterlo 
ability. 

| 
i FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY i 
fs Marshalltown, lowa/ Woodstock, Ontario rab | ER: 

2 ie a : 
ng Lae 

SINCE 1880 

| WORLD LEADER IN RESEARCH FOR BETTER PRESSURE AND LIQUID LEVEL CONTROLS 
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3 “IMPOSSIBLE” TYPE ARE YOU THE ? 

If your answer is yes, you’re a Detroit Edison engineering type. The kind who’ll 
tackle an impossible problem—and lick it. You’re not afraid to have a new idea. 
You’re the kind of young engineer who works hard at finding faster, more 
efficient, more economical ways. 

In short, you’re the inquisitive, exploration-minded sort of engineer Detroit 
Edison is looking for. At Edison, your assignments will be liberally sprinkled with 
exciting challenges to your training and ability. And creative engineering is called 
for even on ordinary jobs. 

You'll enjoy a big helping of prestige when you’re associated with Detroit 
Edison, too. It’s one of the Midwest’s best-known, best-liked, most progressive 
public utility companies, noted for its pioneering accomplishments and leader- 
ship in America’s business enterprise system. For some outside evidence of 

Edison’s reputation, take a look at the March 25, 1957 issue of Electrical World. 

It contains eight pages, by some of America’s leading electrical equipment 
manufacturers, devoted to recent engineering accomplishments in Detroit. They 

emphasize the important contributions Detroit Edison engineers make and will 
continue to make to equipment and systems engineering and design. 

Think we’re stretching our story a bit? Here’s your chance to find out. Drop us 
a note and we'll send you a copy of “Detroit Edison Engineering’’—it tells about 
the challenges and opportunities waiting for you. Write to the Employment 
Department, Detroit Edison, Detroit 26, Michigan. Or check with our repre- 
sentative when he visits your campus. 
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“THUNDERSTORMS” 
An explanation of the development of storms and 

associated phenomena—lightning and thunder 

by James D. Allain 

ay T HE sun radiates heat by short 
a : waves which are of such a 
 —_ ao nature that they do not heat 

ft a a the atmosphere while passing 
- _ | 2 through it. The short waves strike 
_ a | the earth which absorbs the heat 
_ es energy emitted by them. Because 
oe : the earth is heated and at a higher 

temperature than the surrounding 
| e air a transfer of heat by conduction 

: aN . between the earth and water vapor 
: ‘a in the air results. 

: I Air in contact with the earth is 
' -_ also heated by radiation of long 

: a waves emitted by the earth and ab- 
: ) sorbed by the water vapor, The at- 

i a mosphere is thus indirectly heated 
; an _ by the sun, and directly heated by 

ee Pee a the earth, which converts the en- 
ee _ Ar ergy of the sun into energy that can 

fe a: 6h LU be absorbed by the atmosphere. 
ca a Water vapors has as its primary - 
~ =| 8 source the oceans which cover ap 

— . a oo proximately three-quarters of the 
! . a co a  . FF : earth’s surface. By winds and dif- 

2 é —., fusion, the water vapor evaporated “ a oe from these bodies of water through 
5. | ae a : solar heating is carried in over the 

oe . - _. land. Other sources of atmospheric 
- of a — a moisture are moist land surfaces, 
_ oo . a —— - » vegetation, and minor bodies of 

a—_ 2 =. | water. 
. f _ The surface air after being heated 

by conduction and radiation ex- 
pands in volume and is conse- 

| ; quently decreased in density. Be- 
cause it is lighter, is is carried up 

e and replaced by cooler heavier air 
which flows in at the surface. A 

convectional circulation system of 
: warm and cool air takes place until 

the temperature of the earth and 

q a A cumulonimbus “anvil 

: —Photo Courtesy of Pete Kuhn head” towering 40,000 ft. 
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contact air are the same. The warm oe 

surface air is like a cork that is held se 
under water; it is unstable and in- Gk \ 
clined to rise. Ze, b 
Warm air can hold more water ag 

vapor than cold air for a given ay 
volume. Since the temperature of NEZ dit b ty 

: eG y ‘ the atmosphere decreases with an 4 ’ S 
| increase in altitude, a height will be bes § “My \ £ 

reached at which the water vapor LE ‘ 4 Ze : 
will condense. This condensation gé e ‘ CE. 
takes place because the warm air as 5 t ‘ ZS, 

it rises is gradually cooled, and Lt ‘ Y \ 
hence becomes saturated with va- LEZ Lo i ‘ 
por. Because the air cannot contain Cs ee > 4 \ \ ji 
additional vapor it settles out in the e ey L yyy ae 
form of small water droplets which pi : . Sg a i 
we see as a cloud. Convectional 
currents support the cloud at the 
base, which forms at the condensa- 
tion level. If the rising air is less 
than 75 percent humid the cloud 
thickness will range between 2,000 
and 5,000 feet. Clouds of this type, 

; = W7Stemr : Tas TS URC Cinted with goed wenther since no ANNA eae ype CZ (NG aire 
en Sr —Drawn by H. Lippincott Jr. 

Jonas Henares Fig. 1.—The cumulus, or first stage in the development of a thunderstorm. 

nimbus clouds are alike in structure ents which reach altitudes of Rainfall in thunderstorms is likely 
regardless of the method of forma- _g, ; AR Rs 5 20,000 feet or more. to be more vigorous while it lasts, 
tion. They are all overgrown cum- but open Naeiianc the di 
ulus clouds often developing a Due to the extreme low CS ae mi OFS porter wate on ea grek 
length of 60 ailes and aawidth of ture at this altitude the air becomes nary rainfall. This downpour type 

920 miles with vertical dimensions ‘dense, mushrooms out, and falls to —_ of rain is due to the rapid ascent 
of 24% to 5 miles. the earth. Thus the cumulo-nimbus and high humidity of the air in 

Warm moist unstable air is nec- cloud is characterized by “chim- thunderstorms, Condensation takes 
essary for the development of the neys” of vigorously ascending warm _ place in the ascending current as 

cumulo-nimbus cloud. Normally the — 2# and compensating areas of soon as the temperature of the air 
relative humidity of the air must ex- cooler downdrafts. is reduced to the dew point. The 
ceed 75 per cent. An adequate sup- Most storms tend to move with drops of water do not immediately 
ply of water vapor in the air is the general flow of air and weather fall out, but are carried upward by 

. necessary to release additional heat from west to east. The air in front the rising air. 
to the atmosphere through latent of the storm is rushing nearly up- Small drops of water fall very 
heat of vaporization. Latent heat of _ ward; and just to the rear it rushes slowly and can be carried upward 
vaporization is given off when downward. This produces the rap- __ by a relatively slight ascending cur- 
water vapor is cooled to a liquid. idly rotating roller cloud extending rent, but large drops require a more 
The heat given off is equivalent to the width of the storm cloud, just intense upward current. The larg- 
approximately 607 calories per below and in the forward part of est drops about 4 millimeters in 
gram of water vapor condensed at the cloud. diameter, require an upward cur- 
the same temperature. This addi- This roller or squall cloud is the rent of 25 feet per second. When 

tional heat renders the air unstable —_ most violent part of the storm. The __ larger drops than these are formed, 
by producing new convectional cur- air within it frequently reaches they are unstable and break up into 

rents. velocities from 200 to 400 miles an smaller drops. 
Strong upward drafts are formed _ hour. It can be seen as a long roll- In a thunderstorm the ascending 

which carry the saturated air and __ ing black cloud with a whitish-gray _ current is not steady, but blows in 
condensed vapor through the cen- * front as the storm approaches. The _ a succession of gusts and lulls. The 
ter of the cloud to the freezing sudden gusts and wind shifts at- drops of water rise and fall intermit- 
level. At the freezing level the con- _ tending the passage of this part are _ tently sometimes forming larger 
densation freezes and releases the _ particularly dangerous to aircraft drops and then breaking up again 
heat of fusion. The heat of fusion and sailing vessels. Following the _ into smaller drops. The drops which 
of water is equivalent to 80 calories passage of the roller cloud the — get to the edge of the ascending 
per gram at a temperature of 32de- _ heavy showers of the storm set in current fall to the ground, giving 
grees Fahrenheit. This new supply _and are characteristic of the whole __ the heavy rain of the thunderstorm. 
of energy sets up turbulent air cur- central area of the storm. (Continued next page) 
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Oe ee mE eiting of the drops by the strong He A y oe . convectional currents, the negative 

| aboot (C-—---\ 4-4-4 ._. F ' cloud mass. In this manner great 
_ : . . |, _\ | iste CC differences in electric potential be- 

3 _ | Le) uj |. Se tween cloud and earth, or between 
oe 10.000 4 Co Co tas CS different parts of the cloud are gen- 

| | Ne] ha. etry) ,/f| Lf & may be charged positively; another 

SSA” eee fo | lorry COC : by these opposite charges usually 
ee eo tk UC” lightning. S i hi eC” appears as lightning. Sometimes the 
EE lectrical discharge takes place be- ey to diagram of cumulonimbus loud & Pe oo  peamitop tween a low cloud and thé earth; 

[lathe  RePrimaryrain area however, most lightning occurs be- 

rrLrLCU PES t:CtstCiCi‘C(i(#é*ly.... When a lightning flash occurs be- 
Vertical cross section of a cumulonimbus cloud. hind a cloud so that ‘the entire 

cloud is illuminated it is referred 

The duration of the heavy rain development of strong charges of tas sheet lightning. 
varies from a few minutes to more static electricity in rapidly ascend- About 1 per cent of the lightning 
than an hour but usually averages ing air currents. As raindrops ina flashes reach the earth. In the 
25 minutes. The vigorous nature of storm grow larger and larger they United States 700 to 800 persons 
the thundershower, together with eventually reach such a size that __lose their lives each year as a result 

the fact that it occurs frequently they loose cohesion and begin to _ of lightning, and twice as many are 
during the growing season, has im- _ break up. The larger portions of the _ injured. Fire losses due to lightning 
portant economic consequences, drops remain near the base of the | amount to over 12 million -dollars 

Occasionally hail, the most de- cloud in the region of the rapidly —_ annually. 
structive form of precipitation, is ascending currents. The smaller Thunder is produced by a violent 
developed in very intense thunder- _ particles and water vapor are car- expansion of the air caused by the 
storms. When convection is violent, _ ried upward and outward into other _ tremendous heat of lightning. It is 
and air currents are ascending at portions of the cloud. due wholly to an explosive type of 
the rate of 25 to 30 miles per hour, The raindrops before disruption expansion resulting from an ex- 
rain drops are carried up into re- carry positive and negative charges tremely sudden rise in temperature. 
gions of extreme could. They mix of electricity in equal amounts so Sound from the nearest part of the 
with snow and form globules of ice. that they are neutral. With the (Continued on page 46) 

Moving downward, this ice is 
covered with a layer of water and _ . 
is then shot upward again, and the x : 
film of water freezes. This process - 
may continue until the hailstone, ee ae 3 
formed of concentric layers of clear ' CT 
ice and snow, like the evan of an . E ciglt Pe, a | ae 
onion, reaches considerable size. ".. oe he = 
When the upward moving air cur- “+S | . Y 
rents weaken, the hailstones fall to e . a ig 

earth. 7 ; | 

Lightning is a huge electric spark is ‘eae: 4 , 
caused by the discharge of elec- as Mit : 
tricity between clouds or between VE . | j 
a cloud and the earth. By dragging / , | 
ones feet on a rug and touching / _ , ‘ 
someone, a tiny electric spark and a A m4 eS 4g 
faint cracking sound can be gen- fee it j : - 
erated, The cracking sound is 7 i ae iy 
thunder and the electric spark is oe 2 of j 
lightning. — 2 yeas 

Lightning results from the split- mine ee 
| ting up of large raindrops, and the A thunderstorm and the three types of lightning. 
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—.rt~—~—C“'C ~ =, ~~ would be his first major step upward? -. Fes | a 
a | _|_Tutowrson: After from 6109 months 

i oe | | _ his ist responsible assignment might 
a |. «A \ . | handling pumps. On his next project 

garam * | _ assignment he might have the re- i 8 \ aS CY F | __ sponsibility for handling pumps and 
WN | fe _ assigned some other responsibility on 

_ + co | a : he would get a good grasp of all types 
eT _ ig of work and eventually be capable 

> | f= q 7 ‘ of taking overall charge of a project. 

i o£ as QUESTION: Suppose he is in the 
a fs ee structural phase; would there be any 

difference in his “basic training” ? 

PoRTER THOMPSON, Assistant Chief Engineer, Refinery Division Tuompson: No. He would still have 

to serve his apprenticeship, moving 
gradually into more and more com- 

MECH ANIC AL ENGINEERING plex design work as he gains, a little 
at a time, the knowledge and experi- 
ence which qualify him to handle the 

One of a series of interviews in which overall job. 

Bechtel Corporation executives discuss 
Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel 

career opportunities for college men. foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers 
/ and constructs petroleum refineries, 

petrochemical and chemical plants; 

thermal, hydro and nuclear electric 
Question: Mr.Thompson, some en- _ tions for pumps, exchangers, vessels, _ generating plants; pipelines for oil and 
gineering graduates seem to believe piping, instrumentation, insulation, natural gas transmission. Its large and 
their first jobs might include little etc. diversified engineering organization 
more than filing papers. Would that offers opportunities for careers in many 
be true at Bechtel? QuESTION: There’s certainly no sign branches and specialties of engineering 

of “paper shuffling,” is there? —Mechanical...Electrical...Structural 
‘THOMPSON: It would not. When the uy . ...Chemical ... Hydraulic. 

young man joins the Refinery Divi- | THOMPsoN: No. The training period 
sion, if he is a structural engineer he _is_ interesting right from the start. Write for new brochures showing the 
starts immediately to do structuralde- After a few months, we like to send _ wide variety of projects Bechtel builds 
sign work, under proper supervision. the young engineer out into the field throughout the world. 
Anclectrical engineer would join our $0 he can — the end result of what ‘Address: John EF. O'Connell, 
electrical group, Nea aage ae electri- he has been doing. Vice President, Industrial Relations 
cal systems for refineries, doing some . Bush Street, San Francisco 4, Calif. design work, taking off materials and Question: What has been your 220 Calif 

working on instrumentation. experience as to the length of time om 
required to train a man? ont 

pia WEE noes reanereas THompson: That will vary according sae 

to the man, so it’s impossible to gen- 
‘THOMPSON: Mechanical and chemi- eralize. The young man will have BECHTEL 
cal engineers may either go right into some responsibility right from the 

the process department, where they start, but it may well be a matter of CORPORATION 
would do calculations, or into the several years before he can actually SAN FRANCISCO 
project group where they would do take full responsibility for running Los Angeles + New York + Houston 
routine designing and write specifica- a job. e 
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: (Special) Hundreds of engineers and technicians, applying their 

academic training first hand, have designed, developed and produced the Allison 

Model 501 Prop—jet engine and Aeroproducts Turbo-propeller (above) shown in a test 

cell at the mammoth Allison plants in Indianapolis. These General Motors experts 

have produced an engine which develops nearly 2.3-horsepower per pound of engine 

weight. Already in use with Air Force Troop Carrier Wings in the U. S. and abroad, 

Allison Prop-jet engines and Aeroproducts Turbo-propellers will power America's 

first Prop-—jet commercial airliner, the ultra-modern Lockheed Electra. 

Working shoulder to shoulder with propulsion system experts, newly graduated 

engineers are assuring their futures by carving a niche for themselves on the 

General Motors team of today. If you would like to know more about this team, write 

Personnel Department, College Relations, Allison Division of General Motors 

Corporation, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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by John P. Evert 

If you have been wondering about the numerous types of automobile suspensions that 
| both Detroit and Europe have been deluging us with, this article will help you to see 

the differences. The author approaches the subject on the basis of handling characteristics. 

OME of the more important fac- The solid or live rear axle is There are three major advantages 
Ses to consider in selecting a | cheap but has a bad tendency to of solid front axles over independ- 

suspension system are the skip and bounce during cornering. _ ent axles. The solid axle provides a 
amount of unsprung weight, the It has a good roll center height. high roll center, keeps the wheels 
position of the roll center, and cost. The deDion rear axle has good always perpendicular to the road 
Unsprung weight is the weight of roll center height, but it is very ex- _ surface, and allows a frame of less 
everything not supported by the pensive, wears out universal joints torsional stiffness than would be 
springs. This includes the wheels, fast, and has some bad bouncing needed for an independent axle sys- 
and generally the axles and brakes, characteristics. tem. There are also other minor ad- 
depending on the particular sus- The trailing arm rear axle is vantages such as ease of fabrication 
pension. It is desirable to keep this light, but has a bad roll center and low cost. Unsprung weight is 

weight as low as possible. The roll height. Cost is moderate. higher than most other types 
center is the theoretical axis about With independent half axles the because of the heavy axle beam. 
which the body and chassis sup- roll center is at a good height, un- If semi-elliptic springs are used, 
ported by a given suspension will sprung weight is low, but there isa they must be placed quite close to- 
roll, or rotate, during cornering. It slight tendency for the rear end of _ gether to allow the wheels to turn. 
will be midway between the wheels the car to raise during cornering Therefore, in order to keep a rea- 
and somewhere between ground and produce oversteer. Cost of this sonable amount of roll resistance, 
level and slightly above the wheel _axle is also moderate. the springs must be very stiff caus- 
centerlines, again depending upon The Mercedes Benz low pivot ing a rough ride with no improve- 
the particular suspension involved. axle has proven a very good system —_ ment in the handling ability. This 
The height of the roll center should _to use in all types of cars. It has a _ situation can be improved by using 
be about equal to or higher than good roll center location, low un- a single transverse leaf spring by 
half of the distance from the axle sprung weight, and is not too ex- attaching the ends of the spring 
centerlines to the ground. pensive to produce. Also it has good _close to the wheels. The cost of a 

Handling quality is the primary roll resistance without using very solid axle is the lowest of all front 
factor to consider in choosing a stiff springs. suspensions, but because of the 
sports car suspension. Handling The facts show that the best sys- large amount of valuable space it 
characteristics are mainly deter- tems to use are the unequal length takes, the solid axle is no longer 
mined by the roll center height, control arm type for the front, and — generally used. 
amount of unsprung weight, and the Mercedes Benz low pivot axle The Allard half-axle design has 
camber and tread variations. for the rear. These systems possess often been criticized, but has a lot 

The solid axle front suspension is the best qualities found in sus- of merit. It has perhaps the highest 
cheap to manufacture but is bulky, pensions. roll center of any type of front sus- 
requires stiff springing, and has a 
very high -captame weight. Its roll WISHBONE 
center is at a good height. 

The Allard system is cheap and 
has a good roll center height; but j 
it, too, is bulky and a on en ( > a—— 

Hanae ie tread variation prob- ea “a “ 
ems and high unsprung weight. ba —=, 
The parallel control aan eyntern AA eS &—=— os (f 

has low unsprung weight, but it has Ro ~~ we 
a bad roll center height, serious 
tread variations. 6 LL Cc E N T E R A XLE 

The unequal length control arm i 
system has a good roll center 
height, low unsprung weight, mod- 
erate cost and the tread and camber 
changes are not serious. Allard half axel system. 
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pension. As can be seen from the _ pavement, and rapid tire wear. The 
illustration, the roll center is unsprung weight of this system is 2. I 
slightly above the two axle pivots. about as low as is available and cost [ } J | 

The axle is generally made by _ is slightly more than a solid axle CONTROL Anes SE | 
cutting a standard Ford solid axle layout. —=, ) 
into two equal pieces. The radius The main advantages of the pil- QrS= 4 'll| 
arm or “wishbone” is also split in _ lar system of independently sprung iE | 
then welded to the ends of the axle wheels lie in the fact that there is sees oF 
the middle. Bearing adaptors are no. camber, caster, or toe-in change 
pieces and wishbone pieces. These, during full bounce and rebound. Baealleli souteoll are 
in turn, are fastened to the frame - But there are several bad points to 
via short shafts and bearings. consider also, Because the wheels 

The unsprung weight is high, move straight up and down inde- 
although slightly lower than the pendently, the roll center is at 
normal solid axle and cost is low. _ ground level. The illustration shows 
The greatest disadvantages of this that bump travel cannot be very 
system are the geometry problems _ great or else the suspension will be 
involved, Under deflection, the to close to the ground. Therefore, 
tread and camber change a lot due __in order to hold the suspension to = 
to the relatively short swing radius, three or four inches bump travel, = 
sometimes causing the entire front __ the springs must be very stiff, caus- ye 
end to lift under cornering forces. ing rough riding. The greatest dis- zs 
It can be somewhat improved by advantage, though, is the extremely 
increasing the tread, lowering the high cost of manufacture. All of the 
roll center, adding weight to the sliding parts. must be machined to — es 
front end, or lowering the center of a very close tolerance in order to : eee i ROLL CENTER gravity. maintain reasonable stability. Be- 

This suspension is not used cause the disadvantages seem to far Sine ill ; 
widely because it requires a lot of outweigh the advantages is prob- beat ie oe 
valuable room in the middle of the —_ ably why this system is seldom used 
chassis for its mounting points. by any manufacturer. 

In a parallel control arm layout The use of unequal length con- 
with independently spring wheels trol arms is an outgrowth of and 
the wheels are fastened to the improvement on the parallel arm 
frame through two parallel arms of _ type. The upper arm is shorter than 
equal length. These arms are the lower arm, producing a long ef- 
usually in the shape of the letter fective swing radius, which in turn b——~a 
“A”, the bottom two ends being the _gives a roll center that is raised off | =SS\ 
frame mounted ends. As can be the ground. By adjusting the — 
seen from the illustration, the roll lengths of the arms, the roll center —— 
center is at ground level. This is can be raised to five or six inches ae C 0 
caused by the infinite effective above ground level. Five or six ROLL CENTER 
swing radius of each wheel. The inches is considered the best overall 
wheels always remain at the same _ height to use because it allows a 
angle to the road, but the tread certain amount of roll, which is de- Unequal control arms. 
changes considerably during _ sirable in order to maintain a good 
bounce and rebound, causing a cer- _ control feel. The tread and camber 
tain amount of tire scrub on the (Continued next page) 
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Live axles. 

vary a slight amount, producing tire some form of longitudinal and lat- eliminated or at least improved by 
scrub. This can be overcome some-~ eral support must be provided be- using some form of independent 
what by using large cross section cause the coils will only absorb ver- _rear suspension. 
low pressure tires which will flex a tical deflections. This is normally The deDion-type independent 
certain amount rather than scrub. done by the use of arms connected rear axle offers many advantages 
The unsprung weight and cost are _ from the frame in front of the axle over other types; but its cost is 
the same as for the parallel arm rearward to the axle and a rod higher than the others thus limit- 
type. Being the best compromise joined to the frame on one side of ing its use. As compared to an or- 
of all features concerned, this sys- the car and to the axle on the op- dinary independent rear suspen- 
tem of front suspension is the most _ posite side of the car, thus position- sion, the deDion axle offers no 
popular. ing the axle in all directions, The problems so far as wheel and tire 

Considering rear suspensions, the lateral rod from the frame to the attitude are concerned, since cam- 
solid rear axle (live axle) is a axle is known as a Panhard rod. ber, caster, and toe-in ‘changes are highly developed unit and leaves This type of suspension is an im- wePO if the axle beam is stiff enough 
little room for improvement. The provement over the semi-elliptic — The rear wheels always remain per- 
ring gear, pinion gear, and differ- springs in that it is lighter, has less pendicular to the road surface and 
ential assembly are all included in unsprung weight, more positive po- track in true, predictable paths over 
the unsprung weight. It is also the __ sitioning of the axle, and a higher any kind of oad. 
cheapest type of rear axle to roll center, the roll center being just The roll center can be varied b 
produce. above the axle centerline. It is changing the positionin: © oF the iD 

If this axle is mounted to the slightly more costly to produce than oe ar e the ill - ti . the f 
frame by semi-elliptic springs, even the _semi-elliptic type, but the Dee P ae is h “the tL, ° 
more unwanted unsprung weight is handling qualities are better. a as that thi See eno ee 
added. With semi-elliptic springs The li le is subject to variou i is is.& common place added. elliptic: spring: CAVE axle 1s SUD} yanous for the roll center to be with a there is a tendency for the springs unwanted bouncing and skipping, deDion: axle 
to twist or “wind up” under accel- caused by the concentration of a ae ae 
eration and braking torques, caus- weight at the center of the axle and The independent trailing link axle 
ing rapid wear of the universal the direct connection between the system offers as a main, advantage 
joints and dipping and rising of the | wheels. Such a connection does in- a light unsprung weight. It is the 
rear of the car upon acceleration sure that the wheels remain per- wheels bounce, they cause large 
and braking. As the illustration —pendicular to the road during cor- angular deflections of the axle 
shows, the roll center is just below _ nering, but there is still the side- shafts, causing rapid wear of the 
the axle centerline. The forces act- ways movement of the axle, and universal joints. Another disadvan- 
ing along the axle centerline are therefore the rear of the car, when tage occurs when one wheel strikes 
taken up in the spring themselves, one wheel strikes a bump. The side- a bump during cornering; _ this 
thus requiring no outside means of | ways movement promotes oversteer  CuSes severe tire scrub on both positioning. —a tendency of the rear end to _ tires. It can cause loss of rear wheel 

If a live axle is mounted on other break loose before the front end. adhesion, particularly when a cor- 
springs, such as coils, for example, Some of the tendencies can be (Continued on page 60) 
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Independent half axel. Independent trailing links. 
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. ‘ To engineering 

: undergraduates in a whirl 

a about the future... 

oe AT DOUGLAS, YOUR 

\ > ASSIGNMENTS HAVE 

L\ THE SCOPE THAT LETS 

_\ YOU PROGRESS AT 

_ — YOUR OWN PACE! 

A 4 : 

if ] 

fo Going around in circles? Chances are you’re ; “ 
iL wondering what your future holds. At Douglas, long- \% 

a range projects of tremendous scope assure " 
LY a constant variety of assignments ...andthe opportunity J 

bj to expand your responsibilities. Douglas is headed i 

a by engineers who believe that promotion must come 
y/ from within. They’ll stimulate you to build a a 
as s < oo 

fi ) rewarding future in your field. \ 2 

Gi For important career opportunities, write: SS 

f/ DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, BOX X-6101 ‘7 
f SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

© Ay 

FIRST IN AVIATION 
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Testing a double-case, high-pressure, boiler-feed pump in Ingersoll-Rand's hydraulic labora- Compressors 
tory. Pumps of this type feed hot water into steam boilers at pressures up to 6500 psi. and Blowers 

if you are interested in hydraulics... i 
Te eee eee A 

(F 
Here's what Pump Engineering at Ingersoll-Rand 6 KEL 

Cie 8 
can mean to you... ol 

eee — \ 

N°? business or industry could long sur- engaged in research, design, manufacture or . 

vive without pumps. Their vital liquid- sales of I-R pumps, you can be sure of three Rock Drills 
moving function is a fundamental part of things — prestige, permanence and progress. a 

our modern civilization. That’s why pump The Company is a leader in its field; and [a 

engineering offers such a varied and fascinat- so are the men you will work with. Here, CN py iy 
in — cutti irtuall - i iti |. A va g career cutting across virtually every long-range security and opportunities for ad. 11 Y 1 

branch of every industry. vancement are second to none. For further es 

Ingersoll-Rand’s Cameron Pump Division information on leadership careers at Ingersoll- Aas 

in Phillipsburg, N.J., is one of the oldest, Rand, contact your Placement Office, or write ees 
largest and most progressive pump manu- to Ingersoll-Rand, 11 Broadway, New York Air & Electric Tools 
facturing plants in the world. As an engineer 4, New York. 

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES NOW AVAILABLE: a 

eh Ei 
I ea uisac ye 

° Sales Engineering — ME, IE, EM, EE, CE — Bachelor fn Bie 

¢ Design Engineering — ME — Bachelor & Master a ee 

e Production Engineering — ME, IE — Bachelor Steam Condensers 

° Business Engineering — Engineering & Business Degrees — Bachelor & Master aul | 

ee eet 
SSS ae ALT MSY 

| ngersoll- ari Sle 
10-689 11 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 4, N. Y. Diesel & Gas 

Engines 
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Pushing back the frontiers...in chemistry 

| Exploring new frontiers is still a pretty excit- Mills, Iowa, he did his graduate work in or- 
ing business, especially in the great scientific ganic chemistry at the University of Chicago. 

| and research centers like the Whiting Labora- _He received his BS in chemistry from St. Olaf 
| tories of Standard Oil Company. Here men College, Northfield, Minnesota, in 1950. He 

like Dr. Omar Juveland are engaged inimpor- is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, 
tant exploratory work such as the search for and the American Chemical Society. 

new and improved catalysts for use in high Busy young men like Dr. Juveland have 
polymer chemistry. In the photograph, Dr. found opportunity and work to their liking in 
Juveland is recording data ona polymerization the Standard Oil Laboratories at Whiting; 

process taking place in this research area. Indiana. They share in the progress and ac- 
Dr. Juveland is one of the group of young complishment which contribute so much to 

scientists in Standard’s Hydrocarbon and _ the technical advancement and improvement 
Chemicals Research Division. Born in Lake required by America’s expanding economy. 

il ma Standard Oil Company (stanoaro 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois | 
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“BLACK BOXES” SIMPLIFY in gross weight for airplanes of the fit onto telescoping tracks in the 
AIRPLANE OVERHAUL future. : shelving arrangement and have 

Restoring malfunctioning aircraft Packages of a given electronic quick-disconnects to the airplane’s 
electronic systems to operation system would be interchangeable electrical system. 
aboard airplanes of the near future 20t only from one airplane to an- Malfunction indicators disclose 
may become as simplified as stack- other, but also between different where any unit is not operating 
ing bricks upon a shelf and almost types of airplanes, resulting in an properly, and a moderately skilled 

as fast, increase in the usefulness of the ground crewman may obtain a re- 
In fact, the entire operation of equipment itself. oa placement package, pull out the 

returning airplanes to duty after With the standard size “black shelf holding the inoperative unit, 
undergoing electronic servicing boxes” in use with the shelf and and quickly make the necessary 
could resolve into a unique “pack- drawer method of attachment, de- substitution. Studies at Boeing 

age deal” involving a matter of — Signers no longer would be forced showed that electronic “turn- 
~ minutes to perform, according to to tailor electronic equipment to around” time, the time required to 

an announcement today by Boeing fit specific | airframe contours—a return an airplane to service after 
Airplane Company. practice which has resulted in nu- it enters layup, would amount to 

Details of the system are de-  ™erous odd-sized electronic instal- _ three minutes for a single unit. De- 
scribed in a patent application by lations in oftimes hard-to-reach pending on the difficulty and the 
three Boeing electronics engineers locations. | : : location of the equipment, this 
who spent a three-year period of According to the | engineering presently can take days. 
research at the company’s Wichita studies, the basic individual pack- With technology swiftly advanc- 
Division on the project. In brief, it ge size measures six inches wide, _ ing in all fields, and electronics be- 
provides for electronic systems to eight inches high and eight inches _ing no exception, aeronautical engi- 
be packaged in standard sized long, a volume of slightly more neers must provide for increasing 

boxes which fit onto shelving in than one-fourth cubic foot. These amounts of new or improved elec- 

the aircraft fuselage in much the ttt ns ee 
manner as deaswanei a file cabinet. Deane — ca “or a 

Developers of the system are : i rt | - mane. \= - Reams 
George Van Winkle, pon engi- in gee | a —— ef ae 
neer in electrical electronics; Wal- | ao \ | = — | (SE 

ter J. Lohstreter, group engineer in y aa —s |. —_—, = ——= 
electronics; and Richard Van Wyhe, = _ & 7 2 oe 

lead engineer in electronics. The  — A ao 
majority of the research was done eG = — ee eal 
at the company’s Wichita Division, : XN .___.siéisésétCCwOwtC(Cists i... Te 

from where patent proceedings aia a ———_ : ~Srt—“‘“CSO 4 

were initiated. : = = 
The chief benefit of this systen Sere, gs ier 

would be full utilization of availa- PN oka, — 
ble airframe space, a matter of in- ew a i a 
creasing importance in high- it el oa 
performance aircraft. The plan also ~~ Wee / HN ue —— 
makes possible a long desired cen- eS Th —— = — 

tral cooling system for electronic ie 7 
equipment, and it provides for ease — #4 ea re 

bility and could mean a reduction Future “black box” system. = 8 = 
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tronic equipment. Space must be Three firms at present have drive shafts, pump shafts, transmis- 
found not only in airplanes on the development underway using the sion shafts, insulator pins, big riv- 
drawing boards but on many al- package plan principles. ets, coupling bolts, ball-joint sus- 
ready in service. In the final analy- pension parts and various gear 
sis, this equipment either can be BIGGEST BOLTMAKER blanks. The process employed by 
miniaturized or else concentrated IN OPERATION this machine is known as the Kauf- 
in the airframe space at hand. The The largest automatic cold- man Double Extrusion Process. 
package plan as detailed by the forging machine ever built—a $500,- This process consists of taking wire 

Boeing engineers places its stress (QQ) giant Boltmaker—is turning out rods larger than the nominal 
in the area of equipment concen- 1% inch diameter hexagon head diameter of the finished fastener 
tration. ; ; Cae cap screws at the rate of 40 a min- and by a_series of operations re- 

Past techniques in miniaturiza- yte at The Cleveland Cap Screw ducing this wire or rod to a pitch 
tion have resulted in electronic Company in Cleveland. This marks diameter ready for rolling. The ma- 
packages varying greatly in size the first time it has been possible chine will then automatically head, 
and shape, with an accompanying to produce cold steel forgings point and roll-thread the fastener. 
inefficient use of available airframe larger than 34 inch diameter by The new Boltmaker has variable- 
space. “ also ae proven ee automatic methods. net elecmone ae the ey 
some during airplane moderniza- ‘ . such machine to be so equipped. 

tion programs, - the equipment as ay easeea a “| The electronic controls penile 
installation seldom is adaptable to Ue Wan AS Ces eC Rue Cron giant to be operated at any 

| rapid change. With the electronic ee a re speed from four revolutions per | package size standardized and with screws and industrial i The minute up to 40 per minute, This 

their installation accomplished in machine will produce hexagon precise speed control is particu- 
the file drawer manner, the prob- head cap screws, hex agon and larly important when running large 
lems of space utilization, accessi- square head bolts and high sueug special upsets. 

| bility and maintenance plus mod- structural bolts Testes ae 7 
| emization adaptation become more inch up to and including 1/4 inch RESEARCH TECHNIQUE ELIMINATES 
| easily solved, the engineers report. diameter and up to 10 inches long. TELEVISION PICTURE LINES 
| The weight of the shelving does The greatest contribution of the The dark horizontal lines clearly 
| mean that total weight of the . giant Boltmaker may be its as-yet visible in any “close-up” look at a 

equipment would increase, accord- untried ability to produce odd- television may someday be a thing - 
ing to the patent application, but shaped components far larger than of the past. Scientists at the West- 
future airplane gross weight likely _ any turned out before by automatic inghouse Research Laboratories 
would decrease since the engi- _ cold-forging. In this area the cold- have developed an experimental 
neers would not need to increase forging behemoth is expected to method for eliminating these “scan- 
the fuselage to accommodate shoulder aside hitherto unchal- ning” lines—now considered a natu- 
equipment. lenged machining and hot-forging _ a] limitation on the size of televi- 

Central cooling of the equipment _ for the production of a variety of gion picture people enjoy watching. 
would be accomplished by circu- _ non-fastener industrial parts. These E]imination of the lines, the scien- 
lating air through an integral duct _parts—principally for the automo- tists say, could be a step toward 
system in the shelving. It also was __ tive, farm implement, aircraft and larger-size television screens in the 
shown that other types of cooling _ electrical industries—might include ome. 

| could be adapted. such special components as pinion Elimination of the scanning lines 

pane sic eeecuerescearnaceee nears eames maaan is made possible by a simple but 
ih | ee : | fae Beni ala ay : a basic change in the construction of 

galls re i) Dee) ee 2 the television picture tube found 

| ‘| ce! Me co wa) le es | iJ", in all standard television receivers. 
| on ae Es ey je ae OF} i | "== ‘This change consists of splitting in, 

aoe | a ri 4 i _— >” a ee half one of the tube’s cylindrical 

a eae 2 gags . ff r metal “grids” used to focus its elec- 
| a ee OS eae aa hy Ponies | Jie tron beam into a tiny round spot. 

{ | AE Ses eee It is the invention of Dr. E. Atti 
ae i. J ee | Ce = and J. A. Hall of Westinghouse’s 
a as yd awe id a electronic tube division, Elmira, 

ie a sored Mit PING The standard television picture 
a a SD ate i oe | AL sw ; . * «, 
: ede | A Le Pe eel is broken up into horizontal rows 

% ye! 77 ee, §©— which appear as black and white 
ie y 2 Ry et wife yr aoe nl 2 lines at the television receiver. The 
SS fee Cf woes = white lines contain the picture in- 

i. : ; A . | formation, which is ‘painted’ by a 
es LS. v4 | beam of electrons that sweeps back 
(gpd A 44 ‘ : : and forth across the fluorescent 

World’s largest automatic boltmaker. (Continued on page 63) 
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ee Here are some of the facts about Honeywell y wet Plant space 
i I 7 ear ales arnings juare Ft. that have most interested the young engineering (goeo00) | ($000,060) "G00 

graduates we talk to.” Pies a fe 
es ee 

—————-, HONEYWELL IS A GROWTH COMPANY! es Ee 
HHHEEGtH || A growth company is one in which men es ee 
Bette move ahead because of opportunity and 

challenge ...in which problems are 1352 [89 [2.296 | 

turned into progress ... and employ- [ises-[ aaa [13] 3.060] 
ment, sales and income increase steadily. [isss[ —2e79_[ 5 | 8.65] 

Honeywell, world leader in automatic controls, is Honeywell's growth in sales! 
such a company. For the past 30 years, sales have 
doubled or tripled every five years ($1.1 million in 

ee en 
creased from 720 to over 30,000 in the same period 7 TE Goi 7 . 

and net earnings have climbed from $.4-million to 
$22.5 million. [1926 | 720" | aor | 75°] iso | 25 

The future is even more challenging. Planned diver- | 1931 |_ 1,150 | soe | 73a*[3ias | 27° | 
sification puts Honeywell in such new fields as office | i936 | 3,139 | 2,200 | 70 | 933 | 30 | 
and factory automation, process control, plastics, atom- 

ic energy, electronics, missiles and satellites. J i946 | 9,474 | 6490 | 68 | 2984 | 32 | ; 

Honeywell has the proven skills to design, engineer 1951 | 17,182 | 10,796 
and build the equipment required by an increasingly | 1955 | 25,608 | 14,853 | 58 | 10,755 
automatic world and to sell its products profitably. | 1956 | 30,353 | 17,301 | 57 | 13.052 | 43 | 

Honeywell’s growth in people! 
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RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING ARE HONEYWELL’S MAIN FIELDS AND LOCATIONS 
IMPORTANT AT HONEYWELL! a oe on 

chao! , Minneapolis—Acronautical, Ordnance and Heat- 
a Do ae CE oN were ing and fad Conditioning Controls, 

tant research, design-develop- Philadelphia—Industrial Instruments, Comput- 
ges ee a po nee ers, Controls and Valves. 

LC aL O One Mc Saco nue, Wabash, Indiana—Heating and Air Conditioning 
a 7 growth is the fact that over Control Dampers and Electronic Air Cleaners. 

ay 7 half of Honeywell's more than Denver—Oscillographic and Photographic Equip- 
12,000 products were not made ment and Research: 

by the company 5 years ago. St. Petersburg, Florida—Inertial Guidance Sys- 
Some of the problems which Honeywell research tems. 

and engineering have solved recently are: the de- Seattle, Washington—Ordnance Controls, 
velopment of variable inlet-air diffuser systems Missiles and marine research laboratory. 

for jet engines, which adjust to the speed of the Monrovia, California—Ordnance Controls and 
aircraft, allow such advanced planes as Convair’s Missiles. 
B-58 to reach design speed; the production of the Los Angeles—<Aeronautical and Heating and Air 
space reference system for the Earth Satellite Conditioning Controls. 
Rocket; and the production of the Supervisory Boston—Industrial Instruments, Servo Compon- 
DataCenter* central control panel which enables ents and Controls; Data Processing Systems. 
one man in one location to read and control tem- Freeport, Illinois—Precision Switches. 
peratures for even the largest building. Hehe cae and ce eee eee: 

Major research programs now underway at opkins, Minnesota—Corporate Research Center. 
. Honeywell include: the development of new tech- Beltsville, Maryland—Data Recording Systems. 

niques and the discovery of new materials to Toronto, Canada—Manufacture of complete line 
overcome the problems of extremely high tem- of company products. 
peratures created by high-speed aircraft and guided International—Manufacturing Plants in New- 
missiles; the development of automatic control house, Scotland; Amiens, France; Frankfurt, Ger- 
systems for industrial automation; the develop- many; Amsterdam, The Netherlands; and Tokyo, 
ment of even more accurate navigation systems ee mua ie Sales and Service offices through- 
for aircraft and rockets which may be called upon oe te 
for intercontinental and interplanetary travel. HOW TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HONEYWELL! 

HONEYWELL MEN ADVANCE RAPIDLY! A Honeywell representative can answer your 
i" i questions and give you additional information 

4 Naturally, in a company. committed about opportunities at Honeywell. Please con- 
\ to growth, Opportunies ate) numer sult your college placement office for the date of 

NX ~N ous for the engineers and scientists his next visit to your campus. 

who can contribute to that growth. Meanwhile, you will want to read “Your Curve 
And at Honeywell, other factors of Opportunity in Automatic Controls.” Write 

S accelerate advancement. R. L. Michelson, Personnel Administrator, Dept. 
( | Engineers predominate aTOn eso uy TC29D, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Com- 

vice presidents, divisional CACCUUNGE pany, 2753 Fourth Avenue, South, Minneapolis 
and department managers. Attitudes and opinions 8, Minnesdta, 

emits i . . 
of our scientists and engineers are understood 
and supported by management. * Engineering and Research Facilities 

Honeywell is composed of small units working ° Sales and Service Offices 
as a team. These units multiply opportunities for p 
early managerial experience and lay the founda- ere 
tion for more important managerial assignments f f ores 
in future years. : we 4 ce 

gee Nyse . 

HONEYWELL OFFERS MANY : 2 MS, e 

EXTRA BENEFITS! OF ig tones ween oe 

Honeywell’s extra benefit program is one of the epee r age ee 
most liberal in industry. There’s free group life ae : he aaa eg 
insurance ...freeeaccident and sickness insur- e 4 aie 
ance... free hospital insurance. You'll find a ery a eee a ett 
generous policy on paid vacations and holidays : ‘ 
and a modern retirement program paying life- a) * 
time benefits. 1 : 

Whichever Honeywell division or location you 
choose, you'll be assured of special training to 
help you advance in your career. This training Honeywell 
includes regular on-the-job instruction, formal 
classes at the company and tuition-aid courses at Fu ° Controls 
nearby institutions. ¥Trademark ut be 
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: trone except that the generator is 
electrostatic. A metallic engraving 
of the waveform is bonded on an 
insulator disk. Each disk will con- 
tain a series of harmonically related 

VARIABLE waveforms isolated from ah other 
AREA i. a at may be cout ines 2 

esired. Between each pair of sta- 
PICK-UP tionary waveform disks is the 

scanning rotor. 

This rotor consists of sets of me- 
tallic radial lines which are spaced 
a half wavelength apart. The scan- 
ning webs act as the light slits in 

PERMANENT MAGNET the photoelectric generator as they 
scan only the portion of the wave- 
form under them, The capacitance 
between the scanning web then 
varies as the area of the waveform 

VARIABLE GAP PICKUP beneath the scanning webs which 
Electromagnetic frequency generator using rectangular teeth on perform as electrostatic pickups. 

the rotating wheel. The output signal is then propeor- 

voltage in a coil surrounding the tional to the capacitance and con- New Sounds second tine. This voltage ects as a seqprently the area of the engraved 

vontinued yrom page positive feedback signal) from the @¥© at in ses in th 
laps the pickup it produces an following two-stage amplified cir- ‘ Slig jt Inace mare ae engray- 
asymmetrical variation in capaci- cuit which also has some negative ing-or variations in the aby ee ane 
tance (which) . . . generates a feedback. cancelled by the web or the op- 
wave rich in harmonics. This Because of the inertia-less opera- posing sides of the scanning: xotor. 
capacitance variation is used to tion of a cathode-ray generator, it A variation ca ae SL ihe 
vary the frequency of (a 5 Mc) os- should provide accurate waveform _‘T°tation of sh ae ‘tan offs Past 
cillator, producing a frequency reproductions with instantaneous ‘?°W®> bub the: aesiclbant satiog Js 
modulated signal which is detected response characteristics. It could the ‘same. : « gh a 
by a discriminator and is propor- function much as the television f pea i Te We any 
tional to the frequency wave-form. pickup tube by the cathode-ray veda are" en ica ee 

The frequencies of the clamped- _ scanning the waveform. The output peaaue ane oa t d. td be. 
end bar are proportional to the signal would then be exactly pro- noise is: es oe ees ati 1 
radius of gyration and hence to the _ portional to the waveform. causeal the, very low sigas tk 
height of the bar. Thus for a rec- Photoelectric frequency genera- special peceaations are nelto-n Je 
tangular bar there would be two tors require that a waveform be maintain: a Higa signaltonowe 
series of frequencies which will be recorded very accurately, This raulos . 
emitted simultaneously if the bar is | waveform may be of the variable The electromagnetic Totary gen- 
struck on a corner, This frequency density or variable area type as is erator is one of the earliest types at 
spectrum is too compressed for used in motion picture sound frequency generators. Cahill de- 
simulation of true bell sounds, but tracks, signed and built a system of alter- 
if pivoted at one end the frequen- This record may then be in the mators: SUPP ly ing some frequencies 
cies spread too much, A flexible form of an endless tape which mod- which were mixed to build the re- 
steel rod necked at the damped end _ulates the light from a stationary quired frequency Spectrum: At this 
will give the proper frequency slit. The waveform may be on a time there were no amplifiers, so 
spread. Two of the frequencies stationary disk which’ is illumi- the alternators had to supply all the 
must be eliminated by filtering and __ nated. By rotating next to it a disk | POWer required, This necessitated 
pickup placement. One frequency with a series of slits a fundamental such large sized apparatus that a . 
is lacking but coincidentally it is wavelength apart the light passing warehouse was needed to house the 
weak and decays rapidly in bell through the slits will be a reproduc- complete instrument and on moving 
sounds, tion of the waveform. One or more _ 39 Tailroad ears were required. 

For extreme frequency accuracy, __ photocells pickup the light to give The present form of this genera- 
maintained tuning forks may be an output signal proportional to the °F embodied in the Hammond or- 
used as generators. It was for this waveform. gan could hardly be compared ex- 
reason that Radio Corporation of The disadvantages in this system CPt in operational principles only. 
America incorporated tuning fork are the shrinkage of negatives in This organ is representative of the 
enerators in their electronic music _ developing pictures of the wave- electromagnetic frequency Genera: 
synthesizer. A magnetic field set up _ form or the difficulty of accurately °F and also the mechanical opera- 
by a current-carrying coil acts on drawing the waveform. ton, of all tofary: getierators, 50. He 
one of the tines and causes the fork A similar method of scanning is will be described in some detail. 
to vibrate. This vibration induces a employed in the Compton Elec- (Continued on page 42) 
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. 
The Electronic Classroom—RCA adds a new 

world of sight and sound to the “3 R’s”’ 

: Today’s classroom is no longer _ country...internes watching an opera- 
: bounded by books and blackboards. tion close-up on closed-circuit TV... . WHER TOs Maree eee 
| * For our children, school is big as the —_ The applications are endless. os offers Se aD cee f es 

world of sight and sound itself. Through its leadership in electronics, ve en aie aah a 
* RCA has sent the electron to school = RCA contributes a great deal to the Ee aoe even ere Wea ache o. 

Male Pcccre >@ 3 ei or advanced degrees in E. E., M. E. 
—in TV sets, radios, “Victrolas,”® rec- success of this new and broader kind of ; ee : 

A A i or Physics, For full information, 
ords, tape recorders, film projectors. education. In fact, helping our on- ag aC 

. : ; : write: Mr. R, Haklisch, Manager, 
And with all this, valued help for coming generation to see, to hear...to Golleze: Relations Radio ‘Corpora. 

h hi t make fullest if nderstand...is one of the most im- ae eine zm teachers who must make fullest use o: ul i week i tion of erica, Camden 2, N. Ne 

our overcrowded classrooms. portant jobs we do. TMK(S) © 
Picture a civics class listening to a 

vital debate in the UN .. . a young- : Eales eae 
ster improving his diction with the RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA. 

hel, oki art- 2 Ft lp of a tape recorder. . kindergart Electronics for Living 
ners dancing to folk music of a faraway 
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HARTLEY OSeILLATOR FiMte TO SRE 
OSCILLATOR 

Hartley oscillator is stable and gives a large output signal. Baldwin oscillator incorporates an ordinary plate-to-grid oscillator 

with high stability. 

irregularities caused by changing the proper circuitry. Frequenc 
New Sounds loads and the seein “hunting”. stability Fe affected by snared in 
(Continued from page 40) These variations are damped out by _ tube _ characteristics, constants of 

The tone wheel is a perfect iron the use of a mechanical filter in the circuit components or changes 
wheel, precisely contoured so that which the driving system is coupled in the load. However, by proper 
an approximate sine wave will be through a spring to the main shaft —_ design these effects can be made 
generated. There is a 0.005 in. gap 0 which is mounted a flywheel on _ negligible and the frequency will 
between the wheel and the sharply which, frictional contact is made. be very stable. 
pointed end of a permanent mag- The several advantages of this Gas tube oscillator circuits have 
net. As the tone wheel is rotated well designed generator have made generally had poor frequency sta- 
past the magnet a current is gener- it commercially successful. Because _ility. If it were not for this handi- 
ated in the coil wound near the of the high electrical output as com- cap their economy would make 
pointed end of the magnet. pared with electrostatic and photo- them well suited for commercial 

The tone wheels are mounted in electric generators the signal-to- generators. Some generators con- 
octave groups and each pair is noise ratio is very high. It is com- taining neon diodes in relaxation 
driven through a helical spring pact and.its mechanical characteris- _ oscillators have been built with 

coupling by a bakelite gear which __ tics are stable. very satisfactory stability. Fre- 
is driven by a brass gear on the Another electromagnetic genera- quency stability is affected prin- 
main shaft. Because each group of __ tor has rectangular teeth on the ro- _cipally by the applied voltage and 
tone wheels supplies all the octave tating wheel and shaping is done _ incident light. The use of a well 
frequencies in its group only 12 on the pickups rather than the stabilized voltage and constant 
main brass gears are needed to sup- wheel. Fringing tends to smooth light on the tubes gives proper 

ply all frequencies. The gearing is out the flux pattern near any sharp _ operation. 
designed to approximate the equal corners or clefts, and hence ob- One model added an electrostatic 

tempered scale and the frequency _scures high harmonics. Although field to the tube, the frequency of 
accuracy achieved is about 214 the much more pronounced fringe — which was controlled by a master 
parts per million. It is difficult to effects make the waveform harder oscillator. If the free-running fre- 
obtain high frequency accuracy be- _ to control with variable gap pick- quency is nearly a submultiple of 
cause of the large number of teeth ups than with area pickups, they the master oscillator frequency the 
required for some of the gear ratios. are used because of production diode oscillator will be synchron- 

Magnetic circuits have several economy. ized to the submultiple and operate 
disadvantages which must be com- Because of the present high qual- _as a frequency divider. 
pensated for or compromised with. ity of tubes and circuit components, Vacuum tube circuits can be de- 
Because of nonlinearity and hyste- _ multiple oscillators using tubes con-__ signed for high frequency stability 
reses the output wave may appear __ stitute the most important type of | and hence are used extensively in 
more like a clipped sine wave than frequency generator, Even Ham- frequency generators. Intensive re- 
a true sine wave. Eddy currents in mond, noted for its electromagnet search has been conducted in the 
the wheel produce interfering mag- generator, has introduced an organ _ design of more economical genera- 
netic fields, Fringing effects redis- with vacuum tube oscillators. There tors with high frequency stability. 
tribute the flux so the generated is no moving mechanism to wear _ It is interesting to note that almost 
waveform is distorted. out, so the reliability and long life —_ all vacuum tube frequency genera- 

Because of reluctance effects of tubes makes them well suited to tors are variations of the Hartley 
causing backlash in the gears they _ this application. oscillator. 
must be precisely machined or fur- Their power consumption is small The Minshall organ has replaced 
ther waveform distortion will occur. so operation is economical. They its R-C phase shift oscillator be- 
The synchronous motor drive makes are adaptable for almost any type cause of the instability due to 
the frequency constant except for of waveform can be obtained with _ changes in the tube plate resistance 
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» over a period of time. Atmospheric 
variations also caused frequency in- 
stability because of the extremely 
high grid impedance. 

Some types of oscillators must be 
isolated from the load by a buffer : 

__ stage to prevent frequency instabil- ee aes 
ity due to load changes. Hence, the 
one tube Hartley oscillator is less 
expensive in this respect as the sig- = 
nal may be taken directly from the 
circuit through isolating resistances. 

By proper design of the oscilla- 
tor the effects of variations in plate 
and heater voltages may be made 
to cancel each ane This is accom- PARACEE YE Corte relek 

plished by using a design such that Frequency generator with excellent frequency stability. 

voltage ratios which would change 
the frequency always remain con- theoretically coincide will produce posed the composer must know 
stant. Although the Hartley oscilla- beat frequencies. This effect is very what these possibilities are and so 

| tor is simple it is very stable and desirable for it makes the musical it is up to the instrument designer 
gives a large output signal. sound richer and more satisfying. __to initially produce the instrument. 

| The Hartley oscillator consists of However, it requires that each os- This instrument could be similar to 
a tapped inductor in parallel with — cillator frequency be adjusted present instruments or radically dif- 
a capacitor. The oscillation fre- separately. ferent. In either case it will be elec- 
quency is given by This inconvenience of adjusting Tonics that will make such instru- 

ot ss each frequency ae be yaaa ments tae ' ; 
a OM Ni Gu NE ONIN by the use of divider circuits. Eac! Much progress in electronics in 

a ee of 12 master oscillators covering the —_ both ee and manufacture is 
provided plate voltages and tube top octave will have a series of di- necessary before it will be possible 
characteristics are constant or var- __ viders providing all the required to produce the ideal musical instru- 
iations are compensated for. The frequencies. Since these lower fre- _ ment. This instrument is one which 
LC tank circuit should have a high —_ quencies are synchronized through _can make any sound, known or un- 
Q to increase frequent stability. the dividers to the frequencies of | known, or conceivable; to do this 

The Baldwin incorporated an or- __ the master oscillators only the mas- we must provide a generator for 
dinary plate-to-grid oscillator and ter oscillators need to be adjusted. —_ periodic vibrations embracing the 

achieves high stability with this Another consequence of the syn- whole audio spectrum of frequen- 

design. : chronysm is that the circuit com- “!€S- 
, Another frequency generator is ponents of the dividers do not need We must be able to select from 

| ilustrated by the parallel-T oscilla- to be as accurate as those of the this generator at will any desired 
tor. Although this circuit is quite master oscillators and so this sys- single frequency, or many single 
difficult to design it has excellent tem is more economical than the frequencies Maultaneouely. 

| frequency stability and even with use of separate oscillators for each —_ whether harmonically or inharmon- 
low tolerance components is more. frequency. Although the beating ically related, or whether in narrow 
economical than other types of effects of separate oscillators is de- or wide continuous bands. We must 
oscillators. Tt may be that the Hart- sirable the economy of production _ further be able to emit these fre- 
ley oscillator is so commonly used and ease of adjustment have made —_ quencies in any désired sound am- 
because a greater variety of wave- the divider system more popular. _plitudes and envelope shapes, even 
forms can be generated, thus re- To» overcome the lack of beating in though, in a given sound, all the 
neque: less complicated wave- synchronized octave frequencies components require different 
ae ess ney various methods of simulation of shapes of envelope. 

ost electronic organs have key- i t have been designed and 
boards with 61 fixed freqiteaties enka S Me must be able:to conttok the 
covering a range of five octaves. ‘ i i Coe of these sounds by some so ; Although electronic musical in- ble playing technique and ap- Each octave is divided into 12 fixed & b te sultan esPa ine 2 i 
frequencies, each frequency higher ee ae een great a ne paratus. With such apparatus we 

than the adjacent frequency by BiOve mn a Bee: Wier an isf Si shall be able to synthesize ed Lee 
Wo THREES 5 lied generate: sounds are very satisty- sible sound, continuous, amped, 

Oe ak Bae ing to hear, there is much room for _ musical, or nonmusical, for we have 
by an oscillator, octave frequencies progress, especially in the develop- all the elements of sound and 
will be slightly off frequency be- ment of new musical instruments means for putting together any de- 
cause of the impossibility of obtain- and sounds. However, if such is to sired combination of these elements 
ing the exact frequency. occur there must be music com- in any desired time-amplitude rela- 

Thus the harmonics of octave posed incorporating these possibil- tionship. 
and other frequencies which would __ ities. Before the music can be com- THE END 
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1 ‘ school was established by the — shop now has its own building. The « 
Engineering Y. M. C. A. with the cooperation carpentry shop has several ma- 

(Continued from page 17) of UNWRA (the United Nations chines including a band saw and 
of the Aqabat Jeber Refugee Camp Relief and Works Agency for a lathe, as well as the normal 
already mentioned, the Jerusalem Palestinian Refugees in the Middle hand tools required, and can train 
Y. M. C. A., of which Labib Nasir — East) for children in the age group _ twenty-three people at one time in 
has become director, has set up a of six to fifteen years with the same the art of joining, carving, and 
somewhat different school and vo- standard as the Jordian government — shaping wood. When a boy gradu- 
cational training center for the requires for all of its own schools. ates from this school, he is given a 
young people of that community. This gave the children an oppor- _ complete set of tools and is skilled 
What is taught there could hardly tunity to complete the equivalent enough to make a living in any of 
be called a full engineering course. _ of an eighth grade education, and it __ the cities of Jordan. 
Nonetheless, what they learn is set the pattern of literacy for all In the blacksmith or metal-work- 
truly basic engineering, for it is | who wanted it. This school now ing shop, more than twenty at a 
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The New-Ramadan Village, west of Damascus, was developed along lines pioneered by Musa El Alami and others. 

UNRWA bored 32 wells and dug nine miles of irrigation canals in this area. 

technical skill that they can apply consists of well constructed adobe time can be taught to operate a 
towards making a living for them- _ buildings for class rooms and study __ lathe, to weld and shape metal 
selves and for making the life halls to accommodate over six hun- _ (mostly iron), and to finish it with 
for those about them more com- dred students. In 1955, an electric decorative or protective painting. 

fortable. generator, the gift of American Items such as bedsteads, chairs, 
On December 8, 1948, a single churches, was installed so that — flower-pot holders, and wrought- 

tent was pitched about half a mile studying in the dark winter eve- iron tables are made by the boys as 
from the camp, which is the largest nings could be made much easier _ practice assignments so that when 
concentration of Arab refugees in by providing electric light in the they graduate they will be able to 
Jordan, and the Y. M. C. A. started study halls. make items suitable for sale. 
its work among the refugees in the In 1951, the areas of study were A third type of vocational prepa- 
Jericho area. There are now eight- increased by the donation, through __ ration is given in the training of 
een adobe structures with thatched the Near East Christian Council, of pipe welders. The Near East Chris- 
roofs in place of the single, original tools for carpentry and blacksmith tian Council gave the training cen- 
tent, and the program has expanded __ work, so a fuller vocational training ter at Aqabat Jeber an electric 
to cover many areas. program could be initiated, The in- welder, and several graduates now 

First, and most important in any __ struction has now been expanded to have jobs in the oil fields of Saudi 
newly settled area, an elementary include machine work and each (Continued on page 68) 
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Jayne Marie Mansfield, with the help of her famous 

mother, christens Temco’s jet trainer ‘‘Pinto’’ 

The TEMCO-built TT-1 proudly joins the Navy’s air being made in the fields of guidance systems, electron- 
arm as the “Pinto” — first primary jet trainer to be ics, and missile weapons systems. The experienced 
accepted by the U. S. Military. It is an aircraft as engineer seeking the challenge of a growing organiza- 
reliable and rugged as the famous Pinto ponies of the tion, plus the prestige of a soundly established com- 
Texas plains. pany — will find his opportunity at Temco! 

The Pinto was born in Texas... designed, built and 
tested at Temco’s own expense to. meet the need for IN ENGINEERING, THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN AVIATION 
all-jet training. It won competitive evaluation tests at 
the Navy’s Patuxent River Air Test Center. Subsequent IN AVIATION, THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCO 

exhaustive tests have proved its capabilities for true Bee Se ee Re er, 

jet performance with highest safety factors. i MR. JOE RUSSELL, Engineering Personnel ‘ 
e ® - Csi R 100-M, T Aircraft Corp., Dallas, Texe 4 

The Pinto is an outstanding example of Temco initia- ' ae : ee oo me ie : ae i : i 
y f a i aa . lease send me complete details of the Temco story of unusual! 

tive and engineering skills. Similar achievements are ' opportunities for experienced engineers. I am especially interested in I 

ete. i : 

r ae | ADDRESS. < 

— : Eve Gy! aes! Gans, STATE 

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION e_ Dallas, Texas SST nO a 

MISS MANSFIELD APPEARS SOON IN THE JERRY WALD FILM PRODUCTION “KISS THEM FOR ME” 
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bb ” ai a ple Thunder Storms tain range or a plateau front. The 
: upward deflection furnishes the 

—S.5 4 (Continued from page 26) trigger effect necessary to releese 
= - path is heard first, waves from the large reserves of latent energy in 

f Be more distant portions arrive later unstable air. It follows, that this 

if Ke “&z \ and prolong the thunder. If the type of thunderstorm is more num- 
en 5 <A lightning takes a crooked path, erous in hilly and mountainous 

Se sound waves from several equally __ regions. 
\ /\\~ | distant points reinforce one another, The advective thunderstorm is 

4 giving an exceptionally loud crash. due either to warm-air advection at 
Successive lightning discharge over low levels or cold-air advection 
the same path and echo are re- aloft. They are common on the 

CH ALLE N Gl NG sponsible for the rumbling and roll Great Plains during the night. 
of distant thunder. Cold-front thunderstorms origi- 

ASSIGNMENTS The sound of thunder is heard nate as a direct result of cold-front 
after the flash of lightning is seen, activity. They are usually more 
because light waves travel about severe and are not confined to any 

a f F T L 187,000 miles per second and sound particular time of day, because 
waves about 1,000 feet per second. their origin does not depend en- 

for America’s Finest By counting the seconds between  tirely upon local surface heating. 
Grad Enai. the time the flash is seen and the Warm-front thunderstorms 
raduate ngineers time the thunder is heard, it is pos- almost always occur in hot humid 

Radio Communication Systems hl a 

Electronic Countermeasures  . : -— 
Air Navigation Systems C—O — 

Antennas * Missile Guidance 5 ee 
Transistors and other Semiconductor Devices ee ea 

Computers * Telephone and oC at .hl.lm™;mttC 
Wire Transmission Systems . — _. . — ed 

These interesting assignments at -. owe a 

Federal Telecommunication Laborato- p | 7. os — 
ries offer unlimited opportunities to a eo 4 
outstanding ability ... under FTL’s ; sei 

“small-company” project system and ‘ Ve 
continuing program of expansion. : 

FTL is a top spot to launch and con- “ 
tinue your career... congenial, inspir- 
ing, with finest facilities, dynamic lead- 
ership ... only minutes from New York 
City’s wealth of advantages. Di 

Get the full FTL-IT&T story before 
you make the “big decision.” 

| 7 Bien sible to estimate the distance be- unstable air. The “trigger action” 
Settoralaay fer roles eg seeing ane career: tween the observer and the necessary to release the storm en- 
tories: San Fernando, Cal., 15151 Bledsoe lightning. ergy is the warm wedge of air asso- 
St.— openings in Digital Computers, Inertial The local, or heat thunderstorm ciated with the warm-front. 
Navigation Systems and Infra Red Systems. : . ese . 
Palo Alto, Cal., 937 Commercial St.—open= is the most common type. It has Within recent years much _ has 
ings in Carrier Systems. previously been discussed in detail. been learned of the working of the 

Since this type of storm is in- greatest of electrical machines, the 
duced through radiation heating at —_ thunderstorm. 

4 the ground it is most prevalent in The amount of electricity stored 
tomes me ‘ the warm parts of the earth, in the _ in the cloud at any one time is ap- 

Poe ih — ce warm seasons of the year, and in proximately five billion volts. The 
el UY. Ga the warm part of the day. They are _ supply of electrical power is about 

— fe local in character and seldom cover _ one hundred times greater than the 
Recaball Tala carri yalsstton é | LI a great area. Usually they occur as __ biggest electrical set-ups devised by 
A Division of International Telephone | isolated storms or groups of storms. man. The electrical energy gener- 

and Telegraph Corporation | They reach their maximum devel- _ ated by a single cloud is sufficient 
500 Washington ave Nulsy. Te: opment in the late afternoon and __ to supply a large city with light and 
28 minutes via bus from N. Y. C. yi , P A ‘ 
csncsidicmammaii a | dissipate during the late evening power during the course of the 

Z ete ee | ee | when the cooling ground no longer __ storm. 

eee ae erties | | li | supplies the necessary sustaining Perhaps one day this enormous 
pee nl pe ae Wee | cnergy. supply of energy will be harnessed 

aa Peer a | es The orographic thunderstorm is by man to do useful work, instead 
i CC ae [vam | produced by the mechanical lifting of flashing through the sky uncon- 
ee a prea, iS i fe ee ES i * a . * 
pia fo ea | Of a convectively unstable air mass trolled and spreading destruction in 

East Coast Laboratory and MicrowaveTower | by a relief obstacle such as a moun- its path. THE END 
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The world is coming to Milwaukee... 
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The new St. Lawrence Seaway means more business and 

more job opportunities at Wisconsin Electric Power Company 

With Milwaukee’s outstanding harbor as a gate- will find an immediate opportunity for using your 

way to an operating territory which extends from engineering skills and for satisfying progress in 

the Wisconsin state line on the south into upper your chosen field. 

Michigan on the north, the business-booming effect : : 

of the new St. Lawrence Seaway is bound to result Take a step right now ania 7a successful future, 
in a great number of fine career opportunities at Investigate both the immediate and long range ad- 

Wisconsin Flectric. Power Company. vantages of ‘associating with one of the companies 

of the Wisconsin Electric Power Company System. 

Job opportunities are available, not only in our 2 : es : 

Milwaukee metropolitan area, but also in a number When “the world comes to Milwaukee” — via 

of the smaller towns and communities throughout the new St; Lawrence SeyWay nek one 
the system. Our companies serve better than half help us meet the challenges that increased demands 

a million electric customers and provide natural gas 108 our See et Lend a helping hand 
Reivice for aporusimately. 75 000 eds <clatemers. with our $300,000,000 expansion program which is 

‘We employ:more|than’s 000rmen and’ women now in progress. Make a date to see our represen- 
, . ‘ ee 

tative when he visits your campus. 

Here you will be able to begin your career in 

one of a wide and interesting variety of engineering ER LE Ue Cee iS 

fields — electrical, mechanical, civil, chemical, sta- oS 

tistical, research, administrative, sales, etc. You CHECK YOUR PLACEMENT 
OFFICE FOR DATES. 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis. Racine, Wis. 
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: es One indication of accomplishment in the com- 

bustion field: the J-57 engine, augmented by 

y — afterburner, provided the thrust which made 
supersonic flight practical for the first time. 

This special periscope gives Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer a close-up view of combustion process actually taking place within the after: 
burner of an advanced jet engine on test. What the engineer observes is simultaneously recorded by a high-speed motion picture camera. 
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t Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

t h f | | (I f C b t | 

Historically, the process of combus- bringing together of fuel and air in like the J-57, J-75 and others stands 

tion has excited man’s insatiable proper proportions, the ignition of as a tribute to the vision, imagina- 

hunger for knowledge. Since his — the mixture, and the rapid mixing _ tion and pioneering efforts of those 

most primitive attempts to make of burned and unburned gases in- at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft en- 

use of this phenomenon, he has volves a most complex series of gaged in combustion work. 

found tremendous fascination in its interrelated events scons ocur- While combustion assignments, 

potentials. ‘ ring simultaneously in time and themselves, involve a diversity of 
Perhaps at no time in history has space. engineering talent, the field is only 

that fascination been greater than Although the combustion engi- me i a 
s z one of a broadly diversified engi- 

it is today with respect to the use neer draws on many fields of science a 
3 Be : 3 2 5 neering program at Pratt & Whitney 

of combustion principles in the (including thermodynamics,. aero- é 3 

modern aircraft engine. dynamics, fluid mechanics, heat Aircraft. pas PICetam au other 

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, transfer, applied mechanics, metal- far-reaching Coaonnss in the fields 

theorems of many sciences are being lurgy and chemistry), the design of of instrumentation, materials prob- 

applied to the design and develop- combustion systems has not yet lems, mechanical design and aero- 
ment of high heat release rate de- been reduced to really scientific dynamics — spells out a gratifying 
vices. In spite of the apparent sim- principles. Therefore, the highly future for many of today’s engi- 
plicity of a combustion system, the successful performance of engines neering students. 
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Mounting an afterburner in a special high-altitude test Microflash photo illustrates one continuing Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer manipulates probe In 

chamber in P&WA’s Willgoos Turbine Laboratory permits Problem: design and development of fuel exit of two-dimensional research diffuser. Diffuser 

“study of a variety of combustion problems which injection systems which properly atomize design for advanced power plants is one of many 

may be encountered during later development stages. and distribute under all flight conditions. air flow problems that exist in ‘combustion work. 

ap World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 
SS eX 

oe 

meg PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT w\ “ eS &) S BIE EXSY Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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WISCONSIN = 7 . . 

SOCIETY OF 4 
o SOUTH WEST CHAPTER 2) Projects to be financed b 

I y ized fi , Kickoff Meeting Speech, October 1, 1957 oans to be amortized from rents 
PROFESSIONAL Kurt F. Wendt, Dean of University of paid by state appropriations totaled 

Wisconsin Engineering College 17 billion dollars. 

Subject—The 1957-1959 Construction Fin: - cy ENGINEERS Progra forth Univer Meirson Ms pl Sg 
of Wisconsin een accomplished under Law 

. ae eo passed by the last Legislature, and 
. A oa of administrative direc- funds become available to amortize 

tion to the College of Engineering —_|gans on a student fee income basis. 
SECRETARY'S OFFICE for the University of Wisconsin (3) Fidieas to be. financed b 

575 Toepfer Avenue planning and construction program direct cate apOrS ap ve total $1 

Madison 5, Wisconsin makes Dean Kurt F, Wendt respon- bili SppropHauons rom 

Harotp N. Kinespury, Secretary- sible for an organization that will ens . 
Treasurer solve the planning problems, and (4) Projects to be financed from 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE coordinate the construction of a ea 0, sales proceeds amount to 

3313 University Avenue currently large and expanding pyuue . 

Madison 5, Wisconsin building program of projects au- The grand total of $41,341,015 48 
Cuartes M. PERLMAN, Chairman thorized by the State Building the total amount authorized for 
Dovucras F. Haisr, Vice Chairman Commission. projects that will be in the planning 

PUBLIC RELATIONS The elementary and high school 19 sre 080 sage ene the 

Cart W. Gresver, State Chairman enrollment clearly indicates large ; to 1959 period. At u e same 

Rothchild, Wisconsin increases in future University en- time there has been authorized con- 
Rosert Ciaypoon, Ch., Milwaukee Ch. rollment. Results of projected esti- struction at State Colleges in the 
Lester W. STOCKNER, Ch., Southwest Ch, mates, Dean Wendt said, indicated amount of $21,450,000 and other 
Ricard JAHNKE, Ch., Waukesha Ch. oe “State” construction in excess of 
Cart W. Grester, Ch., Wis. Valley Ch. a minimum enrollment of 27,500 $20,000,000. 

Hersert Nevson, Ch., Fox River and a maximum of 40,000 students i 
Valley Ch. by 1970. To accommodate this rap- The scope of this work will stim- 

Missa B, Mosse eh Nae heat Oh idly increasing enrollment a heavy ulate the fields of engineering and 
. x ., Wester f “1 4: anit 3 . , “ wee: a 

E. C. Kustinc, Ch., Lake Superior Ch. building program is underway and Ca id seen years in 

R. L. Honcerrorp, Ch., Southeast Ch. vin of necessity continue until ) 5 ison : roug = ae 

1970. ean Wendt pointed out that we 
W.S.P.E. OFFICERS—1 957-58 The projects under construction as engineers in Wisconsin will feel 

cuchnmionn L Gennon Peltor in the planning stage during the the influence’ of this "expanded 
H. C. Trester, Second Vice President 1957 to 1959 period were summar- building program. It may be in al 

Arruur C, Beninc, Past President ized by Dean Wendt according to creased design personnel or facil- 
H. N. Kinessury, Secretary, Treasurer the method of financing as follows: ities, inspection or construction, re- 

Westy J. Burmeister, Director (1) Projects to be financed by lated increased housing demands as 

Louis J. Lanson, Director gifts, revolving funds, or loans to be _a resident of the city of Madison, or 
Cuartes F, Priuc, Director doe ce 2 . aced . : * : bh 
TuERon A. Brown, Director amortized from earnings: merease| Service: requirements ie 

W. G. Bryan, Director New Chadbourne Hall .....$ 3,160,500 cause of the increase in student 
Men’s Dormitories. South of population, but the influence of this 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE Kronshage ..........-.. 2,100,000 building program and_ increased 
A. Owen AYRES 500 Married Student Apart- University enrollment will be felt. 

Witiarp S, CorrincHaM ments’ ss daceves ceeeees 4,462,000 I 3 4 hi 

= — Men’s Dormitories West of = answering questions at the 
, Elm Drive ............. 4,850,000 close of his speech Dean Wendt 

| 4 Jomlonl CREED + Weatoat Women’s Dormitories East of emphasized that this program to 
| 8s a professional engineer, I dedicate Tripp Hall ............. 3,000,000 i ¢ i 

my professional knowledge and skill additren to Camp Randall prepare for increased enrollment i 

to the advancement and betterment of Stadium ........ oe 529,715 the near future is primarily made 

human welfare. New Outdoor Track : : : eae 44,000 possible because loans can be amor- 

1 PLEDGE Sterling Hall Addition ..... 1,200,000 __ tized from earnings, rents, gifts, and 

To give the utmost of performance, eoayene Building on .. 600,000 — student fee income. There are no 
to participate in none but honest enter- ervice Memorial Institutes di iati 
prise, to live and work according to the Research Addition (In- aa = PPro: tee for 

laws of and the highest standards of cludes $255,000 State residence halls, and only a smal 

professional conduct. To place service Appropriation) ......... 2,010,000 part of the funds for the other proj- 

bel ore prot ioe honor and ponding of 7 ects are from State Appropriations. 
e profession before personal advantage, 

and ihe public welfare above all other Sub-total ......+.... $21,949,215 There were 97 mess and 
considerations. In humility and with . ests present at this meetin 
need for Divine Guidance, I make this Some of these projects are well 8 P 3 6 

pledge. along in the construction stage. (Continued on page 52} 
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Meet the President 

ve te 29 exe i ie, Ox 

ANTHONY L. GENISOT 

“As President of our Society, I After the war he availed himself In 1946 he organized what is now 
wish to say that you may rest as- of the Educational Bonus offered known as the “Genisot Engineering 
sured that I shall do everything by the State enrolling in the Wis- Co.” at Rhinelander and is serving 
within my power to carry out the consin Institute of Technology at now as President of this company. 
mandates of the Society and with Platteville, from which college he Professionally, Mr. Genisot has 
the men you have elected as mem- _was graduated as a mining engineer _ been affiliated with W.S.P.E. since 
bers of the Board of Directors] am in 1923. its inception and has been vitally 
thoroughly confident that we will Immediately after graduation he _interested in the affairs of the So- 
fulfill your wishes and'prove to you went to work for the American ciety since 1932. His past activities 
that we have one of the leading Metal Company of New York in W.S.P.E, include: Past President 
Professional Engineering Societies which took him to Cuba. After two of the Wisconsin Valley Chapter, 
in the United States—right here in years he returned to Wisconsin to member of the State Board of Di- 
our great State of Wisconsin.” join the State Highway Commis- rectors, member of the Inter-Profes- 

With this pledge Anthony L. sion, District 7, at Rhinelander sional Committee, Second Vice- 

Genisot assumed the leadership of where he served as a resident engi- _ President, Vice-President and now 
the Wisconsin Society of Profes- neer on construction for the next as President of W.S.P.E. 
sional Engineers for the year 1957- _ ten years. In civic affairs he is currently 
1958 directing the efforts of the so- In 1937 he organized his own _ serving as a member of the Rhine- 
ciety towards the goal of attaining construction company at Rhine- lander City Planning Board. He is 
a higher standard for the “Engi- lander engaging in the construction a member of the Lions Club and of 
neering Profession” in our country. of buildings, highways, bridges, the American Legion. He has 

Anthony L. Genisot was born in _ etc. This work was interrupted by —_ always shown considerable interest 
France, August 8, 1895. In 1902, he | World War II when he entered the in conservation and is an ardent en- 
arrived at Montreal, a small town service and was commissioned as a thusiast of sports. The latter inter- 
near Hurley in the mining area of . Lieutenant in the SeaBees from est stems from his college days 
northern Wisconsin, where his which he is presently retired with | when he participated in football, 
father found employment. a permanent rank of Commander. __ baseball and boxing. 
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W S P.E of engineering opportunities with and could not do a satisfactory job 
meee ge ne oe oe chapter members. as secretary after the first of the 

(Continued from page 50) After the busi ti year. He will continue to serve er the business meeting, a : , 
planned as a Kickoff for the organ- movie on the splitting of the atom until a new man is elected and 
ization and planning of the various was shown. appointed. 
committees to formulate their plans Mr. Kingsbury, who has served 
for the 1957-58 year. MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF _ the state for 20 years currently as 

The November meeting, Thurs- BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WIS- an engineer with the Board of 
day, Nov. 7 was held at the Barker— CONSIN SOCIETY OF PROFES- Health, will be employed by the 
Colman Company plant in Rock- SIONAL ENGINEERS Sanfax Co. of Atlanta, Ga., manu- 

ford, ere jointly with ue ies Kings Gateway Inn, Land O° facturers of industrial chemicals. 
section of Illinois Society of Profes- ; ‘i aie mina é y ; Lakes, Wis., September 22, 1957. W.S.P.E. 10TH SUMMER CON- 
sional Engineers and in connection Board members present: A. L. fivthe edie cis n D bers present: A. L. FERENCE, LAND O'LAKES, 
with the Madison Chapter of Amer Genisot, President: Cliff Nelson WISCONSIN 
ican Institute of Electric Engineers. Vice President: ‘Harold Trester 

: : > > September 20, 21, 22, 1957 
The December meeting is Vice-President; A. G, Behling, Past eee * =. tanned for Fade he 13th : : ; y Engineers and their ladies started 

planned for Friday the 13th at President; Harold Kingsbury, Secy- Friday af h 
Madis he Cuba Club. Th a ma 5 - arriving on Friday afternoon, at the 
Madison, the Cuba Club. The pro Treas.; Louis Larson, Director and . > : R . Be aes , ae Gateway Hotel in Land O’Lakes. 
gram will be based on “Unity in the Theron Brown, Director. me 
Engineering Profession.” 4 ° a : After everyone was “squared 

rr, A fad of @ Committee chairmen: Karl Wer- away” a buffet supper brought us 
5 ih ae Che tor ms ' ae the wath, Carl Geisler, Chas. Nagel, to the Gateway Inn and was fol- 

Nos abe “th ap “i was nes on. Foster Koehn and Kurt Roth. lowed by mixer dancing and enter- 
wan © ef mo a he i Kingsbury moved, | Brown sec- _ tainment. 

held 4 it ie wi a ai oe ah nnd onded that the two vice-presidents All functional groups met on Sat- 
fel Le y wi h the L.S.P.E., Rock- be authorized to prepare necessary urday morning and resolved some 

wh re no -cuther, Presid f change in By-Laws in order to pending problems. The consulting 
t Tilincis Soviet of ok rent ‘al change meeting date. group completed their Rules of 
En, 2 nOIs orate ot Pro canbers Karl Werwath reported that the | Government and Operation and in- 

Pictecsiaet eee the Revistns, trend in Wisconsin was toward a _ structed the Chairman, Bob Straus, 
nO eee 7 sited. by 2 oe climate that was unfavorable to to submit same to State Board of 
ee was f the DY PION, aa industry. It was recommended that _ Directors. 
arogen i the nilversity ee President Genisot appoint a com- At a special session of W.S.P.E. 
several Hohe Cae tp ee mittee to study the possibility of State Committee on Education on 
wrens tell ar - volman. epart- forming a state committee to make Saturday afternoon Dr. Clifford 
Ments HOMOWECs a study of the industrial climate Liddle of the University of Wiscon- 

in Wisconsin. sin spoke to a group of 75 members 
WAUKESHA CHAPTER Secretary Kingsbury announced on “Higher Education Faces the 

The first meeting of the new year that he was changing positions (Continued on page 72) 

for the Waukesha Chapter was a APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERS AND AFFILIATE MEMBERS SEPTEMBER 20, 1957 
dinner meeting held at the Avalon EE 

Hotel on October 2nd. A total of Name and Position Address Reg. No. Sponsor 
twenty-one members and guests [xp supERIOR~~~———~CS 
were present. Horace Bichard Hymer 1517 Tower Ave. E- 720 M. B. Olson 

President Joe Kuranz introduced Wisconsin Highway’ Gomm. Superior, Wis 
the committee chairmen for the NORTHWEST, | 
year who in turn gave short reports Chit Process mee Bente ire, Wis B2748 | N.W. Gehlhar 
on the objectives they hope to — 0-8: Rubber Go. 

accomplish this year: Johns, Penn Veneer 701 Felker Ave. E-5904 | L. W. Carlson 
The tentative program list was Hole eaFinee Com. Marshfield, Wis. 

given by vice-president Perry — oouquwesr 
Wilder. He and his co-chairman, Robert Peter Torkelson 4234 Lumley Road £-6335 | H. J. Hunt 

‘ Architect and Engineer Madison 5, Wis. 
| George Flory, are planning a tour Mead and Hunt, Inc. 

of Milwaukee County’s Mitchell john Michael Liebman 920 E. Mifflin St. §-6275 | D. K. Evans 
Field as part of the November Design [engineer Con Madison 3, Wis. 

meeting. MILWAUKEE 
Another program idea discussed George Gustey Youngstrum e0RT West Seott St. E-4903 | J. R. Meyer 

was that of inviting Waukesha U. S. Steel Supply Div. Milwaukee 1, Wis. 
County high school freshmen inter- Russell Warren Henke 1000 Grandview Drive B-4669 | D. Holt 

: : , Consulting Eng., Pres. Elm Grove, Wis. V. Morgan 
ested in and doing good work in Russ Henke Associates 
science and math studies to a] ]©=-—-2— 
monthly meeting, at which they TOG) HERDGE CRASS cmos venwoucuvmsauaruumueaun 1,196 
would see a movie on preparation Dues exempt. -°0000 00200-0212 SiTiiiitip ities 3 
for an engineering education and Affiliates... ...2 222.222. sssssstseseeesese Tus 
be able to discuss the varicus types 1,821 
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job You want a jo 

... plus the chance to get ahead 

... plus the chance for recognition 

. .. plus the chance to keep learning 

As a leader in many fields, Union Carbide offers a handsome assortment of 
plus factors with its jobs. It’s a top producer of petrochemicals—and U. S. 

output of petrochemicals has roughly doubled every five years since World 
War II. It’s a leading producer of oxygen—and new steelmaking methods 
use such vast quantities of oxygen that consumption in ’57 is expected to be 
double that of ’55. And these are only two of the expanding fields in which 
Union Carbide is a leader. 

In terms of jobs with plus, this growth means Advancement with a capital 
“A.” As our markets expand, we need more people to handle the development, 
production, and sale of our products. 

Representatives of Divisions of Union Carbide Corporation, listed below, will 
be interviewing on many campuses. Check your placement director, or write 

to the Division representative. For general information, write to V. O. Davis, 
80 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 

er SARE a oT 

BAKELITE COMPANY Plastics, including SILICONES DIVISION _ Silicones for elec- GENERAL OFFICES—NEW YORK 

polyethylene, epoxy, fluorothene, vinyl, phenolic, trical insulation, release agents, water repellents, Accounting, Electronic Data Processing, Operations 

and polystyrene. J. C. Older, River Road, Bound etc.; silicone rubber. P. |. Emch,°30 East 42nd Research, Industrial Engineering, Purchasing. E. R. 
Brook, N. J. Street, New York 17. N. Y. Brown, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

ae ELE ea AT er 

ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY UNION CARBIDE CHEMICALS COMPANY 
Over 100 ferro-alloys and alloying metals; titanium, Synthetic organic chemicals, resins, and fibers 

calcium carbide, acetylene. C. R. Keeney, 137— from natural gas, petroleum, and coal. W. C. f 

47th St., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Heidenreich, 30 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

a N Ao 
HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY Special UNION CARBIDE INTERNATIONAL COM- \ \ ne : 
alloys to resist heat, abrasion, and corrosion; cast PANY Markets Union CarsibE products and j if Oe 

and wrought. L. E. Denny, 725 South Lindsay Street, operates plants overseas. C. C. Scharf, 30 East 42nd ', ; 
Kokome, Ind. Street, New York 17, N. Y. j ie 

RL aE a 

LINDE COMPANY _ Industrial gases, metal- UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY UNION — O 

working and treating equipment, synthetic gems, Operates Atomic Energy Commission facilities at CARBIDE ( Dy 
molecular sieve adsorbents. P. |. Emch, 30 East Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah, Ky. W. V. Hamilton, 

42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. P. 0. Box “P”, Oak Ridge, Tenn. Ne CO 

LE ) CEL 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY Indus- VISKING COMPANY Apioneer in packaging 
trial carbon and graphite products. PRESTONE —producer of synthetic food casings and poly- 
anti-freeze, EVEREADY flashlights and batteries. ethylene film. Dr. A. L. Strand, 6733 West 65th 

S. W. Orne, P. 0. Box 6087, Cleveland, Ohio. Street, Chicago, Ill. 
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In the circuit shown, determine 

the voltage appearing across : 

the 3 microfarad capacitor. 

UCU Heater g Cur 
been operating long enough to 

achieve an equilibrium state. 

he 2uf 

Dns | =" 100V : —-— 7 a SUL Turd | 

rw 8 
Ne ey ~~ S oo 

. = —— 

i 

; = FIGURING OUT A CAREER? 
: - 

rr Sel b 1 k” h 1 
ti i a ” ‘ a Gerald Maley tells what it’s e! ect ie a ont ‘le ia an a too oe Wor » he RL can a 'y 

like to be...and why he likes Here’s how Gerald Maley found the solution _ see electronics at work. This is not the case 
being...a Product Develop- to his career problem—at IBM: with all such equipment today. In this new 
ment Engineer with IBM. “What sold me on IBM,” says Jerry, “was field, you can be an important contributor 

ween cence eee e eee their approach to engineering. ’d expected in a very short time.” 
: SOLUTION : rooms full of engineers at desks. Instead, I + * + © 
1 Tho voltage across the 3 uf capacitor is { found all the friendly informality of my col- There are many excellent opportunities for 
g OF setae iisianswer may bo:verfieg ses lege lab.” Starting as a Technical Engineer _ well-qualified engineers, physicists and 
+ Since the voltage across the 91 ohm ro- = in Product Development, Jerry learned a mathematicians in IBM Research, Develop- 
i cea a : great deal about electronic computers in a ment and Manufacturing Engineering. Why 
+ and E2tEs=91 orE2=91-E3 (2) very short time. He was promoted to Asso- not ask your College Placement Director : Hl { y: P » § : 
Set Qr=NTi= CE : ciate Engineer after 16 months. Recently, when IBM will next interview on your 
slet Q2= l2T2= Coe 3 he was made Project Engineer, supervising campus? Or, for information about how 
: then Ges trials area ® : the development of magnetic cores. “In your degree will fit you for an IBM career, 

2 Bysubstituting in equation (3) the expres~ > 
+ sions for E1 and Ez given in equations (1) * :. 
: woke “ ‘ Mr. R. A. Whitehorne 

3 CEs = C1 (100 -Es)-+C (91-Es) JUST WRITE TO IBM Corp., Dept. 851 

: Substituting all_ known values in this : * 590 Madison Avenue 
2 equation gives: : New York 22, N. Y. 
2 @x 10-6) Ey = (1x10-6) (100-Es)4 | 
: (2x 1@-6) (91 -Ea) Ss 

> pividing by 10-8 : DATA PROCESSING 

2 3Eg = 100 -Es4-2 (91 -Es) ; | 133 I INTERNATIONAL Mutan vropuers 
: GEs = 282 i BUSINESS MACHINES 

© Epa 47 volts Answer : S CORPORATION aa 
Lys sea aves os wanes eel Ties EQUIPMGIT 
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“For today’s 
» i ne a 

eae eee Oe x 
“You are probably the most sought after young men in "Ye ge > KY IPD 
in America today. Industries of all kinds want you. a We ERE “a Ne vec 
You've got a wide choice, so which field do you choose? é | aa ; So ooh meet) 7s 

“The. way I look at it, the aircraft industry has the Bh | 08 Bema) pases ee “ai NS 
most opportunity for you. It combines more advanced ra @i yen AY. Ga Ss 2 
engineering sciences than any other field... elec- eee ee eee, Ga f 
tronics, communications, propulsion systems, hydrau- AS ee Hat de PAs § "agg: ONE 
lics and pnewmatics, thermodynamics...all these and {~% ae) og es 
many others. With this variety, interesting careers can A\*~ “Sr == ae aA BO 7 
be had either by specializing in one area or by moving t ~ Bo Je ay , i i} Y Sn 
from one to another. \ Sel” Si dilitae, fay «pe Nh La @ 

“Obviously, you are going to want recognition for fh," Li A 1g Hee -: your work. You know that the aircraft industry pays | a Ar LM id Tall uy eee 
well... but think about this: aviation is relatively “EJ Aa oat Moly \ oy 4 GF 
young and its life-blood is young men with new ideas. [X. * | a A ne 
Numerous important advances have been made just in ‘ i YX OR GEN Ricans 
the last few years. Who knows what new fields—and Se -§ we, CY Vie 7 Se 
new opportunities—today’s research will uncover? .. / rs | 7 ‘\. ae A .y i 

“So, for today’s engineer, yes, I would say that your - Nigas| J CN . j 
best bet is the aircraft industry. Nowhere else can you’. Qe Gf. CIR \ 2 SA p 
find such opportunity, such challenge ...and such’ a TS, \ f < VAS ten, 
compensation and added benefits. In my estimation,’ 77) |’) X A A A Tin. 
there is no place where you can put your college we f~d \\ z . Sal: 
training to better use?’ Ly - 4 ( A 4 | 

SC ie Nee. Cs 
r the aircraft industry there is such a variety of engi- J | = FAS Eee i: \ 

neering fields that a desire for virtually any one can i. NF te, nV fe 
be satisfied. As research continues more areas will , PX if. @\, M — MT ij 
be embraced and, as aircraft engineers pierce these bar- i es yy — GUT GE I] Wi 
riers and solve today’s problems, new challenges and i, f a Vi. ; ii 
opportunities arise. Northrop engineers have been | | ne, ~ ) ea DS mh ( 
meeting these challenges successfully for years. Aire of’ 7 ( AQ SA Ni \ 
planes such as the F-89 Scorpion, the new supersonic 2S pe ai AVe | ATF 
twin-jet Northrop T-38 trainer, and missiles such asf  Pie~. Hh \p A] 
the Snark SM-62 are examples of Northrop’s engineer- ye aN pd Pi PA fly 
ing theory and capabilities, yy “N\A tt In Northrop’s new Engineering and Science Center, Vii i 4 
your training can be applied to top priority projects \ 1) Ree ; 
and your future will be made more secure by intensive  -—<_ li) Be oo 
on-the-job training. Regular reviews reward you for } “EA a | ee: f 
your capabilities and accomplishments, adding further re YU \ Off 
financial security. The extra benefits at Northrop, such Ly ot Ye 4 
as company-paid insurance and over three weeks vaca- \ fp} ea . | 
tion with pay, are among the most generous in the XQ cy YS | Rye a mM 
entire industry. . \ eal Af (a tt f 

Write now and ask us how your qualifications can.) deitesnsonscoaials oo 7 Ff ' 
be applied to a career at Northrop. Regardless ofS TT —eee fp 
whether you are an upper-classman or not, we believe mote” CF 
we can show you that Northrop offers you a great as : ‘m.\ BY 
future. Address Manager of Engineering Industrial, Seca Hf Sf ‘ 
Relations, Northrop Division, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., "=e. ld, = Z ' 
1032 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. “a er 7 

&. 7 4 

mn Ar 

NORTHROP “4 ! 
Ahern f.. Northrop Division of Northrop Aircraft, Inc. a emer 

BUILDERS OF THE FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL GUIDED MISSILE 
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Pe! aR) 
IAW OF YESTERYEAR 
CAVES? a4) ae . 

Paya CE [45 my by Dick Soref ee’58 

y* 
HE Wisconsin Engineer has bile engine construction consists in December 1908 

"Titcen published every year arranging for the circulation of the The College of Engineering 

since 1896. Gazing through cooling water on the thermo-syphon opened this year with an attend- 
my stereopticon viewer at the first principle, with large flow and re- © ance of 874 students, This number 
few volumes, I found that the col- tum pipes, instead of circulating compares very favorably with the 
lege of engineering has changed the water by mechanically operated —_ attendance at the same time last 
considerably, but that the news pumps. This change has been made _ year, although there seems to be 

items used have not. Each month — oy a number of recently designed considerable falling off in the num- 
this column will present excerpts engines . . , ber of freshman; the junior and 

from these historic and memorable : / . sophomore classes have retained 

issues of the Engineer. ln thenniad.ofithe general prililicy their former size, and the senior 
the most interesting of the develop- lage has a ‘| : bers b 

class has increased in numbers by 
June 1908 ments of the past year or two are fifteen . per cent. 

The present senior class is un- undoubtedly those concerning the On Tuesday morning, October 
fortunate in several ways. The great art of mechanical flight and that of —aq¢h, University exercises were dis- 
advantage hitherto enjoyed by the wireless telegraphy. In our own pensed with, and the student body, 

graduating classes in engineering in country and in Europe, notably in _ faculty, and many of the citizens of 
obtaining employment receives its France and Germany, the develop- Madison, attended the memorial 
first serious setback this year. The ment of the art of mechanical flight services in honor of William Free- 

companies which formerly held out _ is receiving more and more serious man Vilas, held in the University 
opportunities for many men, this attention at the hands of men of | Gymnasium. 
year find themselves unable to take _ high position and great intelligence. | 

| any or more than a small number. A year or two ago the possibility of April 1908 
obtaining practical results with a About sixty years ago the first 

February 1909 machine capable of rising in the air _ buildings were erected here: Uni- 

In the field of Mechanical Engi- and being propelled and steered by __ versity Hall on the crest of the Hill, 

neering probably the most striking a human pilot was contemplated and the two dormitories, North 

development has been that of the only by a few enthusiasts, and was Hall and South Hall, at the right 

larger prime movers, notably the a subject chiefly of interest to the and left. Too much credit cannot be 

| steam turbine and the internal com- _— cartoonist and the editor of the given to the architect of these first 

| bustion engine. . . . A new type of funny paper. Today it is a promis- buildings. Their simple, dignified 

gasoline engine has been developed ing possibility. Both the aeroplane style, correct proportions and hon- 

for motor car propulsion by the and the motor balloon are limited est treatment of materials gave the 

Daimler Company in which, in- thus far by the impossibility of keynote for future work. 

stead of the usual poppet valves navigating with them in anything 
and gear, the inlet and exhaust like rough weather, but interesting December 1905 
ports are operated by means of slid- progress is being made by both. One of the most noteworthy im- 

ing sleeves in which ports are cut. The principles underlying mechani- provements which has been made 
The sleeves are caused to move up cal flight are not clearly understood, this year is the establishment of the 

and down between the piston and but it is by no means certain that _ long desired course in chemical en- 
the cylinder walls by means of ec- the practical flying-machine of the gineering. The importance of this 
centrics carried upon a shaft which future, if there is to be one, will re- work has been urged for many 

| is driven by chain gearing from the _ semble either the dirigible balloons _ years, but until the present year suf- 

crankshaft of the engine. ...An- or the aeroplane which are now in _ ficient funds were not available for 

other important advance in automo- the experimental stage. (Continued on page 58) 
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! ' 1 ' | | I : 1 A Campus-to-Career Case History 
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! ! 
46 - . vy i The future looks unlimited { : 

t 1 { \ { \ 
' : . . . 1 { “I wanted a career that offered variety, op- “Selling’s part of my job, too. I sell ideas } 
! portunity and a chance to work with people,” | —like the wisdom of planning for telephone ! 
! says Lewis William Post, C.E., Michigan State, service when you’re building. Recently I ad- ! { uf 8 y; &: oi 1 
' 1950. “So I chose the telephone company. vised an architect and an owner on telephone ' 
\ feta ‘ : | “My initial training—two full years of it— wiring and outlets in a new $160,000 medical 

! probed every phase of company operations and oe En a in = the oe floor 

{ acquainted me with all of the jobs in the Plant F_Such_ projects and making contributions } 
| Department, where I was starting. both as a civil and a telephone engineer. 

\ “Today, as Plant Engineer, I’m responsible “In my area of Chicago there are 80,000 ! 
{ for preventive maintenance of all field equip- _ telephones, home and business. More are be- ! 
! ment, installation of new facilities for wire and _ing added every day. There’s expansion every- ! 
i cable, and I work with architects and builders _ where in the telephone business—all across the ! 
! on telephone needs in new buildings. country. To me, the future looks unlimited.” ! 
1 1 
1 1 \ \ 

Lew Post’s career is with Illinois Bell Telephone (Sit 
{ . . 6 R 
1 Company. Many interesting career opportuni- ! 
' ties exist in other Bell Telephone Companies, a 1 
! Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric | 
| and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer Bell Telephone System i 
i can give you more information about them. | 
1 
\ i 
I 1 Lh ie oe eee a a Se ea st ea ieee ae) 
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smoker broke up all gathered about ® 
Yesteryear 7 the piano and sang college songs. Why Vought Pr ojects 
sontinued from page D, The “Alumni Magazine” recently e Th B 

its inauguration. Fortunately the contained an article on the apathy Bring Out e est 
construction of the new chemical of Wisconsin alumni, especially e 

ee left araleple : a old ore eee n is oe In An Eng mneer 
ullding space which cou e uti- amentable that our alumni show so 

lized partially for this work, other- _ little interest in the University. Per- : 
wise it would have been impossible haps Milwaukee is too near-by to Vought, the engineer does nm nae 
to begin it at this time . . . This Col- allow much enthusiasm to be ‘orget past assignments. Ike all big 
lege is especially fortunate in hav- aroused, There may be more spirit events, they leave vivid memories. 
ing many alumni already in the gas _ in cities further away. The senior And it’s no wonder 
business, and partly for this reason class now being graduated should | For here the engineer contributes to 
we ie in elas a a - ee in suet a a8 they ave history-making projects — among 
emphasize t is ranch of the wor : the University keep the spirit alive them the record-breaking Crusader 

Special provision has accordingly and try to foster that love and loy- : 1 
= . : . | fighter; the Regulus II missile, chosen 

been made in the course for ad-  alty that characterizes the alumni ‘ 1 bs: and 
vanced work in gas engineering, of older colleges. ‘ arm es ea faee 4 6 
and this effort has been very fa- e REW FASE-CeVEODINE 21UU- Pius: 
vorably received by prominent gas June 1906 mph fighter, details of which are still 
engineers and associations. PROSPECTS FOR ENGINEER- classified. 

Another considerable improve: ING GRADUATES WITH THE | The Vought engineer watches such 

ment under way is the construction ISTHMIAN CANAL COMMIS- | weapons take shape. He supervises 
of a building on the lake shore for SION. . . . In the spring and early | critical tests, and he introduces the 
the hydraulics laboratory. Up to the | summer of 1905 there was a general weapons to the men with whom they 
present time laboratory work in dissatisfaction on the part of the | \in) serve. 
hydraulics has been confined to a employees as regards conditions for | . . 
very few small experiments in _ life and work. In those days a man Engineers with many specialties share 
cramped quarters in the engineer- was considered an old timer when | these experiences. Today, for exam- 
ing building. Last year the regents he had stayed two months. The | ple, Vought is at work on important 
voted an appropriation of $20,000 quarters there were no where near | projects involving: 
for the laboratory together with adequate for the number of em- 1 ics desi a 
part of the equipment, and the ployees. For many the quarters electronics design and manufacture 
work of construction is now well which were promised, consisted of inertial navigation 

progressed. nothing but a roof and a canvas cot. | investigation of advanced propulsion 
. The board was far from satisfac- methods 

December 1907 tory. Malaria and Yellow Fever a 

An important change has been “T° prevalent. Therefore it isnot Mach 3 confaurations 
ingtitnted in ‘the aecewal: course: strange that the employees did not | Vought’s excellent R&D facilities 
The growing importance of alter. 7@™m#in long on the Isthmus. . . . | help the engineer through unexplored 

7 8 5 an pols Now that the conditions of life are And by teami ith oth 
| nating currents has led to the plac- better, the employees remain ATCase ne DY: amine Up with other 

ing of the theoretical alternating longer, and as oe veente romoBons specialists against mutual challenges, 
current course in the second semes- are elewer P the Vought engineer learns new fields 
ter of the junior year. “ee . . while advancing in his own. 

... Again a large party of engi- kek 

June 1908 neers SS ngaged i cross'section | Would you like to know what men 
work, This kind of work gives the : as : 

In order to facilitate the coming needed practice in instrument work, with your training are doing at 

together of students and faculty and — and__ the familiarity with actual Vought ... what you can expect of a 
| to incidentally advertise the club, — work that the beginner so much Vought career? 
| the Civil Engineering Society gave needs. For this reason, a year, or | For full information, see our repre- 

a smoker on May 13th inthe YMCA perhaps eighteen months ‘can be | sentative during his next campus visit. 
Union to which all the civil engi- put in with the I. C. C. to a very a 7 
neering students and the C. E. good advantage. One should not x * ; 

members of the faculty were in- underestimate the experience to be Or write directly to: 
vited. The response on the part of gained on a big undertaking like el ep 
both the students and faculty was this, through careful observation. ae En ‘neering Personnel 

good, about 150 in all being pres- The prospects for work will likely P Dept. CM-2 ie 
ent. The evening was a pleasant and _e improved if contractors are given | oe 
enjoyable he jin led to the free the construction of the canal. This 
mingling of all those present. would be another good reason for | cyaves, 
number of as fag were soiled getting a foothold on the Isthmus “Suen? armcnarr 

upon to speak, a short musical pro- _ before the contractors come. , 
gram was rendered, and before the THE END 
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Why the Missile Engi Ne 
Missed Mail Call 

Vought’s Regulus II missile took shape just a Joe served as clearing house and consultant. 
short walk from the desks of its developers. Engi- Flight data was reduced and released to design and 
neers handled the new hardware and monitored support groups. It revealed not only missile per- 
tests in person — literally flying the big missile on formance, but the temperatures and pressures of a 
the ground at Dallas. It was a convenient arrange- strange new environment. When data pointed 
ment while it lasted. toward design changes, Joe’s time and cost esti- 

Then a big USAF Globemaster landed and mates helped specialists ‘reach decisions. 
taxied to Vought’s Experimental Hangar. The mis- Thanks to Vought’s fast overland relay of hard- 
sile was winched aboard and airlifted to a desert ware and data, the records of one flight were 
site for flight tests. By nightfall there was a 1,000- decoded and digested in time to improve the next 
mile rift between Regulus II and home base. hop. Dividends in performance and reliability were 

Joe Boston was ready to step into this gap. As obvious after six flights had been logged by 
Project Assistant for Field Liaison, he’d already Regulus II. 
equipped Vought’s desert crew for extensive flight All six had been flown by one vehicle. 

| tests. Now he’d make sure that test data and hard- 
ware flowed uninterrupted from the desert to Chance Vought uses comprehensive tif 
Vought. High-speed feedback of facts on one flight testing and data analysis to assist os r pt 
could influence the success of the next. the cusinee! erough unexplored a » 3 

Mail from the desert poured in to Joe at Vought. Leena then (every abe ot eo 2 ; 
From project men at the flight test site came parts development cycle, and procedures‘, ANNIVERSARY 27 
for immediate rework and return. From the flight are aimed at feeding data quickly —*/917 70 1951” 
test crew’s mobile ground station came rolls of tele- into the engineering process. 

. metered brush records. From the recoverable 
Regulus itself, came packets of oscillograph data. manic 
And from Field Service — for repair or replacement OUGHT AIRCRAFT 
—an occasional wrench or relay. INCORPORATED DALLAS, TEXAS 
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DeDion axel. 

nei A typical independent half axle The Mercedes Benz low pivot 
Suspensions iijoat Ts the half axle pivoting at swing axle system is supported at 

(Continued from page 32) either side of and close to the differ- _ three points. There are two longi- 
ner is being taken at nearly the _ ential unit, the pivots being in the tudinal arms from the frame to the 
limit of tire-to-road adhesion, universal joints, Cornering pro- axle, one being at each end of the 

The independent trailing link duces an outward lean of the outer axle. The third is the arm which 
axle system offers a main advantage — wheel and a smaller inward lean of _ fastens the pivot shaft to the frame. 
of light unsprung weight. It is the the inner wheel, the result being The third arm also has a lateral 
only swing axle type that has paral- _ that the rear of the car tends to lift. | arm connecting its bottom to the 
lel wheel movement. The wheels This is undesirable, as the outer frame in order to control lateral 
move parallel because the trailing wheel, to which a portion of weight | movement of the whole system. 
arms are firmly pivoted on shafts has transferred from the inner These can be seen in the illustra- 
which are mounted by bearings to wheel, has camber angle which tion. The low pivot gives a lower 
the frame, as can be clearly seen in _ tends _to reduce cornering power roll center than the plain inde- 
the illustration. These shafts gen- _ and produce oversteer. pendent half axle system but retains 
erally serve a dual purpose in that The unsprung weight is perhaps _all the other advantages of it. By 
they can be made long enough to __ the least of all types. It is also one lowering the axle pivot shaft, the 
serve as torsion bars if one end is of the cheapest independent rear __ roll center is lowered and the effec- 
anchored to the frame. This gives axle systems to manufacture. The __ tive swing axle radius is increased, 
even a further weight saving be- roll center is slightly above the axle __ thereby giving greater roll re- 
cause the entire spring system is  centerlines, as shown by the illus- sistance without extremely _ stiff 
considered in the sprung weight of __ tration. There is considerable roll springs being used. Uns prung 
the frame. The axles, as in the de- _ stiffness, which causes a_ large weight is almost as small as with 
Dion system, must be splined be- weight transference to the outer the half axle layout. Camber varia- 
tween the universal joints in order | wheels during cornering. As the tions are less than with the half 
to allow for variations of axle length —_ front suspension almost always has —_axle_system because of the in- 
during bounce and rebound. a roll center lower than this, weight creased swing axle radius. It is no 

The main disadvantage is the lo- _ transference may be greater at the more costly to produce than the 
cation of the roll center; it being on rear wheels than at the front, caus- half axle system because it is even 
the ground. This requires very stiff ing oversteer. The roll center can less complicated. It has proven to 
springs in order to control the be lowered and still retain the light- be the best overall system to use, 
amount of roll or lean during cor- _ ness and other advantages of the in- _ both in competition racing cars and 
nering. The cost is more than for dependent half axles, as is done in _ in ordinary sports cars and sports 
the live axle but much less than for the next and last type of axle, the sedans. 
the deDion axle. Mercedes Benz low pivot axle. THE END 
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Mercedes Benz low pivot swing axel. 
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] ‘ How to | engineer a career 
{ iy 

‘i 
| {| | Best career advice we know is to “make being sold by 3M were developed in the 
| : ' no little plans’. If you’re the kind who last five years . . . exciting products like 

fi measures the outer dimensions of the “scorcH” Brand Magnetic Tapes to 
: || future with the divider’s legs standing guide rockets and “THERMO-FAX” Brand. 

ain resartteel a ( in a giant stride, we think you'll be Heat-activated Copying Machines. 
sy company has traditionally (= jf); « 

reinvested approximately fifty l | interested in the 3M Company. Of course, 8M people are responsible for 

percent of earnings in research | l This unusually fast-growing company this growth . . . through new ideas and 
and the capital investment re- | ||| encompasses a wide world of products creative engineering. And it means that 

| quired to produce and market Vj l] and fields of ee that ee plenty they are growing, too. . - in responsi- 
the products of research.” —3M | 4 of room for growth—yours and ours. bilities, earnings, opportunities. 

Annual Report. | | Take our measure ...in terms that are _ If we sound like your kind of company, 
| / vital to your career. 3M sales have more write us now for full information. 

i | than doubled in the last five years. Fact Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 
Ty }} is, more than 22% of the products now Company, St. Paul 6, Minnesota. 

(km >>. 
i <N 77 sy, 

Minnesota Mininc ann ManuractTurRING COMPANY XS y 
««. Where Research is the key to tomorrow SSS ee 
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...on the prevention of total war 

“Modern civilization is now faced with a task of fatal only prudence and fear, that can prevent total war. 

urgency. Unless man can find ways of limiting war, And yet, in the light of reason, the efforts to avert total 

modern civilization itself may perish. The difficulties of war hold more promise of success than the hope for 

limiting warfare today contrast with the capacity of freedom from all war. It still is easier, as it has always 

major powers to wage total war with ever fewer restric- been, for man to restrict war than to establish peace Jor F 
tions and ever fewer survivors. Today, it is no longer a on earth.” 

common belief in the dignity and destiny of man, but ~H. Speier, Head of the Social Science Division 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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Science Highlights fitted to a socket into which the mits direct mechanical steering by 
‘ television picture tube is plugged. _ eliminating the torque reaction of 

(Continued from page 37) The Westinghouse scientists em- the propeller. This: enables the 

screen on the inner face of the  phasize that “spot wobble” is still craft to make Se of 
picture tube. The black lines be- in its experimental stages and has available engine power while trav- 
tween each pair of white ones are not yet been adopted on a com- eling in any, direction. Correct blade 
unexcited areas of the screen not mercial scale. Such adoption would rotation in any direction, and ae 
used in constructing the picture. likely require some change in the der full throttle, assures effective 
Present television standards in the habits of television viewers. backing and side thrust. 
United States set the number of Landing craft using the new sys- 
picture lines at 525, NEW PROPULSION SYSTEM FOR tem generally are maneuverable 

Bieviols research which: hee LANDING CRAFT enough to avoid broaching on the 

been verified by experiments, A right angle drive propulsion ae oe e ee ile noe 
shows that the viewer moves back system for landing craft, combin- i ald ae HOE fe eee 

from a television picture until he ing the advantages of an inboard an Aable Sea at ae ance 
just fails to clearly distinguish these engine with those of a fully steera- esita Gea ct i al ae i: 

individual lines. For a 24-inch pic- ble outboard propeller, has been ull the s a ms peneavaaure se 
ture, this ‘normal’ viewing distance developed by Waste King Corpora- a ke ee ; So 
turns out to be about ten-and one- tion. The new system has. satis- : Bee on oe ve nb cn tealee 
half feet. Placed closer than this,  factorily completed Navy accept- EROS eee co ee Bt 
the viewer begins to distinguish ance trials and will now undergo a ne y a a ie be, ie 
the aes ee ae o os further testing by the Bureau of on poe abel oes wh ioe 
picture, which structure he finds Ships. It replaces the conventional Bi f i 

distracting. Bree an in current model on eee ee 

If this line structure is reduced landing craft with an inboard en- All of the propulsion machinery 
or eliminated, television pictures gine driving an outboard propeller —including steering wheel, instru- 
larger than those furnished by the capable of rotating 360° or more ments, and engine eaiteGleare 
usual 17 or 21-inch receiver can be without stops. This increases a cox- mounted on a single frame to sim- 
viewed with comfort at short dis-  swain’s ability to maneuver in close plify installation, There are no 

tances. With line structure reduc- quarters by providing complete alignment problems Between unas 
tion we find that the average viewer _ craft control in all directions under chinery and hull. The only con- 
tends to select a viewing distance the most adverse conditions. nections required are battery ca- 
of cot aL cr ce ee The system also incorporates a bles and fuel lines. 

icture rather than a distance o: i inci ‘ ; 
Uitaest 11 feet without it. 1 oe ee fe Preaied or page 0) 

The new Westinghouse tech- . lle SS oe 
nique employs a method of wob- [ewe ow 3 
bling the electron beam vertically eR = 

: f | .—ti“ (éiéeéilC el, as it makes its repeated traces Fic ——— Ss ne 
across the television picture tube. r fs > a 
The slight up-and-down motion of rf 5 4 — a aS ok 
the beam broadens the white lines 8 — , a D> oe : ,. 
which carry the picture information [_ Soe a = Lig, i Se > " 
and narrows the distracting black | Oy 1 oi es os, 
lines which lie between them. | FA a _— @ ae eS 

This so-called “spot wobble” ac- a hs ~~ lk. ‘ ) 
| tually dates back several years, but _ a <i (i‘ Lc 

heretofore the methods for accom- || | # Ui Fo ae ‘ Py 
plishing it have involved considera- | he ff 20 ti‘<‘écwzS: ie q i 
ble equipment and have not been ft 1, aoe _ | o a Th ial oe 
entirely satisfactory. The Westing- / yy i toe i] . nt 
house system eliminates these prob- “gy Pe | 3 ty aa irae 
lems by taking advantage of the : Ay nampa eh | > 
“split grid” structure inside the Gen A 5 mw 4 on ) ha ie 
television picture tube itself. » \ | V2 me aw 

The split focusing grid still serves 4 ( ro ae 
i ‘ ea, in PN les 
its regular function of sharply con- . ,. , “=e. 2 arr 
centrating the electron beam on ee mm uy 
the screen, but at the same time a in 
fluctuating voltage may be applied Pena I 
which wobbles the beam up and a oe if 
down about 15 million times per —— He TTY - 
second, The “wobbling” voltage is gee) 2 : 
supplied by a single electronic tube Right-angle drive for landing craft. 
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V4 basic parameters and allows charts _ stance the material is up-to-date 

to be constructed showing stress and practical. 

\ variance. Refinements in the solu- 
tion are then made by investigating FUNDAMENTALS OF MECHANICAL 
the various simplifying assumptions DESIGN 
and obtaining correction factors. In By Richard M. Phelan 

We p most cases, this procedure yields McGraw-Hill $8.75 

—_— — results with sufficient accuracy for Thi book is designed t 
i i i is new book is designed to 

THERMAL STRESSES seenchioe’s fhe desig. cf sicunalt present the badness o me- 

By B. E. Gatewood As emphasis is on fundamental chanical design to engineering stu- 
McGraw-Hill $7.50 theory, the treatment is applicable dents in a minimum time by the 

This is the first book on thermal to many types of machines other integration into one book of the 

stresses to cover all phases of the than aircraft—nuclear reactors,  ™ost important concepts normally 
design problem of elevated tem-  yocket motors, steam and gas tur- covered in the design sequence for 

peratures. The author's purpose is pine design, and guided missile air ™echanical engineers: kinematics, 
to give basic information for attack- frames, This makes the book of con- - ™echanism, dynamics of machin- 

ing the problems of thermal stress, siderable interest to many mechan- > and design of machine ele- 
and to indicate possible procedures _ jal, chemical, and metallurgical en- ments. The major emphasis is 
for solving those associated particu- _gineers, and especially to areonau- placed on what can be done, what 

larly with elevated temperatures in tical engineers. principles are involved, and where 

airplane and missile structures, tur- one can find the additional detailed 

bines, and nuclear reactors. Not RADIATION SHIELDING information that may be required 

restricted to the classical thermal By B. T. Price in the actual design or selection of 

stress problem of finding the elastic McGraw-Hill about $8.00 mechanical elements or a machine. 

thermal stresses for a given temper- This book, an invaluable refer- Keeping in mind the rapid 

ature distribution in a structure — ence for students, teachers, engi- growth of all fields of engineering 

with no buckling, this book touches peers, and research workers in and the necessity for constant re- 

on all phases of the design problem nuclear engineering, covers both evaluation of the curricula, the au- 

for _Structures—temperature distri- the scientific and the practical as- thor has written FUNDAMEN- 

bution; the elastic and inelastic pects of shielding. The emphasis TALS OF MECHANICAL DE- 
thermal stresses in various struc- throughout is on the basic physics, | SIGN primarily as a textbook, and 
tures; the combined elastic and in- 9 that the reader will be equipped not as a complete manual of 
elastic applied and thermal stresses; with a solid groundwork for de- mechanical design for the practic- 
the allowable stresses for various veloping his own approximate ing machine designer. The book 
materials and loading conditions; — methods of dealing with difficult seeks to give background informa- 

the buckling, deflection, stiffness, problems. The book treats health — tion that will enable the engineer 
fatigue, shock, and flutter effects of physics, gamma rays, neutron phys- to choose wisely the elements of 

elevated temperatures. ics, and fast neutron attenuation at —_-units to be designed or purchased. 
Method—A complete problem is length. It also deals with optimiza- There is a wealth of illustrations of 

set up and then simplified by tion of shield weight, concretes for actual parts and machines. The 
making assumptions based on the — reactor shielding heating effects, philosophy and coverage make it 
physical situation or on experimen- shielding for transport of radioac- valuable as a starting point for en- 
tal data. An analytical solution is tive materials and shield windows. gineers not currently in close con- 
obtained for the approximated There is a vast amount of data in tact with the field of mechanical 
problem, which demonstrates its graphical form, and in every in- design. . THE END 
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Small steel tube with a giant memory 

IBM engineers needed a small analysis of Timken® fine alloy WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 
steel tube—a memory unit fora seamless steel tubing. IBM STEEL OR JOB OPPORTUNITIES? 
computer—whose whirling sur- found the steel so clean that To learn more about electric fur- 
face would pick up thousands of _ when properly plated it accu- nace fine alloy steel, send for“The _ 
complicated figures as magnetic rately recorded up to 100,000 Story of Timken Steel Quality”. 

| impulses, retain and, years later, electro-magnetic impulses. So Aue for help in planning your 
read them back instantly. This strong it withstood the centrif- future, write for “Career Oppor- 

Z i tunities at the Timken es 
called for the cleanest, mostuni- _ugal forces of 12,000 rpm with- Company. Weiwill =a 
form quality steel that could be out distortion or damage. It’s Feo fompy The baw 
produced. IBM consulted Tim- another example ofhow Timken [Tim Ee n Roller |= @| 
ken Company metallurgists, Company metallurgists solved Bearing Company, | Jy 
who recommended a certain tough steel problems. Canton 6, Ohio. pn | 

See the next Timken Televent hour, ‘The Innocent Years’’ over NBC-TV, Thursday night, November 21st. 

oO Fine 

Alloy 

TRADE-MARK REG, U.S, PAT. OFF. 

SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING 
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Science Highlights These tests showed that the welds NEW MANUFACTURERS’ BOOKLETS 
could contain porosity amounting ‘A design data booklet to assist in 

(Continued from page 63) in total volume to a void equal to es) pri eata. 200 oe ° 
The ri : . 7% of the cross section of the weld layout of efficient heating systems 
The right angle drive unit cur- ithout maternally Ghaneine ti for factories, auditoriums, gymnasi- 

rently being tested by the Navy is le me ae y © fat d © ums and other large area buildings 
installed in a new LCVP proto- en © . se ee Ss As being made available by Carrier 
type, designed by the Kettenburg oT 'y ad the we id 2 ee iS 4d fat Corporation. Entitled “Design Data 

Boat Works, Sait Bagge from. he ye inch dHilolmede: “of the Heating” the 71-page manual has 
““AUTOMATIC ENGINEER” HELPS plate. Since most welds are made be a by ete omit 

DESIGN TANKS with a build-up that increases the Meee. ope Tel aa uicontalns ens 
@ i ‘ » cross section of the weld, the 7% gineering information for determin- 

An “automatic engineer” that fears will actually be la we foe ing proper application and capacity 
helps to design tanks is now under . a d ‘i an ia _ requirements of unitary or central 
development by Lehigh Engineer- dur s Th shar ‘wad distribution plant systems. Subjects covered in 

ing Associates of Newark, New Hern of the jotoate had little or the guide include survey, design 
Jersey. This unusual project—a tank P fect he test y It conditions, transmission coefficients, 
fighting compartment simulator— is -_ ee a © ne oF 4 S. ity i heat loss calculations and piping 
being developed for the United ie . scented he Poe Yee sizes. The design data booklet can 

ment, the simulator is devised to ne results of thé ‘Ohio State Uni- Heater Department, Carrier Corpo- 
reproduce the various forces which . versity tests show that up to 7% re. _‘Tation, Syracuse 1, N. Y. 
act upon a tank fighting compart- d ae £ the eross Son has A 73-page illustrated handbook 
ment and on the gunner in. it. The etl 70m, 2 ‘s which details the basic principles of 
simulator obtains immediate results ittle or no effect on weld strengt Idi d handling Plask rea 
simula e ; -evaluation of inspection stand- To Gmns ANG DANCIN, +saskon wl 
saving valuable design time and ards va dicated Pp and melamine molding compounds 
months of calculations. on The te ‘ cared. ducted under 8 offered by Barret Division, Allied 

Designed from just the basic idea the dir ction of Willism Goon: and Chemical & Dye Corp. Because of 
at Lehigh’s Development Labora- R eta of the Welding En. it general nature, the handbook is 
tory in Orange, New Jersey, the “) ring De s asian ae tae bass believed to be of value not only to 
simulator has been the object of Ocean oe ill be eaeortad 4a molders, but to mold makers, de- 
intense concentration by the a paper ts be ceseneell by then signers and engineers. The manual 
organization’s key: engineers and betes the American Welding So- has been compiled as a general 
technical personnel during the past ciety at its annual spring meeting in guide to the proper storage, pre- 

year. Heading the group is Don- A * in St. Louis (Continued on page 68) 
ald H. Fryklund, Lehigh’s Chief P . . 

wnat is A Goon wep? = 
A research project recently com- Pe ~~ 

pleted in the Department of Weld- Sr | Ay) SS OC rti‘<_iéi—OCOCCisS 
ing Engineering at the Ohio State  - og ON 
University in Columbus, Ohio, off- oo gf |  . / 

ers a challenge to industry to |  L || ym + Lr | 
eliminate the high cost of weld in- GC a a | 1 | 

nee : Gg —/ Aan tr wl spection. The cost of testing and 2 f a Aa rr . 
inspecting welds, often required by oe eek 20) Le 
code to be done with elaborate oe ae i a c . 
equipment, frequently equals, or oe @ 9-48 |e eo | 

may even exceed, the cost of Le ee SEP) ce 
making the welds, The Ohio State ic. Ff | mia” Wy | a -) 
University project, investigating the | oe 4 oy A =) 
effects of porosity in welds, has es- | i. al i | oC 
tablished facts which, if used, could eee i es 4s ee 
eliminate the necessity for much of _ 7''/imy / (BNE es ee 4 ee — 
the inspection now required to 7 y | _ SS ee | a 
locate and measure porosity in | y see —— i y _ 

A series of tensile, bend and im- ay | <a melee | _ 
pact tests were made on butt welds ale Fa) Stee 7 a 
in Y% inch thick mild steel. The yy - iy _ 
welds were made under controlled y > ea OP ee - 
conditions with automatic sub- a oe A 2 es! | — 
merged arc and inert gas processes PS leg 8 

so as to create porosity in welds. Integrated fighting compartment simulator. 
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| i 
_ ; oN 

. llied | DIVISIONS 

— STATON vetona anne 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION Nitrogen 

——$—$—$—$——_—$—$—__ Semet-Solvay 

» facts on food colors THeernaoeil 

> new aerosol mold release 

> chromium chemical data books 

Facts on food colors The absolute FDA standard jas and eggs: Poty-LEasE 77, 

: seems to find support in the popu- ~ a low-molecular weight polyethy- 

What about those headlines on jar tendency tered synthetics lene in a mixed ee en 

food colors? And the stories that 5 inherently inferior to natural supplied in aerosol form. The 

some certified food colors are products, Yet, many fresh vege-  spray’s push, by the way, is from 

toxic? Is there anything to the tables we eat every day contain —Allied’s GenrTRon propellants. 

Food and Drug Administration's small but tolerable quantities of Here’s how it works. When hot 

recent delisting of three previous- — yaturally occurring poisons which, or cold mold cavities or other ob- 

ly acceptable colors? s if judged as food colors are now jects are sprayed, a smooth, rela- 

Here are a few facts behind the — heing judged, would lead to the tively hard film forms quickly on 

headlines, ; : elimination of a large part of our the surface. This film provides 

The practice of coloring food is vegetable diet. efficient release with a minimum 

centuries old. Though the early What the food color industry | number of spray applications, re- 

colors were of natural origin, they asks is an amendment to the sulting in faster cycle time, reduc- 

have been replaced in the coloring —_ present law which would clearly tion of rejects and consequent 

of many foods by superior syN- —_ grant power to the FDA to set lowering of production costs. 

thetic colors — the certified “coal- — Guantitative limits on the use of Pory-LraseE 77 will be of interest 

tar” colors. The Food and Drug colors in food. Such limits would to molders of rubber, plastics (ep- 
Administration has been certify- safeguard public health, permit — oxies, polyesters, phenolics, alkyd, 

ing a number of these colors for maintenance of our food color urea, melamine), powdered metal. 

io food Seed the early ee S. supply, and encourage research in 
ou’re probably aware of some ireonelae 

of the foods commonly colored to- : Two articles — one supporting Chromium chemicals 

day: ice cream, soft drinks, baked the industry’s position, the other The authoritative collection of 

goods, candies, processed cheese, detailing manufacture and quality chromium chemical technical bul- 

gelatin desserts, orange skins, control of food colors — have letins has been published, appro- 

margarine, butter. been prepared by Allied’s National priately enough, by the leading 

Why then have some food Aniline Division, the leading food producer of chromium chemicals. 

colors been “delisted” and why color producer. You can get them The books describe Allied’s 

are others being considered for by checking the coupon at right. Murtvat chromium chemicals and 

delisting ? POL eee og, their applications in leather tan- 

The controversy centers on the hg Csiing, corrosion control, and ano- 

meaning of a single word in the es ae. oe i‘ . dizing of aluminum. 

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic (7m -- We'd be pleased to send either 

Act: “harmless.” aa : i ee Sa brochure describing 49 bulletins 

The Food and Drug Adminis- 7 | oS COU Cesvailable, or the bulletins in your 
tration’s definition: incapable of [J (eee “Wem field of interest. 

producing harm in any quantity o Yo ee | Pory-Lease 77, GeNETRON and Muruat are Allied 

or under any circumstances. os ge Y wt Chemical trademarks 

The food color industry’s: in- § | ; 

capable of producing harm under a es 

normal conditions of use. Ae Ma : Creative Research 

It is the industry’s view that "# eesti These examples of product de- 
FDA animal tests of certified ; ; 
colors have made use of quantities Aerosol mold release velopment work are illustrative 

of color unrelated to — and far in Remember the line that went, we of some of Allied Chemical’s 

excess of —quantities normally could have some ham and eggs’ if research activities and oppor- 

ingested by humans. A newspaper we had some ham . . . and some tunities. Allied divisions offer 
interview quoted the Commission- eggs. Stretch your imagination a , e : 

er of Food and Drugs as saying good deal, and it has some rele- rewarding careers in many dif- 

that he “conceded that three coal- vance in the business of molding. ferent areas of chemical research 

' tar dyes recently banned were Low-molecular weight polyethy- and development. 

harmless as used, but explained lene isa saps mold release. 

that their use was [a] technical There’s hardly a more conven- 

violation of the te as now  ient way to dishense liquids than ALLIED CHEMICAL 

worded.” with an aerosol spray. 61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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. : recent report on Y. M. C. A. Work . ; ‘ 
Enginesting with Arab Refugees, the statement Science Highlights | 

Arabi bee om page 44) 4 is made that “The school is an oasis (Continued from page 66) 
rabia weldin, ipes to conduct i i i : . 

oil from the a3 to the coast of ae ae a ete gain forming, P reheating, molding, fin- ‘ : ‘ embitterment, and every young  ishin d testing of Plaskon urea where it can be loaded into ships man added to the work shop hel shiney and. "¢ Bo 2 j i . Pp Ae'PS and melamine molding materials. and taken to European and other in closing.down one more devil’s : incl 5 basic i countries. — “o Its three sections include basic in- 
Tailoring and pressing are also work shop. formation on molding; properties of 

taught to a number of boys, an art Here, then, are two examples of _ the molded products; and general that is always in demand, and that how elementary engineering in the reference material. Illustrations in- | 
will bring a good artisan a steady form of vocational training in agri- _ Clude diagrams and four-color rep- : income. culture, carpentry, blacksmith  *esentations of end products, Text 

is supplemented by charts, graphs 
; we and mathematical and physical con- 

: version tables. 

Free copies of Planning For New 
: : : / Sewers may be obtained by writing 

: — to the Clay Products Association, 
: a ' 100 N. LaSalle St. Chicago 2, 

oo : a... Illinois. 
| - _ _. - a _ Architect and engineering pro- 

. CC fessors and students will benefit 
i _ . oo : from a new college outline in tim- 

: | y : 7 : ber design and construction pre- 
é | _ | : pared by Timber Engineering Com- 
ae : A  ~ pany, engineering and research af- 

: re 8 filiate of the National Lumber 
oy b yp | — / Manufacturers Association. The 

c ag | ‘ 77) new “Outline for a College Course 
/ / ; a \ }) in Timber Engineering and Con- 

1 | is ‘ struction”, mailed recently to en- 
/ “w gineering and architectural colleges 

| ff and universities, fills a continuous 
\ Co need for a comprehensive course of 

— study in timber engineering, design 
: ie a and construction. Copies of the col- 

nel : lege course outline are available, 
free of charge, from Timber Engi- 
neering Company, 1319-18th Street, 

: N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 

A unique method of building 
concrete pouring form panels, that 
can be re-used many times more 
than can the conventional type, is 
helping contractors and_ builders 
hold down construction costs, ac- 
cording to Timber Engineering 
Company, research affiliate of Na- 

; tional Lumber Manufacturers As- 
" ___ sociation. Providing added strength 

: and rigidity in each panel, the new 
method not only extends the serv- 

The New—students learn cooperation as well as the use of machinery as they help NS life of the forms, but permits 
each other in the operation of a band saw. greater precision in poured concrete 

construction. Construction of the 
| The people in the Y. M. C. A. work, weaving, tailoring, etc. is new type panel is detailed in T-L-G 

have set up this training center to helping people without a home and Specification Sheet No. 14, and its 
| make the young self-supporting as without a land in the Middle East use shown in a new Teco Project 

they grow up and to make these to find hope in the future and to Sheet. Both publications are availa- 
people, who are now refugees and become productive citizens in the ble, without charge, from Timber 
forced to live on charity, useful and _ land of temporary exile from their Engineering Company, 1319-18th 

| productive citizens when they get homes which are so near, and yet Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 
into a normal environment. In a so far, THE END THE END 
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How to make the most 
of your engineering career 
ONE OF A SERIES 

. 3. 
engineers don’t get lost 

i h d One of the many hurdles that can slow 

¢ en. in L € crow down your progress as an engineer is 
3 i ae getting lost in the crowd. It can happen in 

~~ smaller companies as well as in big ones. 

sp wags 7)? my, . That’s because size itself is not the villain. 
A Le 3 \ The thing to watch out for is the kind 

= y ee a of company organization that swallows you 
= Go a {|e ox up and erases your individual identity. i 

(Gs 7 “Os ae Boeing is one company that takes steps to see Lh . Vy 6 eo S pany Bi 
A Z \ La iL Mg Al SS that engineers don’t get lost in the shuffle. 

/ | LA. ie ' yy Boeing engineers, for instance, work in small 
t \ UO" A honk he i integrated teams where initiative and ability ; ot AA | WALL get plenty of visibility. Each engineer gets 

2-4! | Beak a fll WaK\ PY Xe a personal merit review every six months— 
6a ye y \ i Vi X/ ‘ assuring you a continuing opportunity for 

PVRS) | OV PY Vaal VA ' é \\ individual recognition. In addition, 
I. By yey La i \ Boeing engineers are eligible for 

\ i? ¢ | 0 \ i \ advancement at any time between reviews. 
SV AlL-¥ Hort c 7 ceed 7 \ There are many other advantages to careers 

} A “ [. Li * (ee oe at Boeing—including assignment to 
iy wii : if 2 ~~ \ exciting missile and jet-age projects, high 

j / \ A 7 tir y\ \ EN a starting salaries, liberal retirement and 
aN | i Hy | S m 4 y Y Nanos company-paid graduate study programs. 

Hh s , Ws . 4 } he | AAA—~e. There are family advantages, too. One is a 
45 \ POA hf Ki \- i choice of three sections of the country in i \ \ | ay Zip efi < & » u Oo 

Vy /} ’ o) At | Lo IX STALEY which to live. In each Boeing community 
‘ \ aN A H NE GaN Vv SS Dt you'll find good housing and schools, a 

d } AL aga VAR SE youthful spirit, and abundant recreational 
I | es J TEARS A SA OAS facilities for the whole family. 

H hg 1 L Ml ay \ y a ‘SO Ma % % ‘ i i é 

Mbvcends [il Mf i i a | i \a\ \ Yn ve ? y Boeing has openings for engineers, and for 

Leh) i 1 a Pe OY / xe \\Y physicists and mathematicians—openings 
fit | Zi, NM WN I I \ \ \ N | i y with a world of opportunity for advancement. 

eta D ? \Wa ‘\\ \ val 
a ' ‘ at 

AS i‘ Now is the time to start planning ahead. 
i! TH : Consult your Placement Office, or write: 

E “ JOHN C. SANDERS, 
v R el Staff Engineer, Personnel Administrator, 

a ‘ . Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle 24, Washington 
“a 

\ AN R. J. B. HOFFMAN, 
Sf Chief of Engineering Personnel, 

SX 5S fy Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita 1, Kansas 

: Sx 

Aviation leadership since 1916 

Seattle, Washington Wichita, Kansas Melbourne, Florida 
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S&S ie by Pete DeWitt che’60 

The preprint will be bulk-mailed — Exhibit of Scientific and Testing 
to Student Counselors at colleges - Apparatus and Laboratory Supplies 
which have Student Branches or at the Hotel Statler, Boston, Mass., 

yp" Affiliate Branches of AIEE, who June 23-27, 1958. 

will distribute them gratis to engi- This biennial exhibit has become 
ee ede one of the foremost technical pho- 

WH Contain mews O tographic shows in the country. 
di al te ice . 3 

m o> paper which won AIEE distict even of tue Ansan Sok 
Student prizes, and other various for Testing Materials and from em- 

STUDENT ENGINEERING AWARDS “tiles. ployees of company members. 

Engineering Undergraduates in ASME MEETS IN NEW YORK Classes of photographs to be dis- 

twenty-six engineering schools and Modern techniques for an an- sth aid ee amour 

universities received recognition cient industry will be the topic of Bo | nd oe Cah ach - 

and awards this year in the an- the Wood Industries Division of Cal, 7 ue ite, oror see 
nual competition sponsored by The — The American Society of Mechani- he oF aa cmanten vill be 

James F. Lincoln Arc Welding cal Engineers when it meets in spown:, Special attention ‘will: pe 
Foundation of Cleveland for stu- | New York on December 5, accord-  &'V°? to the sections on photo- 

dent designs of welded machines ing to an announcement by meet- mone eDhy ie be ae HLCEOB 

and structures. A total of forty-six ing chairman L. A. Patronsky of ae Q ad pk a et agiaal ae ae 

awards amounting to $5,000 were Spokane, Washington. Mr. Patron- Ponape in their particular 

given to engineering undergradu- sky, product development engineer ee aean ne yee . 
ates. Duplicate awards in scholar- for Pack River Tree Farm Products, Students of engineering colleges 

ship funds were presented to said that the one-day session which — 27©. especially invited to display 

schools honoring the students — comprises the division’s portion of their work in metallography and 
whose designs received the main the ASME Annual Meeting, at the other technical photographic tech- 

awards. Awards were made for pa- _ Hotel Statler will feature five talks M@Ues- Membership a, ASTM 1s 

| pers submitted to the Lincoln _ by authorities in the lumber field. not a prerequisite to competing as 

Foundation presenting designs of Chairman for the morning ses- a student. . . ; 

machines and structures improved sion is Norman C. Bye, director of Further information. regardin g 

through the use of welded design. engineering in the H. K. Porter conditions of entry and_ applica- 2 

Two men from the University Company, New York. In the after- tions may be obtained from E. W. 

of Wisconsin Mechanical Engineer- noon Frederick F. Wangaard, pro- Walsh, Chairman, ASTM Photo- 

ing School won awards in the con- fessor of Lumbering in the Yale graphic Exhibit, The Narrangan- 

test. David R. Stuff was awarded — School of Forestry will preside. sett Electric Co., 15 Westminster 

a $25 award in structural design for — Their vice chairmen will be Harry St., Providence, Rhode Island, or 

his plan for an all-welded alumi- C. Johnson, vice president of the the Headquarters of the American 

num boat, while Philip F. Thaldorf Babcock Machinery Company and Society for Testing Materials, 1916 

won a $25 award for his design of | Ronald R. Gale of Ronald R. Gale Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

a power hack-saw base. Associates, respectively. Overall 

HIKE OEEERS PREPRINT program chairman is Chester Bab- ALUMNI NEWS 
cock, president of the Babcock Ma- 

A preprint of the Electrical En- chee Company. HOWSON ASCE PRESIDENT, ; 

gineering Education section of the The American Society of Civil 

October, 1957 issue of “Electrical ASTM SCHEDULES PHOTO EXHIBIT Engineers has elected Louis R. 

Engineering”, the official organ of The American Society for Test- | Howson, of Chicago, President for 
the American Institute of Electrical ing Materials has announced that one year. Mr. Howson, succeeding . 

Engineers, is being prepared for it will hold its 12th technical Photo- Mason G. Lockwood, of Houston, 

distribution to colleges and graphic Exhibit in conjunction with — Tex., will be installed Oct. 16 at 

universities. its 6lst Annual Meeting and 13th (Continued on page 72) 
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f il d i rom a college education... 

a kg ee 

z vy, aS Let oS y/ } eS , 
aha ; 4 Zé # 
| Lie | we ‘ 
ae GO he eae 
_ See ‘ 

Lo 

a yy | 1 X 
> »—. - * . oa 

- cE | In the field of cryogenics, where temperatures approach absolute zero, 

ere — ~“ design problems multiply. Garrett mechanical, chemical and metal- 

_ c—— lleeeeetrtszsreéECV lurgical engineers worked together to produce this fan which rotates 

es rti“‘—~™~S—SOSOCOCOCCC Catt 10,000 rpm at —420°F ... without lubrication! 

Education is the springboard for motors; prime engine development; _ing at Garrett. With company finan- 

your future. Couple it with the cryogenic and nuclear systems; _ cial assistance you can continue your 

proper engineering experience, such pneumatic valves; servo control units education at outstanding universities 

as you receive at Garrett, and you and air motors; industrial turbo- _ located nearby. 

have the ingredients for a successful _ chargers; air conditioning and pres- Project work is conducted by 

career in engineering fields which  surization and heat transfer. small groups where the effort of each 

will be expanding for years. In addition to direct assignments, individual is more quickly recog- 

At Garrett, specific opportunities a 9-month orientation program is nized and where opportunities for 
in aircraft, missile and technological _ available to aid you in selecting your learning and advancement are 

fields include: system electronics; _ field of interest. This permits youto greatly enhanced. For complete 

computers and flight instruments; survey project, laboratory and information, write to Mr. G. D. 

gas turbine engines and turbine administrative aspects of engineer- _ Bradley. 

& 9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES @ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX e AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL e REX © AERO ENGINEERING ¢ AIR CRUISERS © AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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W. S. P. E. Examinations as February 3 and 4, tioning-Heating-Refrigera- 
(Continued from 5 BBD 1958. To be eligible for those ex- tion, Heat Power and Heat 

: Dage oe, aminations, application must be on Engines, Industrial, Machine 
Future in Wisconsin” Dean A. B. _ file in the Board’s office on or be- and Tool Design. 
Drought of the Marquette School fore December 1, 1957. Application 5. Metallurgical with the estab- 
of Engineering led a discussion on —_ forms and information may be ob- lished sub-fields of Metallurg- 
“Relative Roles of State and Pri- tained at or by writing to the ical Research and others. 
vate Universities and Colleges in Board’s office, 1140 State Office 6. Mining with the sub-fields to 
Engineering Education.” A discus- _ Building, Madison, Wisconsin. be approved by the Board. 
sion on “The Role of Engineering Examinations will be conducted : ; . 
Technician”, was led by Karl Wer- February 3, 1958, at Madison and To qualify for registration as a 
wath, President of “Milwaukee Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for those Professional Engineer the applicant 
School of Engineering. Other dis- desiring Certification as an Engi- must in addition to passing the 2- 
cussions on engineering topics were _neer-in-Training. To qualify for day examination have a record of 8 
led by Dr. Liddle and Prof. T. J. certification as an Engineer-in- years of satisfactory engineering ex- 
Higgins of the University of Wis- Training the applicant must, in ad- _ perience, 4 of which may have been 
consin. dition to passing the one-day, 8 gained by formal education. 

The business meeting was held hour, examination on the funda- THE END 
immediately after the education mentals of engineering, have a rec- 

panel and all committee reports ord of 4 years of satisfactory engi- Campus News 
were presented. neering experience. All of the re- (Continuedl froin péue 70) 

President Genisot surprised engi- quired 4 years of experience may Hee 
neers and their ladies with a little | have been gained by formal edu- the annual meeting of the Society 
party prior to the banquet. It was cation. in New York City. 
at this party that the ladies had Examinations will be conducted Mr. Howson was born in Clinton, 
their first opportunity to tell the | February 3 and 4, 1958, at Madison, Iowa. In 1908 he received the de- 
men of the wonderful day they had — Wisconsin for those desiring regis- gree of Bachelor of Science at the 
as guests of the Conservation De- tration as a Professional Engineer. University of Wisconsin. There, 
partment. The engineers were en- _ Holders of certification as an Engi- too, in 1912, he was awarded the 
vious of tree-planting and fire fight- _ neer-in-Training in Wisconsin will degree of Civil Engineer and, in 
ing demonstrations arranged for be required to appear for examina- 1949, a Distinguished Service Cita- 
ladies. A real “Smoky the Bear” _ tion only on February 4, 1958, while tion. He is a registered professional 
made his appearance to emphasize those who are not holders of such engineer in 30 states and in the 
the prevention of forest fires, See- certification will be required to ap- Canadian Provinces of Manitoba, 
ing wild deer in the woods added pear on both February 3 and 4, Ontario, Quebec and Saskatche- 
real excitement to the ladies’ outing 1958. The examination on February wan. He is former President of the 
on Saturday. We understand also a —_3,_:1958, will be on the fundamen- American Water Works Association 
few nature boy engineers helped tals of engineering. The examina- and of the Western Society of En- 
open the bow season with two very tion on February 4, 1958, covers in gineers and has held chairman- 
close shots on “live ones”. the forenoon a field of engineering _ ships in a number of major national 

The Board of Directors met Sun- and in the afternoon a sub-field of professional committees of out- 
day morning and conducted busi- the field selected by the applicant standing public importance. Mr. 
ness on nominating committee, leg- for the forenoon’s examination. The Howson is Senior Partner in the 
islative reports, inter-professional applicant must choose a field and Chicago firm of Alvord, Burdick 
committee, reviewed proposed by- sub-field which has been estab- and Howson, consulting engineers. 
law changes, and proposed study of lished or approved by the Board. 
industrial climate in Wisconsin. The Fields and sub-fields for each have DAVIDSON BECOMES 
Consulting Function Group pre- been established by the Board as ASSISTANT DEAN : 
sented their Rules of Government follows: Appointment of Bruce M. David- 

and Operation and a budget re- 1. Chemical with the established _son, assistant professor of civil en- 
quest to the Board of Directors for sub-fields of Chemical Plant, gineering, as assistant dean of the 
their action at the next meeting. Gas, Sanitary and others to be —_ College of Engineering, was ap- 

The local arrangements commit- approved by the Board. proved by University of Wisconsin 
tee of the Wisconsin Valley Chap- 2. Civil with the established sub- regents Saturday. 
ter certainly deserves a big “Thank fields of Highway, Hydraulics, Prof. Davidson will assist Dean 
You” from the large turnout of en- Municipal, Sanitary, Struc- Kurt F. Wendt with administrative 
gineers and wives attending the tural. and student matters on a part-time 
10th summer conference at Kings 3. Electrical with the established basis for the remainder of the aca- 
Gateway. sub-fields of Communications, | demic year. The assistant dean’s 

Electrical Machinery, Electric osition was created after’ added 
ENGINEERING EXAMINATIONS Power—Generation and Distri- Fe spansiblities in connection with 
The Wisconsin Registration bution, Illumination, Indus- _ the University’s building program 

Board of Architects and Profes- trial Electronics. were placed under the College of 
sional Engineers have announced 4. Mechanical with the estab- Engineering. 
the dates of their next Engineering lished sub-fields of Air Condi- THE END 
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ee eee 

a company a good f No, 

place to work? eater |e 
oo Square D i 

nswer: re par ren sens 

Coby 8 
' Le 

Thi d tells wh icall 
A Like — wed to Loud You a halon 

There are a lot of things to consider in ...We think that last factor is mighty 
selecting the organization with which you important. We call it the “human touch” ele- 
will stake your future. For example, how is ment and it’s pretty well explained, music- 
the company rated in its field? Is it known ally, in a theme song we had recorded for a 
as a “quality” company? Isit growing? Isit recent national sales conference. The Ray 
aggressive? Is it big enough to offer you the Porter singers do some rather unusual vocal- 
opportunities you want? Is it too big—to izing you’ll probably enjoy. Clip the coupon 
the point where, of necessity, it deals with and let us send you arecord. It’s good listen- 
numbers instead of individuals? ing with a little food for thought thrown in. 

j aR Se cea ea eee TE onl one 

i 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 

mail this coupon for your | I'd like a “Human Touch” record and a copy of Square D’s brochure, 
a a | “‘YOUR ENGINEERING CAREER” 

| Numon Touch:irecord I I am primarily interested in [ Research, Design & Development 
| Engineering [Manufacturing Engineering [Sales Application and 4 _ | Field Engineering 

_  _ 

ie | ony es OS ONE TATE, 

1D D | 
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fp Collins helped assure the success of SAC’s globe, =. 
ee. — = °° & & & # & # # # ; ;|i.j.|. i i@@@@@@@@06£6—0 rtrtiz‘OeNOOOONCSCSsSsSsCSi=«sS: 

: ot) <Gidlingnonelon he Revie este ~ =—e 

|.  cdobend coumauebteseicetee 40 
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_ Melvin Janes, a friendly, sandy-haired man in 

oo his early forties, may well be the world’s only 
trackwalker with a doctor’s degree. 

_ CS : Since 1953, Dr. Janes has trudged many a mile 
: — along railroad tracks from Maine to Texas. His 

~=—seEO__LRe : mission: to check with his own eyes the killing 
 ~=—rt—‘“OCSCCTTC—~SFC—S—™—F power of a unique railroad-bed weed destroyer. 

: / Weeds are a menace to railroad men. They are 
 . - a fire hazard; wheels slip on them; they hold 

: — | : —_ moisture which rots the ties and undermines the 

oa =A * roadbed ; they make maintenance difficult. More a 
ese than 50 kinds of weeds grow along the tracks. 

ViTii A nm is Some die easily and stay dead—but many are 
rt~—~—”—”——C—C—C _ too tough for ordinary weed killers. 

 =—rti—OTrT——_—_—__€éfiééfse When Mobil scientists developed a promising : 
—rt—“a‘“O™O™OCC.CCCTUCOttOOOC;Ci—COCOOCONCON new oil-based killer—AGronyL R—Dr. Janes 

—r—“CO™™O_rC—sSsFr —r—“_™__O— took to the tracks to check it out. It killed the _ 
—rt~—~—~—C—C—C—C—CD weeds, all of them. Moreover, it’s heavy and : 
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—rti‘“Cé;OWw™~O—OSOCCOC—OCUC a film that discourages new growth (and also | 
.=—_——OO—OCTCMsCSs<SstS<S<3~3;ZC YCWChé;< OW helps keep the tracks from rusting). _ / : _ _ _ _ —=—_OomW Chemical research is only one of many profes- ; 

— — = sions represented on the world-wide roster of 7 
—rt~—‘“—O—rrrrCrC—rCTrCTC— CP? ji a | . a lr~”OC Mobil personnel. We also employ nuclear physi- 

_ ==. cists, geologists, mathematicians, engineers of _ 
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———————CCi ee 
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te So You Think 

Youre SMART! ei ou re ! 
: by Sneedly bs’61 : 

4 oz. per ft. The combined ages 
of the monkey and its mother are 
4 years and the weight of the 
monkey is as many pounds as its 
mother is old. 

The mother is twice as old as 

the monkey was when the mother 
was half as old as the monkey will 
be when the monkey is 3 times as 

. T'S getting to that season again to wait twenty minutes for a 
when the Hill Students are fly- bus, or he is not an EE. 
ing South for weekends in the c. If a man likes Mozart and 

sunshine. Some stay in the South does not have to wait twenty 
all winter and just fly up for classes. minutes for a bus, then he 
Just the other day Sneedly saw a likes whiske: 
cluster of Hill Students huddled df EE “e Mow h 
together like sheep trying to keep hh an hike es ae then 
warm—not knowing enough to e either LES whis ey or has . h ; 
come in out of the cold. A far cry to wait twenty minutes for a _ old as its mother was when she was 
from the men on the west end of bus. Conversely, if he likes 3 times as old as the monkey was. the campus. whiskey and has to wait The weight of the rope and the 

twenty minutes for a bus, then Weight _is half as much again as 
* # 8 if he likes Mozart he is not _ the difference between the weight 

Sneedly thought he had troubles an EE. of the weight and the weight of 
until he ran into an EE with a . the neatly What is the length of 
REAL problem. This fellow, “Gritz”, Under what conditions does the ropet ae 
Donmacher by name, takes the bus Gritz, an EE, have to wait 20 . ; to school and was trying to figure minutes for a bus? Here is the answer to last month’s 
a way to avoid waiting for the a oH # et ae was the only one : i who solv ; 
bus. cciven the following four Here's another teaser that was Jones had fifteen Luckies, Perk- 
prop : given to Sneedly by an L and S ing smoked Chesterfields and had a. If an EE does not have to student who claims he figured it twenty to start with, six Raleighs 

wait twenty minutes for a bus, out in 3 min., 42 sec., and without came with Reilly, Brown started 
then he either likes Mozart or the aid of a Mechanics course. with three Old Golds, and Turner’s 
else whiskey, but not both. Sneed tried to beat this time but supply consisted of eight Camels 

b. If a man likes whiskey, then it took 4 min., just to read it. initially. 
he either likes Mozart and Hanging over a pulley there is se 8 
does not have to wait twenty a rope with a weight at one end; Send in your solutions to Sneedly, 
minutes for a bus, or else he at the other end hangs a monkey % Wisconsin Engineer, Mechanical 
does not like Mozart and has of equal weight. The rope weighs Engineering Bldg., Madison 5, Wis. 
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The Ramo-Wooldridge Fellowships 

for Graduate Study at the 

California Institute of Technology 

or the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Leading toward the Ph. D. or Sc. D. degree as offered by each institution 

Emphasis in the study program at the California Institute of 
Technology will be on Systems Engineering, and at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology on Systems Engineering or Operations Research. 

| The Ramo-Wooldridge Fellowships have been estab- ELIGIBILITY The general requirements for eligibil- 
: lished in recognition of the great scarcity of scientists ity are that the candidate be an American citizen who 

and engineers who have the very special qualifications has completed one or more years of graduate study in 
required for work in Systems Engineering and Opera- mathematics, engineering or science before July 1958. 
tions Research, and of the rapidly increasing national The Fellowships will also be open to persons who have 
need for such individuals. Recipients of these Fellow- already received a Doctor's degree and who wish to 
ships will have an opportunity to pursue a broad undertake an additional year of study focused specifi- 

| course of graduate study in the fundamental mathe- cally on Systems Engineering or Operations Research. 
| matics, physics, and engineering required for careers AWARDS The awards for each Fellowship granted 
| in these fields, and will also have an opportunity to will consist of three portions. The first will be-an 
| associate and work with experienced engineers educational grant disbursed through the Institute 

and scientists, : 3 attended of not less than $2,000, with possible upward 
| Systems Engineering encompasses difficule advanced adjustment for candidates with family responsibilities. 

design problems of the type which involve inter- The second portion will be the salary paid to the 
actions, compromises, and a high degree of optimiza- Fellow for summer and part-time work at The Ramo- 
tion between portions of complex complete systems. Wooldridge Corporation. The salary will depend upon 
This includes taking into account the characteristics his age and experience and amount of time worked, 

of human beings who must operate and otherwise but will normally be approximately $2,000. The third 
interact with the systems. portion will be a grant of $2,100 to the school to cover 

Operations Research involves the application of the tuition and research expenses. 
scientific method of approach to complex manage- 

ment and operational problems. Important in such ap- va ae Gee UO ACh iy Np a ee eo” 
plication is the ability to develop mathematical models : ° 
of operational situations and to apply mathematical : DS ARPLICATION PROCEDURE . 
tools to the solution of the problems that emerge. aes eta . each ‘ 

The program for each Fellow covers approximately : ne UE een GLE wonou rts : 
a twelve-month period, part of which is spent at The * Committee, The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation, + 
Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation, and the remainder at > 5730 Arbor Vitae Street, Los Angeles 45. Com- + 
the California Institute of Technology or the Massa- : Bleed applications together with reference forms + 
chusetts Institute of Technology working toward the ee doen a Elda gua siands sade : 
Doctor’s degree, or in post-doctoral study. Fellows in * Committee not later than January 20, 1958. . 
good standing may apply for renewal of the Fellow- : : 
ship for a second year. Ssis/slolele ees sinisieleieiasisioie|s scnicisielsielccisie sie sieis 

The Ramo-Wooldridge C ti 
S720 ARBOR VITAE STREET, LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA © LOS ANGELES TELEPHONE: OREGON 8-0311 
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WM 
Is this the Salvation Army? - enthusiastically, not noticing the Daughter: “But, Mother, if a 
Do you save bad girls? guest was gazing selfconsciously at | guy takes you to the movies you 

Yes. his muddy shoes. ought to at least let him kiss you 
Well, save me a couple for Sat- “Come in, come in, my boy,” — good night.” 

urday night. beamed the frat man. Mother: “I thought you went to 
se ¢ | “Uh, Yd rather not,” whispered the Stork Club.” 

Mother: “Daughter, didn’t I tell the guest, My feet are dirty. Daughter: “I did.” 
you not to let strange men come ‘So’s ours,” laughed the frat man, 8 a 
to your apartment. You know how “but we keep our shoes on and no- . « 
it makes me worry.” body notices.” Fellow to blind date: I never 

Daughter: “It’s all right, Mother, e 8 « really believed in reincarnation— 

I went to his apartment, now let M.E.: “May I kiss your hand?” but om were you before you 

his mother worry.” Co-ed: “Whatsmatter? My mouth died? 
rs * * dirty?” * * * 

“Pilot to tower, pilot to tower: ee ® A bored cat and an interested 

plane out of gas; am one thousand Typist: “But, professor, isn’t this cat were watching a game of 
feet and thirty miles over the ocean, _ the same exam you gave last year?” tennis. 
what shall I do?” Professor: “Yes, but I’ve changed “You seem very interested in ten- 

“Tower to pilot, tower to pilot: the answers.” nis,” said the bored cat. 
repeat after me . . . Our Father se “It’s not that,” said the interested 
Who Art in Heaven .. . Bess, Harry and Margaret Tru- cat, “but my old man’s in that 

"es man were sitting in the parlor of racket. 
Professor: “I won't begin today’s the White House one afternoon, * © 4 

lecture until the room settles when Bess said to Harry: Student looking through tele- 
down.” . ; “Harry, dear, I think that you scope: “God!” 

Voice:from the rears“ Why a nt ought to have something done to Another: “Aw, g’wan; it isn’t that 
you go home and sleep it off? our front lawn. It’s all dried up, powerful.” 

=e and is turning brown.” ew & 
Then there was the M.E. who Harry replied, “I guess that , 

stepped up to the bar very optimis- youre right dear. I'll have the men Three football players at differ- 
tically, and two hours later went spread some manure on it ent schools had flunked their 
away very misty optically. tomorrow.” classes and were dropped from 

aoe Just then Harry was summoned the team. They got together and 

“So you're a painter?” to the telephone, and after he left, talked about their misfortune. The 
“Yep.” Margaret said to Bess, “I wish that ™&™ from O.U. said, “That calculus 
“Paint houses, I presume?” you would teach daddy to say Was Just too damn much.” The 
“Nope. Paint men and women.” ‘fertilizer’ instead of that awful  ™an from S.M.U. said, “It was trig 
“Oh, I see. An artist.” word ‘manure.’ After all, he is the that got me.” The guy from N.D. 
“Nope. Just paint Men’ over one _ President, now.” said, D id oe" guys ever hear of 

door and ‘Women’ over the other.” Bess replied, “Daughter, I be- long division? 
aoe lieve in letting well enough alone. * © # 

The integral of d-cabin over It took me 27 years to teach him to Ist Engineer: “Well, did you fol- 

cabin is log cabin. say ‘manure’.” low my advice and kiss your girl 

a HR a oe om when she least expected it?” 

A guest was greeted at the door Mother: “Why did you take so 2nd Engineer (with black eye): ‘ 
of the Theta Tau Fraternity House. much time last night saying “My god! I thought you said 
The frat president welcomed him — goodby to that fellow?” where.” 
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_ _t i 6hCUrlCUrL PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK 4 ve 
No. 30 in a Kodak Series : i Cm 
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Pepsi-Cola International Panorama, oo / . a J Z 
a magazine of places and people, = 7 
reaches people around the world, _ Ct A -_ / 
builds recognition for Pepsi-Cola as a a —_— 2 <a 
product associated with the better, . a yA 

| am mee) AMA \ Cod 

in every 1 a 
— - i GC 

a gu ag ee MRR ry 
What better way to say people take naturally to 
“Pepsi” whether in Leopoldville or Lichtenstein? 

2 4 vy To tell its story in 75 coun- — one. With photography, people 
= a.hClr tries, Pepsi-Cola puts pictures are real; situations authentic, 

_ pe! rr a to work to add meaning to the convincing. This is what makes 
ff. et 5 Sas ee 

_ mae vis. product’s global billingas ‘tthe photography such a powerful 
io ‘i mi ata i. : ay 

Gg oe if ,. refreshment of friendship. salesman. 

| / i | i To build up an atmosphere of Large businesses and small can 
a b _. friendliness and understanding _ use this powerful salesmanship— 

2 a in markets around the world, can also use photography to cut 
Ci Pepsi-Cola International pub- costs and save time in many other 

ae , - lishes Panorama —andgivesthe — ways. It can help with problems 
is — hm brunt of the job to photography. — of product design—can watch 

ese oe Photography knows no lan- — quality in production. It trains. 
This picture leaves no doubt that Netherlanders guage barrier. It is clear to young _It cuts office routine. You’ll find 
are neighborly. and old alike—appeals to every- _ that it can work for you, too. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

a0 ow ele ie. web: @ iekie: osha lorie eles ‘eile aoe EDREB ee Tea e ees ef 0: tel bie: wiie-e 6, Be LNE omei ve. 'e lara” SielgenebeNons 

: CAREERS WITH KODAK A a 

: With photography and photographic processes If you are looking for such an interesting oppor- A 
« becoming increasingly important in the business tunity, write for information about careers with Ag 
° and industry of tomorrow, there are new and Kodak. Address: Business and Technical Kodak 

¢ challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, 
* engineering, electronics, design and production. Rochester 4, N. Y.
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=e = =©=—CSCté‘t~CdIterview with General Electric’s 

w a Hubert W. Gouldthorpe 

| | » £=WManager—Engineering Personnel 

——— our Salary 
tne Lr 

Although many surveys show that salary Q. How much is your benefit program median. This is because we provide - 
is not the prime factor contributing to job worth, as an addition to salary? opportunity for the competent man 
satisfaction, it is of great importance to A. A great deal. Company benefits to develop rapidly toward the bigger 
students weighing career opportunities. can be a surprisingly large part of job that fits his interests and makes 
Here, Mr. Gouldthorpe answers some employee compensation. We figure full use of his capabilities. As a 

questions frequently asked by college our total benefit program can be natural consequence, more men have 
engineering students. worth as much as 1/6 of your reached the higher salaried positions 
O, MixGootdn heap dane salary, depending on the extent to faster, and they are there because of 
a! a ene she th - eter which you participate in the many the high value of their contribution. 

date 3 programs available at G.E. I hope this answers the question 
graduating engineers? oo, you asked, but I want to emphasize 
A. Well, we try to evaluate the Q. Participation in the programs, then, again that the salary you will be 
man’s potential worth to General is voluntary? . . earning depends on the value of 
Electric. This depends on his quali- A. Oh, yes. The medical and life your contribution. The effect of such 
fications and our need for those insurance plan, pension plan, and considerations as years of service, 
qualifications. savings = stock ona Laem a _ industry median salaries, etc., will be 

: et operated on a mutual contribution insignificant by comparison. It is Q. How do you evaluate this potential? basis, and you’re not obligated to most important for you to pick a job 

A. We do it on the basis of demon- join any of them. But they are such that will lef you make the most of 
strated scholarship and extra-curric- good values that most of our people your capabilities. 
ular performance, work experience, do participate. They’re an excellent s 
and personal qualities as appraised way to save and provide personal Q. Do you have one salary plan for 
by interviewers, faculty, and other and family protection. professional people in engineering and 
references. : . a different one for those in managerial 

Of course, we’re not the only com- Q. After you've been with a company work? 
pany looking for highly qualified like G.E: for a few years,:who' dacides A. No, we don’t make such a 
men. We’re alert to competition and when Sone is given os how ince ft distinction between these two im- * 
pay competitive salaries to get the will: be? How high updoss:this decision portant kinds of work. We have an 
promising engineers we need. havete go? . . integrated salary structure which 
@. When could | expect my first raise A. We review professional salaries covers both kinds of jobs, all the way 

at General Electric? at least once a year. Under our up to the President’s. It assures pay 
° . philosophy of delegating such re- in accordance with actual individual 

A. Our primary training programs sponsibilities, the decision regarding contribution, whichever avenue a 
for engineers, the Engineering Pro- your raise will be made by one man man may choose to follow. 
gram, Manufacturing Program, and —the man you report to; subject to 
Technical Marketing Program, gen- the approval of only one other man * We have a limited number of copies of 
erally grant raises after you’ve been —his manager. the Engineers Joint Council report en- 
with the Company about a year. Q. At present, what salaries do engi- titled “Professional Income of : Engi- 

Q. Is it an automatic raise? neers with ten years’ experience make? neers—1956. If you would like a 
. . % copy, write to Engineering Personnel, 

A. It’s automatic only in the sense A. According to a 1956 Survey of —gidg. 36, Sth Floor, General Electric 
that your salary is reviewed at that the Engineers Joint Council*, engi- c onipany, Schenecta dy 5. N.Y 

time. Its amount, however, is not neers with 10 years in the electrical # _ 297 

the same for everyone. This depends machinery manufacturing industry 

first and foremost on how well you were earning a median salary of LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

have performed your assignments, $8100, with salaries ranging up to cussing: © Advancement in Large 
but pay changes do reflect trends in and beyond $15,000. At General Companies ¢ Qualities We Look For 
over-all salary structure brought on Electric more than two thirds of our in Young Engineers @ Personal De- 
by changes in the cost of living or 10-year, technical college graduates velopment. 
other factors. are earning above this industry
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